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1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

A central feature of language is that it allows us to convey
information about things, what happens to them, and the rela-
tions between them (Jakobson, 1960). This function of language
is facilitated by the use of anaphoric expressions, which allow
speakers to avoid repeating long and monotonous expressions
like the little red-headed girl from the peanuts comic strips. In
English or Dutch, entities or characters that have already been
mentioned (as in 1) or are easily understood from context (as in
2) can be referred to with pronouns,

(1) I talked to Terry. He says hello.

(2) I went to the pharmacy. He Vlled my prescription very
quickly.

In (1), Terry was just mentioned, so it’s trivial to understand
who the pronoun refers to. In (2), the context of a pharmacy
makes a pharmacist salient enough that the referent for he can
be inferred.

Although using short referring expressions like pronouns al-
lows speakers and writers to avoid arduously repeating them-
selves, at the same time, use of these shorter referring expres-
sions may lead to comprehension diXculties for readers and
listeners, since these short referring expressions are necessar-
ily more ambiguous. Whereas the little red-headed girl from the
peanuts comic strips refers to only one individual, pronouns can
be used to refer to diUerent individuals and take their meaning
from context. However, keeping track of who is being referred
to from a comprehender’s point of view is not an easy task. In
fact, the evidence suggests that comprehenders must often use
multiple sources of information in order to understand who a
pronoun refers to. It is possible that not all of these informa-
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2 introduction

tion sources are used by the processor in all instances, and that
the extent to which they are important for the resolution pro-
cess may vary by language (Morrett and MacWhinney, 2013),
but there is strong evidence suggesting that most of the time,
multiple factors work in concert.

Past research (e.g. Morrett and MacWhinney, 2013; Järvikivi
et al., 2005) into pronoun comprehension has focused to a large
extent on structural factors such as grammatical role (of both
referent and pronoun), order-of-mention (participants mentioned
Vrst in a sentence are more accessible than participants men-
tioned later) and clause recency (concepts mentioned in the most
recent clause are more accessible than concepts mentioned in an
earlier clause). Research has put less emphasis on the more con-
ceptual aspects of pronoun comprehension. As a consequence,
not much is known on how conceptual information is integrated
in the comprehension of pronouns, especially where on-line
processing is concerned. So research in that area is deVnitely
needed. In addition, within psycholinguistics there has been
burgeoning interest in information structure, which describes
the principled ways in which languages deal with the diUerence
between hearer new and old information and discourse new and
old information (e.g. Lambrecht, 1996; Prince, 1981; Ward et al.,
n.d.).

1.1 conceptual information

In some accounts of pronoun resolution, conceptual informa-
tion, in particular world knowledge or plausibility, is the most im-
portant determinant. Under these accounts, language users will
always eventually choose the most plausible antecedent, regard-
less of other factors (e.g. Huang, 2000). On the other hand, it
seems that language must also oUer the opportunity to describe
an event in the real world that is not plausible at all (e.g. John
witnessed Bill rob a bank, but then John was arrested by mistake).
Under that view (c.f. Kehler, 2002), less plausible antecedents
can become preferred, but their unlikeliness must be indicated
by some linguistic means, such as accentuation (or other means
of adding emphasis).
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Although most researchers have assumed that plausibility will
have some eUect, they have paid relatively little attention to it
as a contributing factor. Moreover, some of the earlier studies
on pronoun resolution do not appear to have adequately con-
trolled for the eUects of world knowledge. For example, in test-
ing for plausibility, Crawley et al. (1990) asked judges whether
both names were plausible antecedents. If the question was in-
deed so posed, it seems likely to have led the judges to say yes,
unless the plausibility diUerences were very large. Chambers
and Smyth (1998) seem not to have controlled for plausibility
with any measures beyond the authors’ intuition either. This
suggests that the diUerences in outcome may be due to the plau-
sibility of diUerent readings across experiments, rather than the
factors that were being investigated. It thus seems to be neces-
sary to examine this issue more closely. I will do this in a set
of self-paced reading experiments described in Chapter 2, in a
series of oU-line antecedent selection studies in Chapter 3, and
in an ERP study presented in Chapter 4.

1.2 information structure

A factor that is presumably as important as conceptual infor-
mation is information structure. Information structure indicates
what is given information and what is new information in a spe-
ciVc utterance and is reWected in the actual utterance in terms
of word order, syntactic structure and/or prosodic realization of
the utterance. Languages have been shown to diUer in terms of
the options they have at their disposal (Lambrecht, 1996). Hear-
ers can make use of these information structural cues to connect
the incoming information with the knowledge they have about
the current discourse and the world in general. Several theorists
have suggested that a speaker’s choice of syntax or intonation
results from what the hearer could be assumed to know (Pier-
rehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990; Steedman, 2007; Ladd, 2008;
Ward et al., n.d.). Syntax and prosody are thought to be chosen
in such a way that new information is marked, and old infor-
mation unmarked. In general, given information is positioned
Vrst in an utterance, and new information last (Ward et al., n.d.;
among many others). Order-of-mention (which I control for in
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Chapter 2, and examine in Chapter 3) has been found to be
extremely important in pronoun comprehension (Smyth, 1994;
Kehler et al., 2008, inter alia).

Prosody, and perhaps most importantly accent, can also be co-
opted for marking information, in languages like English and
Dutch. There is still argument about the exact form a theory of
accent should take, in particular because speakers are inconsis-
tent in how they produce accent (Breen et al., 2010). Neverthe-
less, there is growing consensus that speakers will accent new
information, as in example 3 (taken from Breen et al., 2010).1

(3) a. Who fried an omelet this morning?
b. Damon fried an omelet this morning.

Moreover, Breen et al. present evidence that some of the in-
consistencies are due to speakers not being aware of ambigu-
ities, since speakers produced disambiguating accent when it
was pointed out that an ambiguity existed.

Lending credence to this analysis, Dimitrova et al. (2009) found
that speakers will accent information that is surprising to them—
even if the information is contextually given (e.g. the colour blue
in a context with all blue objects), and it is only the combination
that is surprising (e.g. blue banana). In fact, speakers with better
ability to direct processing resources (executive function) were
the most likely to accent unexpected information. Thus the in-
consistent empirical results may be the result of varying speaker
awareness rather than a problem with the linguistic analysis. Al-
though the degree to which discourse new/given, hearer new/-
given and contrast are represented in intonation is uncertain,
there is agreement that some sort of distinction between given
and new exists (Breen et al., 2010). The generalization that new
information is accented is captured by Huang’s application of
neo-Gricean theory to anaphora: A marked (rarer) referring ex-
pression tends to refer to something more diXcult to retrieve
(Huang, 1991).

1 Throughout the thesis accented words are indicated with small caps.
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1.3 investigating models of pronoun resolution

It is still unclear what psychological processes the hearer uses
to decipher the reference, or what model provides the best de-
scription of pronoun processing. In order to understand the con-
tribution of information structure and world knowledge in pro-
noun resolution, I have looked at how world knowledge aUects
pronoun comprehension in on-line self-paced reading (Chapter
2), I investigated how information structure and world knowl-
edge lead to the choice of one referent over another using an
antecedent selection task (Chapter 3), and I measured ERPs to
investigate how information structure signals and world knowl-
edge are integrated on-line (Chapter 4).

One of the most important ways of examining comprehen-
sion is to look at comprehension diXculty when resolving the
pronoun does not go as planned. As yet there is no agreement
on how to model the processes underlying comprehension diX-
culty. In this thesis I compare instances of the two major types
of model: a leading serial model to a leading parallel model, us-
ing self-paced reading (Chapter 2). The most salient diUerence
between these models is that parallel models assume that all in-
formation is used immediately, whereas serial models assume
that some (often structural) information is used before other (of-
ten non-structural) information.

The particular serial parser that I examine, the Unrestricted
Race Model (e.g. Van Gompel et al., 2000), assumes that am-
biguity leads to less diXculty when it is Vrst encountered, but
more diXculty at a later point if the utterance is disambiguated.
The parallel parser I examine, the Constraint-Based Model (e.g.
McRae et al., 1998), predicts that ambiguity will often lead to
diXculty.

I compare these models using self-paced reading, the work-
horse of psycholinguistics. It involves a participant reading a
sentence by pushing a button to advance from one word to the
next on a screen, and timing the speed of reaction. Reactions
at critical points are then compared, in order to distinguish be-
tween theoretical predictions. Results of a study by Swets et al.
(2008) suggests that participants only process the stimuli deeply
enough to complete the task, as described by the Good-Enough
Processing Hypothesis (e.g. Ferreira and Patson, 2007). If this
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is true, the Vnding that the results across studies have been
disparate may be attributable to the task the participants per-
formed while reading. Thus, I included task as a condition to
see whether diUerence of task indeed leads to diUerences in re-
sults.

Modelling who a pronoun refers to is separate from which
model best describes diXculty in comprehending a pronoun.
However, like in comprehension diXculty, there is some evi-
dence that world knowledge and markedness are combined in
the choice of referent. Accordingly, most current models of ref-
erent choice either suggest that multiple sources of information
are combined with a particular set of weightings in order to
come up with an end result, or that it is the result of some rank-
ing mechanism. There are two pertinent issues in the choice
of referent. One is how on-line models can be applied to the
question of choice. The second issue is parallel to how the mod-
els can be applied: do all sources of information contribute to
referent choice, even if they contribute unequally? Or, does the
highest ranked source of information block out all others? In
terms of on-line models, the Unrestricted Race Model is not spe-
ciVc with regards to whether a ranking or weighting mechanism
underlies choice of referent, and whether there is in fact inter-
action, or only one factor at a time is involved in the choice (for
example, if world knowledge were to always over-rule marked-
ness when there is a world-knowledge bias). The Constraint-
Based Model, however, is quite speciVc about how choice of
referent occurs. It suggests that it is eUectively a process of
weighting: Over time, sources of information are taken into ac-
count, and preference moves toward one or the other referent.
When preference is sampled, it is eUectively the weighting that
is being sampled. Other approaches (e.g. Hoeks and Hendriks,
2011) make use of ranked constraints, as opposed to weighted
sources of information.

The chief goal of this thesis is to understand how informa-
tion structure and world knowledge interact. Thus, an impor-
tant question is whether the workings of the processor result
in an all or nothing choice, or a graded choice of referent, like
the Constraint-Based Model described in Spivey (2008) or the
optimality-theory based model described in Hoeks and Hendriks
(2011). An all or nothing model would suggest that some sources
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of information (such as plausibility, markedness or syntax) would
determine referent choice whenever there was a bias. Thus if
plausibility were highest-ranked, and there were some plausi-
bility bias, the model would always choose the referent that is
most plausible, and no other. Other factors would make them-
selves apparent when both referents were equally plausible. A
graded choice would mean that diUerent information sources
each contribute somewhat to the choice of referent.

Some preliminary research has looked at accented pronouns
(markedness) or at world knowledge, but not both together. Work
on accented pronouns has suggested that accent causes hearers
to choose an initially less active referent (Venditti et al., 2001),
already suggesting that the processor takes several sources of in-
formation into account. In order to fully understand how these
sources of information interact, an experiment directly probing
their interaction is necessary, such as the antecedent choice ex-
periment reported in Chapter 3.

1.3.1 Neurolinguistic Modelling of Comprehension

In addition to examining how world knowledge aUects the
speed of comprehension and referent choice, there is a further
matter of how comprehension of these sources of information
aUects the brain. One method that is highly eUective at link-
ing psycholinguistics to neurolinguistics is ERP (Event-Related
brain Potentials). Like self-paced reading, ERP studies have the
advantage of a large body of literature going back over sev-
eral decades. ERP has been used to great eUect in the study
of accent (one means of making something marked), semantic
anomaly (related to world knowledge) and pronoun ambiguity.
Furthermore, ERP is particularly well suited to the study of spo-
ken language comprehension, since, unlike self-paced reading, it
requires no response on the part of the listener. Comprehension
processes underlying normal, Wuid speech presented auditorily
are easily captured.

Registration of ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG) involves an elec-
trode cap placed on the scalp of the participant. The electrodes
on the scalp pick up changes in electrical potential caused by the
activity of large assemblies of neuronal cells (Luck, 2005). In ERP
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experiments, the EEG signal is averaged at critical points where
the stimuli diUer, in order to separate the signal from the noise
(which is assumed to be averaged out). ERP registration has ex-
cellent time resolution, and is able to pick up even very fast
changes in electrical potential in the cortex. Additionally, ERP

recording gathers information about where on the scalp these
changes are taking place. The mapping of the scalp topography
of a signal to localization is problematic, however, although it
does allow researchers to reason about whether an eUect gener-
ated in one condition or experiment has the same topography
as an eUect in another condition/experiment.

In Chapter 4, I look at speciVc components with known prop-
erties to see the eUect of markedness and world knowledge on
the processing of a pronoun, following the philosophy of Luck
(2005). Chapter 4 therefore targets theories of what a speciVc
component is expected to do, as opposed to overall neurolin-
guistic models of what components are expected to do. Past
experiments have examined pronouns, markedness and world
knowledge, although none have examined all three. The most
prominent ERP experiments on pronouns have investigated am-
biguity. Studies have found that ambiguity creates a compo-
nent referred to as an NRef, a sustained frontal negativity (Van
Berkum et al., 2007). However, since the pronouns I investi-
gate are not ambiguous, it is interesting to Vnd out whether this
research is applicable. ERP research on markedness (accent) sug-
gests that accented words provoke an accent positivity relative
to unaccented words (Dimitrova, 2012). This has been taken
to mean that accent causes increased attention to the accented
word, and perhaps intensiVed processing, although it is uncer-
tain how this would function on a pronoun, especially for unex-
pected referents.

In addition to early positivities, the experiment allows us to
examine whether expectedness and accent have any eUect on
the N400 (a negative deWection in the ERP signal that is max-
imal around 400 ms after onset of the evoking stimulus), and
the P600 (a positive deWection in the ERP signal that is maximal
around 600 ms after onset of the evoking stimulus). The ampli-
tude of the N400 is sensitive to the semantic Vt of a word with
respect to the preceding context. The P600, on the other hand,
has received various interpretations, ranging from syntactic re-
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vision to pragmatic processing (see Brouwer et al., 2012, for an
overview).

1.4 overview of the thesis

Each of the chapters of this thesis examines aspects of how
speciVc types of information are combined in pronoun resolu-
tion. In Chapter 2, I compare the results of a self-paced read-
ing study with the predictions of diUerent models of language
comprehension that describe how ambiguity is resolved under
these conditions in comprehension. I examine a parallel pro-
cessing model (Constraint-Based Model; McRae et al., 1998) and
a serial processing model (Unrestricted Race Model; Van Gom-
pel et al., 2000). These models provide worked-out mechanisms
that allow a researcher to take a linguistic stimulus, and from
that stimulus create predictions about processing speed for a
given word or passage. I also examine the Good-Enough Pro-
cessing Hypothesis (Ferreira and Patson, 2007).

In Chapter 3, I look at world knowledge and markedness in
English and in Spanish, examining the importance of order-of-
mention and grammatical roles along the way, by asking partic-
ipants to identify the referent of the pronoun. In both English
and Spanish I look at how the markedness of the form used in-
teracts with structural biases on the one hand and world knowl-
edge on the other in the Vnal interpretation of a pronoun.

In Chapter 4, I expand on the on-line dynamics of information
use in the comprehension of pronouns, looking at both marked-
ness and world knowledge. Using ERP allows me to comment
on when each type of information begins to aUect processing
to a very accurate time resolution, and even allows comparison
of how the input aUects speciVc components of ERP response.
Following on past research that has found evidence that unex-
pected or diXcult constituents are accented (Dimitrova et al.,
2009), I investigated the eUects of accentuation and unexpect-
edness on pronoun resolution. In one condition, sentences con-
tained a pronoun with an unexpected referent, since they de-
scribed a situation that went against world knowledge (e.g. some-
one loses a tournament and is congratulated), in the control con-
dition, the referent was expected (e.g. someone wins a tourna-
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ment and is congratulated). By using ERP registration, I looked
into the processing of unexpectedness, and at the eUect of ac-
centing on that process.

I conclude by relating the results to each other in Chapter 5,
discussing what restrictions our results prescribe for models of
pronoun resolution and suggesting areas for future research.
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E N C O U N T E R I N G A N A M B I G U O U S P R O N O U N

Evidence for Competition in Referential Processing

abstract

Research on pronoun resolution has not yet produced a com-
prehensive model of referential processing. In this chapter, we
investigate whether two well-known models of syntactic ambi-
guity resolution, the parallel Constraint-Based Model and the
serial Unrestricted Race Model, can be successfully applied to
pronoun resolution. In addition to these two models, we will
consider a processing hypothesis as well, the Good-Enough Pro-
cessing Hypothesis, which assumes that processing is to some
extent strategic, and may depend on task requirements (we term
this a hypothesis rather than a model since it pertains to the
depth of processing, but does not oUer a description of process-
ing per se). Our participants read stories containing ambigu-
ous subject pronouns following three task instructions: answer
a question to disambiguate the referent of a pronoun, give a
plausibility rating concerning the story as a whole, or simply
read the stories attentively without any subsequent questions.
Our results show that in the Disambiguation Question task, am-
biguous pronouns were read more slowly than unambiguous
pronouns, as predicted by the Constraint-Based Model. In the
Plausibility Rating task, we found a similar, but smaller ambi-
guity disadvantage. When participants did not have to answer
questions, there were no reading time diUerences at any of the
regions we investigated. These results suggest that referential
ambiguities give rise to competition between alternatives, but
lower engagement tasks resulted in weaker results or null re-
sults, which the Constraint-Based Model cannot account for
without modiVcation.

11
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2.1 introduction

The processing of ambiguity in language has proven to be
very important, because it speaks to the hotly contested prob-
lem of when information becomes available for use by the lan-
guage processor. Is all information—morphology, syntax, se-
mantics, discourse structure, pragmatics—used in parallel? Or is
some information (e.g. syntax, topic structure) available before
other information or perhaps given more weight? By studying
ambiguity resolution, it is possible to Vnd out what types of
information are more strongly weighted. For this reason, both
referential ambiguities and syntactic ambiguities have seen a lot
of attention. In the experiment reported here we examine how
well two models of ambiguity resolution are able to predict reac-
tion times during the comprehension of referential ambiguities.

Below we examine two of the most current models of am-
biguity resolution, looking at a serial parser, which examines
only one option at a time, and a parallel parser, which exam-
ines all options in parallel. Following on the rationale of Swets
et al. (2008) we hypothesized that diUerences between these
models can be explained by the fact that self-paced reading ex-
periments described in the literature frequently diUer strongly
in task. Some of these studies found evidence in favour of a
parallel parser, whereas other studies found evidence against,
hence it is possible that diUerences in task underlay discrepan-
cies in one study relative to another. Since testing these models
against each other requires an initial ambiguity that is later re-
solved, we work through an example sentence from the exper-
iment showing what types of biases comprehenders encounter
on-line. We then show how the diUerent models predict that
comprehenders deal with these biases, and the eUect they will
have on processing.

2.1.1 Ambiguity and Processing

Pronouns are a hotbed of potential ambiguity, and pronom-
inal ambiguities can cause signiVcant problems in comprehen-
sion. Take for example (1):
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(1) Frank played cards with Steve for a huge sum.
Steve lost to Frank.
He . . .

When the comprehender reaches the pronoun, Frank and Steve
are both good continuations. Many factors have been shown
to be involved in resolving pronominal ambiguity. In this pa-
per, we will not concern ourselves with these speciVc factors,
but rather focus on Vnding out what kind of mechanism can un-
derlie the use of relevant constraints in the resolution process.
At present, there is no elaborated model of how constraints are
handled in pronoun processing. As a point of departure, we
take existing models of syntactic ambiguity resolution and see
whether they can be fruitfully applied to pronoun resolution as
well.

2.1.2 Models of Syntactic Ambiguity Resolution

2.1.2.1 The Constraint-Based Model

A very inWuential model of syntactic ambiguity resolution is
the Constraint-Based Model, in which all diUerent kinds of con-
straints interact in a parallel process through which the syntac-
tic option that receives the most support from the constraints is
chosen (Trueswell and Tanenhaus, 1994; MacDonald et al., 1992;
MacDonald, 1994; MacDonald et al., 1994). A computational
implementation of this type of Constraint-Based processing is
the well-known Competition-Integration Model (McRae et al.,
1998). In this model, diUerent sources of information are rep-
resented as input nodes. In the domain of referential process-
ing, for example, there could be an animacy input node, since
animacy has been shown to be involved in referent choice. In
addition, there could be nodes representing order-of-mention, re-
cency, world knowledge bias, etc.

Model simulation proceeds in a number of steps. First, activa-
tion from the input nodes is fed into representation nodes that
each represent the possible referential solutions. This informa-
tion is then fed back to the input nodes, after which the cycle
is repeated until the diUerence in activation between the repre-
sentation nodes has become high enough.
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If there is a strong preference for one of the alternatives, for
instance for the Vrst-mentioned noun, Frank, processing would
proceed quickly. Close equibiases, however, where both Frank
and Steve are equally likely as referents, will lead to longer pro-
cessing times. For example, at He the processor is uncertain
who the pronoun refers to, since there may be a Vrst-mention
bias toward Frank, but a recency bias toward Steve. If, for ex-
ample, there were a strong bias toward Frank, processing would
proceed quickly. However, when the biases toward both names
are roughly equal, the activation nodes each have highly simi-
lar activation levels—leading to more cycles of competition and
longer processing times.

If the characters were Frank and Sarah instead of Frank and
Steve, as in (2), it would be easy to resolve the pronoun based
on gender, so a minimal number of cycles of competition would
be required, leading to minimal processing diXculty and hence
relatively short processing times.

(2) Frank played cards with Sarah for a huge sum.
Sarah lost to Frank.
He . . .

If it turns out later in the sentence that the processor has made
the wrong decision, a round of competition will again be neces-
sary. Look, for example, at the continuation in (3):

(3) Frank played cards with Steve for a huge sum.
Steve lost to Frank.
He left with a big smile.

Since smile is biased to Frank (the winner), the model is able
to resolve the pronoun. However, since some of the time the
model will have resolved toward Steve at the cutoU point, it will
take several cycles of competition to sort this out, leading to a
relatively long processing time.

The Constraint-Based Model thus predicts that at the ambigu-
ous pronoun, processing will be intensiVed relative to unam-
biguous sentences when the biases are approximately equal, lead-
ing to longer processing times. At any later point of disambigua-
tion, there may again be intensiVed processing, as there will be
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some percentage of incorrect initial analyses (predictions sum-
marized in Table 2.1).

Several ERP studies have presented evidence that is in agree-
ment with this prediction, even though this was not the goal of
the research. Van Berkum et al. (2007) report that there was a
greater NRef eUect for ambiguous referents than unambiguous
referents, which starts after the point of ambiguity. Nieuwland
et al. (2007) found greater activation in a functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) study.

2.1.2.2 The Unrestricted Race Model

Some research into syntactically ambiguous sentences has sug-
gested that under the right conditions, sentences with syntac-
tic ambiguities can be faster to process than unambiguous sen-
tences (Pickering and Traxler, 1998; Pickering et al., 2000; Van
Gompel et al., 2000, 2001; Traxler et al., 2000; Van Gompel et al.,
2005). SpeciVcally, globally ambiguous sentences, where the
ambiguity is not resolved, appear to be easier to process than
sentences that are disambiguated.

Van Gompel et al. (2000) have suggested the Unrestricted Race
Model to account for cases where globally ambiguous sentences
are easier to process. They propose a serial model with two dis-
tinct phases. In the Vrst phase, all available information from
the context plus the syntactic category information of the cur-
rent (ambiguous) word is used to construct all possible struc-
tures. These structures enter into a race: the structure that
gets built Vrst wins the race and is adopted. Immediately af-
ter that, the second phase begins in which other (e.g. semantic,
pragmatic) information associated with the current ambiguous
word can conVrm the choice from the Vrst phase, or cause re-
analysis.

In globally ambiguous sentences, it does not matter which
choice is made in the Vrst phase of the decision process: the
sentence remains ambiguous, and no reanalysis is necessary.
However, if the sentence is disambiguated at some point, this
will cause reanalysis in those cases where the wrong choice
was made (which can be about 50% of the time in case of equib-
ias). Under these assumptions, ambiguous structures can be pro-
cessed faster than disambiguated structures.
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In the present paper we will investigate whether the Unre-
stricted Race Model is a possible model of pronoun resolution.
Suppose that in example (1), when the processor reaches the
pronoun, there is no strong bias toward either of the charac-
ters. The parser will then choose either Frank or Steve as a ref-
erent, and continue forward. It will only slow down if later on
in the sentence there is information going against that initial
choice. For example if Steve is chosen as the referent for (1), this
choice will clash with the conceptual information signalled by
the word smile, since it is unlikely that Steve would smile as he
was the one who lost at cards. When this clash occurs it will
lead to longer processing times as the processor tries interpret-
ing the sentence a second time, now with Frank as the referent
of the pronoun.

If the reference can be disambiguated on the basis of gender,
as in (2), and there is no strong bias to either of the potential
referents, it will lead to longer processing times. This is because
with no strong bias the coreference will be assigned to Frank or
Sarah. Then, in the second phase, the gender of the pronoun
might be taken into account. Since in an equibiased situation
Sarah will be chosen randomly 50% of the time, if gender is
taken into account it would lead to longer processing times on
the pronoun, when the pronoun disambiguates gender (2) rela-
tive to sentences where the gender does not disambiguate, since
in (1) the coreference could never be proven incorrect by gen-
der marking. Thus, the Unrestricted Race Model predicts that
referential ambiguity, just as syntactic ambiguity, will lead to
faster processing times as compared to disambiguated controls.
If subsequent information in the sentence contradicts the earlier
choice, this will lead to an increase in processing diXculty.

2.1.3 Deep and Shallow Processing

Under both models discussed above, the processor makes a
choice in the ambiguous region. However, it is not clear that
ambiguities are always completely resolved at all. Ferreira, Bai-
ley, and Ferreira et al., (2002, see also Swets et al., 2008; Fer-
reira and Patson, 2007; Christianson et al., 2001) have proposed
the Good-Enough Hypothesis, drawing on research that sug-
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gests that participants do not always process a sentence in full,
but rather only as much as is necessary to meet task demands.
There has been considerable research demonstrating that some
kind of underspeciVcation can occur in processing (e.g. Bar-
ton and Sanford, 1993; Sanford and Sturt, 2002). For instance,
Barton and Sanford (1993) asked participants to read about an
ethical problem and argue about a possible solution. After read-
ing a paragraph introducing the details of an air crash, partici-
pants were asked, After an air crash, where should the survivors
be buried? Many participants in the study did not notice the
use of the word survivor, which implies alive, and even made
ethical–legal argumentation based on the sentence. Hence, even
when processing a sentence in order to respond to ethical-legal
questions, participants did not use information from each indi-
vidual lexical item in the sentence.

The Good-Enough Hypothesis suggests that manipulation of
task could lead to widely varying results, so that for instance
reading time patterns on the same set of sentences could ap-
pear to favour one model under one task condition, and another
model under another. Van Gompel et al. (2001) found evidence
that syntactically ambiguous sentences can be easier to process
than disambiguated sentences, but Swets et al. (2008) suggest
this is because participants did not really attempt to understand
the sentence. Van Gompel et al. used comprehension questions;
according to Swets et al., this motivated participants to mon-
itor for and remember the verbs, rather than fully processing
the sentence. Under the Good-Enough Hypothesis, lack of mo-
tivation to process a sentence in full may lead the processor to
“withhold judgment” until a later stage of parsing, a process re-
ferred to as “buy now, pay later”, or may even lead to failure to
complete the parse at all. Swets et al. suggest that something
like this may have occurred in the experiments reported by van
Gompel and colleagues.

2.1.4 Interim Summary of Model Predictions

The Constraint-Based Model and the Unrestricted Race Model
make speciVc predictions for the examples presented above (Ta-
ble 2.1). The Constraint-Based Model predicts longer reaction
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times for ambiguous sentences relative to disambiguated con-
trols, both in the ambiguous region and in the region where
disambiguating information is encountered. The Unrestricted
Race Model, however, predicts that processing in the ambigu-
ous region will be faster, not slower than unambiguous control
sentences. Both models are in agreement that a later disam-
biguation will cause higher processing times.

The Good-Enough Hypothesis does not predict any eUects
speciVc to ambiguity, but it does suggests that task instructions
can determine the speciVc level of processing in each task, that
more intensive tasks will lead to longer processing times, and
that a lack of task will lead to shorter processing times.

2.1.5 Individual DiUerences

It has been suggested that individual diUerences between par-
ticipants may also inWuence language processing (Arnold, 1998,
2010; Gernsbacher, 1997). Here, we consider two factors in de-
tail: Reading Span and executive functioning. Several studies
have suggested that working memory is important in language
comprehension (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; Van den Noort
et al., 2008; Waters and Caplan, 1996). Working memory could
be integral to pronoun comprehension: what cannot be remem-
bered cannot be available as an antecedent (cf. Van Rij et al.,
2013).

We also measured how individuals diUered in terms of exec-
utive function. Executive function is an umbrella term for the
abilities to “control, modify and direct” behaviour (Gioia et al.,
2002). The motivation to examine individual diUerences in ex-
ecutive function is twofold. For one thing, executive function-
ing is associated with the ability to concentrate on a task, and
has been shown to be correlated with the ability to suppress
task-unrelated thought (a form of inattentiveness) in research
on discourse comprehension (Smallwood and Schooler, 2006;
Smallwood, 2007; Smallwood et al., 2008). Secondly, executive
functioning can also be linked to the ability to select informa-
tion from a larger array (e.g. possible referents). We measured
working memory using the Dutch version of the reading span
task (Van den Noort et al., 2008), and measured executive func-
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Table 2.1: Summary of predictions for pronominal processing

model region

pronoun disambiguating phrase

model and spillover and spillover

Constraint-Based Amb > Unamb Amb > Unam

Unrestricted Race* Amb < Unamb Amb > Unamb

Good-enough Disamb. 6= Plaus. 6= SPR-only

Note: Ambiguous pronoun = Amb, Unambiguous pronoun = Unamb Dis-
ambiguation Question = Disamb, Plausibility Rating=Plaus. *If gender
morphology is considered part of syntactic information.

tion using a Dutch version of the Behavioural Rating Inventory
of Executive Function–Adult self-report (BRIEF–A) (Roth et al.,
2005).

2.2 the present study

In order to test how models of sentence processing apply to
pronoun comprehension, we constructed short stories, equiva-
lent to (Table 2.2) in form. The critical diUerence between the
models is how they handle a point of ambiguity where the bias
toward the referents is very nearly equal. For this reason, it was
crucial to create a point of rough equibias at the pronoun. This
was done by using referents that had both been subjects (par-
allelism of syntactic roles), one of which was referred to Vrst
(Vrst mentioned bias) and one of which was the more recent
subject (recency or current topic). In that circumstance, the
Unrestricted Race Model predicts that an ambiguous pronoun
would be faster. At a point of disambiguation, the previously
ambiguous condition is predicted to be slower, as an initially
chosen antecedent will be proven wrong in approximately half
of the cases. In contrast, the Constraint-Based Model predicts
that there will be longer reaction times rts at points of roughly
equal plausibility, but also slowing at places of disambiguation.
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Table 2.2: Example of stimulus materials.

ambiguous pronoun unambiguous pronoun

Frank played cards with Steve for a
huge sum. Steve lost to Frank.

Frank played cards with Sarah for a
huge sum. Sarah lost to Frank.

critical sentence

/He / had a big / smile / when leaving.

Note. Pronoun disambiguation region and pragmatic disambiguation re-
gion indicated with slashes (i.e., / smile / or / frown /).

2.2.1 Methods

2.2.1.1 Participants

Seventy-seven participants were recruited from the Univer-
sity of Groningen community (mean age 22, 18–32, 19 male).
Participants received 5 euros as compensation. None had neuro-
logical impairments.

2.2.1.2 Materials

The experimental materials were comprised of 32 three-sen-
tence stories, interspersed with 24 distractor items (from a dif-
ferent experiment). Table 2.2 illustrates the experimental condi-
tions for one item. Materials can be found in Appendix A.

ambiguity. The gender of the characters in the story was
varied in order to manipulate initial ambiguity (see Table 2.2).
Either both characters were male, making the pronoun ambigu-
ous, or there was one male and one female character allowing
the referent to be identiVed from the pronoun alone. In addition
to Ambiguity, we counterbalanced for order-of-mention. Order-
of-Mention was added so that the pronoun would not always
predictably refer to First Mention (e.g. Frank) or Second Mention
(e.g. Steve) within the experiment, but would be unpredictable.
Following the research of Gernsbacher et al. (1989), the activa-
tion of Frank and Steve is predicted to be roughly equal at the
pronoun in the third sentence, since Frank was Vrst mentioned,
but Steve is the subject of the most recent clause. We manipu-
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lated Ambiguity (Ambiguous, Unambiguous), as shown in Table
2.2.

materials pretests . We carefully pretested the plausibil-
ity of the preceding context and of the disambiguating regions.
These pretests were important because the diUerences between
the three models rely crucially on approximate equiplausibil-
ity at the pronoun, followed by a phrase that eUectively dis-
ambiguates the pronoun. The conceptual plausibility of the
referents was measured with a test of the plausibility of each
potential antecedent at the pronoun and another test with the
disambiguating phrase.

pretest 1 . We measured the continuation preference of First
Mention and Second Mention as a continuation of the last sen-
tence. This was accomplished by replacing the last sentence as
shown in (4).

(4) Frank played cards with Steve for a huge sum.
Steve lost all his money to Frank.
Frank. . .<did something>

Participants were asked to rate the character for preference as
a continuation of the story using a seven-point Likert-type scale.
One was “very improbable” and seven was “very probable” (since
probable is the closest equivalent to “plausible” in Dutch). A
given participant only saw one character as a possible continu-
ation. This was intended to measure the accessibility of the two
possible antecedents at this point in the sentence. There was a
preference for First Mention (e.g. Frank), as continuation of the
story (5.8, 0.5) although Second Mention was also considered ac-
ceptable (e.g. Steve), (3.9, 0.7). This preference was signiVcant (p
< .001), probably partly because repeating the full name Steve to
refer to the second mention character was not considered very
felicitous (Results by item group in Table 2.3).

pretest 2 . It was also necessary to ensure that all of the dis-
ambiguating phrases did disambiguate to the intended referent,
and to that referent exclusively. In Pretest 2, we measured how
plausible each scenario was for First Mention (5c & 5d) and Sec-
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Table 2.3: Matching of stimuli by item group based on pretest 1.

item group first mention second mention

1 5.62 (0.70) 3.96 (0.75)

2 5.80 (0.50) 3.91 (0.89)

3 5.87 (0.54) 3.59 (0.42)

4 5.99 (0.48) 4.06 (0.86)

Note. Mean (SD).

ond Mention (5e & 5f). Participants were explicitly instructed to
rate the plausibility of the event, rather than whether the sen-
tence was a good continuation of the discourse.

(5) a. Frank played cards with Steve for a huge sum.
b. Steve lost all of his money to Frank.
c. Frank had a big smile when leaving.

First Mention- Correct character 5.64 (.77)
d. #Frank had a big frown when leaving.

First Mention- Incorrect character 2.10 (.89)
e. Steve had a big frown when leaving.

Second Mention-Correct character 5.54 (.99)
f. #Steve had a big smile when leaving.

Second Mention-Incorrect character 2.36 (.74)

The plausibility scores for the items included in the Vnal exper-
iment are shown in (5). The First Mention and Second Mention
disambiguation manipulations were successful, since 5c is more
plausible than 5d, and 5e is more plausible than 5f (results by
item group in Table 2.4).1

summary of item matching . Four stimuli groups with
eight items each were created for distribution across lists. These
groups were matched in terms of Pretest 1, Pretest 2 (Table 2.4),
the frequency of the character names, established on the basis
of word frequency (Table 2.5), and the distance from the pro-

1 We discovered that 11 items did not correctly disambiguate the referent and
so made 11 new items and re-piloted these. Of these 11, four met our require-
ments for inclusion, namely that the preference for the correct referent must
be above 5, for the incorrect referent below 5, with a diUerence of at least 1.
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Table 2.4: Matching of stimuli by item group based on pretest 2: Plau-
sibility of character as referent of disambiguating phrase

phrase bias toward first mention (frank)

item group correct name incorrect name difference

(Frank) (Steve) (Corr-Incorr)

1 5.9 (0.6) 2.3 (0.6) 3.6 (1.0)

2 5.5 (0.7) 2.0 (0.9) 3.5 (0.6)

3 5.7 (0.9) 2.1 (1.2) 3.6 (0.9)

4 5.5 (1.0) 2.0 (0.9) 3.5 (1.0)

phrase bias toward second mention (steve)

item group correct name incorrect name difference

(Steve) (Frank) (Corr-Incorr)

1 5.7 (0.6) 2.4 (0.6) 3.3 (1.1)

2 5.6 (1.0) 2.4 (1.1) 3.2 (1.0)

3 5.3 (1.0) 2.3 (0.4) 3.3 (1.1)

4 5.3 (1.4) 2.3 (0.9) 3.0 (1.3)

Note. Mean (sd) of stimuli.

noun to the last occurrence of each name the length and fre-
quency of the target verb and following words were counter-
balanced across conditions. The diUerences between the item
groups was then tested with an anova, taking item group as a
between items variable and Order-of-Mention as a within items
variable. The item groups were matched according to pretest
1: both the plausibility of NP1 and NP2 were considered in the
matching (Table 2.3: p = .34 and p = .48 respectively).

As mentioned in the discussion of pretest 2, the item groups
were matched on the basis of the diUerence between the plau-
sibility of the references (Table 2.4, all p’s > .43), as well as on
the plausibility of the references themselves (Table 2.4, all p’s
> .42;). The diUerence in plausibility between the referents has
been shown to have an eUect on speed of pronoun comprehen-
sion (Hirst and Brill, 1980), so we wanted all groups to have an
equal amount of referent bias. The average referent bias in our
experiment was comparable to the strong bias category in Hirst
and Brill (1980; biases of 2.84 and 3.80 in their experiment).
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Table 2.5: Matching of stimuli by item group based on log Google
name frequencies.

item difference

group man 1 man 2 1 − 2 woman

1 6.14 (0.48) 5.90 (0.49) 0.23 (0.25) 5.87 (0.38)

2 6.12 (0.20) 6.00 (0.25) 0.12 (0.26) 5.98 (0.27)

3 6.15 (0.53) 6.01 (0.32) 0.14 (0.34) 5.96 (0.49)

4 6.14 (0.30) 6.05 (0.25) 0.08 (0.42) 5.96 (0.21)

Note. Mean (sd). In Table 2.2, Man 1 = Frank, Man 2 = Steve and Woman =
Sarah

Included names were all common in the north of the Nether-
lands, with a Google frequency of 64,000-plus. The names were
matched in terms of frequency and on the diUerence in fre-
quency between the names, to balance any eUect of proper name
frequency across conditions (Table 2.5, all p’s > .81). The dis-
tance between the First Mention name in the last sentence and
the pronoun was also matched, in order to control the amount
of interference caused by Character name 2 (p = .905).

2.2.1.3 Procedure

Participants arrived at the laboratory and were given instruc-
tions before starting the experiment. Participants initially saw
the three sentences with all letters replaced by dashes. Push-
ing the space bar revealed the text one word at a time. With
each press of the button, a subsequent word would immediately
change from dashes to letters, and the previous word would im-
mediately revert to dashes. After the reading experiment, partic-
ipants were administered the reading span task and completed
the executive function inventory.

task manipulation . In Disambiguating Question task, an
experimental story such as for example (6) would be followed by
question such as (6a), in the Plausibility Rating task a plausibil-
ity rating such as (6b); in the SPR-Only condition there were no
questions following the stimuli.
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(6) Frank played cards with Sarah for a huge sum.
Sarah lost all her money to Frank.
He had a big smile when leaving the room.

a. Disambiguating Question:
Who had a big smile when leaving the room? (Sarah/Frank)

b. Plausibility Rating:
Very implausible 1 2 3 4 5 Very plausible

Following completion of the self-paced reading portion of the
study, the participants were debriefed. Particular attention was
paid to asking the participant what they thought the experiment
was about. The participant was then asked to complete a survey
of executive function abilities, the BRIEF–A.

brief–a . Executive function was measured with the Beha-
vioural Rating Inventory of Executive Function–Adult self-report
(Roth, Isquith, Gioia, 2005; 2007). The BRIEF–A has participants
answer questions about their executive function abilities in day–
to–day life. It measures both behavioural regulation and meta-
cognition. Participants in the three task conditions did not diUer
signiVcantly with respect to BRIEF–A scores (One-way anova, p
= .29).

reading span . Participants were administered the reading
span task (van den Noort, et al., 2008) in the way Friedman and
Miyake prescribe to increase the eXcacy of the test (2004; 2005).
Participants in the diUerent conditions were matched in terms
of reading span across task conditions (One-way anova, p =
.67)

2.2.2 Results

One item was discarded due to a recording error. The re-
sponse times were prepared for analysis by discarding responses
under 40 ms and over 4000 ms, with retention of 98.7% of the
data. We then capped the data at 2.5 standard deviations from
item means or subject means, so that outliers would not have
an overly strong eUect on the results. The mean reading times
appear in Figures 2.1–2.4. We performed by-subject and by-
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item repeated measures anovas at the critical words, and we
included item group, list, and order-of-mention in the analysis
in order to reduce variance. We examined the pronoun, one
word after the pronoun, one word before the disambiguating
region, the disambiguating region, and one word after. The re-
gions comprised one word. The highest-level interactions are
presented in Table 2.6, with analyses by region in Table 2.7. Be-
cause of the signiVcant interaction of Task, Position, and Am-
biguity, we were licensed to examine the eUects by task and by
position (Table 2.8). We will present the results of the statistical
analyses per region.
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Figure 2.1: Mean reaction times and standard errors for the Disam-
biguation Question task.
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Figure 2.2: Mean reaction times and standard errors for the Plausibil-
ity Rating task.

2.2.2.1 Ambiguous Region (pronoun plus one extra word)

The pronoun region and one word after the pronoun showed
signiVcant main eUects of ambiguity (Figures 2.1–2.3). These
main eUects were qualiVed by an interaction of Ambiguity and
Task condition. Statistical inference indicates that this is at-
tributable to the absence of an eUect in the SPR-Only experiment
(Figure 2.3), but signiVcant eUects of Ambiguity in the Disam-
biguation Question and Plausibility Rating tasks (Figures 2.1 and
2.2). In both the Disambiguation Question and the Plausibility
Rating question levels, this was due to Ambiguous taking longer
to process than Unambiguous.

Follow-up analyses of Task by position (Table 2.9, Figure 2.4)
show that at the pronoun (but not at the pronoun +1 region),
there is a pattern of Disambiguation Question > Plausibility Rat-
ing > SPR–only.
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Figure 2.3: Mean reaction times and standard errors for the SPR-Only
task.

2.2.2.2 Disambiguation Region

There was a main eUect of Ambiguity starting in the Disam-
biguation region and continuing into the spillover region (Fig-
ure 2.1). In the spillover this main eUect was qualiVed by an
interaction of Ambiguity and Task. These eUects appear to
result from an ambiguity disadvantage in the Disambiguation
task, but not in the other two tasks (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). This
may be driven by the ambiguity disadvantage continuing into
the spillover region in the Disambiguating Question condition,
but not in the other task conditions.

Turning to the follow-up analyses of the task by position in-
teraction (Figure 2.2.4, Table 2.9), in Disambiguation region -
1, Plausibility Rating task rts were signiVcantly greater than
in the Disambiguation Question task and SPR-Only rts. In the
Disambiguation region itself, RTs in the Plausibility Rating task
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Figure 2.4: Mean reaction times and standard errors by Task; Disam-
biguation Question = Disamb, Plausibility Rating=Plaus.
Ambiguous and Unambiguous conditions are combined.

were greater than in SPR-Only. There was no eUect of Task in
the Disambiguation +1 region.

2.2.2.3 Individual DiUerences

In order to examine the interaction between individual diUer-
ences and ambiguity resolution, we performed correlations be-
tween the rt-diUerence between ambiguous and unambiguous
stimuli (in the Pronoun region and the Disambiguation region)
and the measures of working memory (reading span) and execu-
tive function (BRIEF–A). There were no signiVcant correlations
with reading span or BRIEF–A scores. 2

2 No measure was signiVcant for both the Pronoun and the Disambiguation
regions, or even both NP1 referring pronouns and NP2 referring pronouns.
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Table 2.6: Task–level Interactions.

df f p η2

Task F1(2, 65) 1.35 .268 .04

F2(2, 54) 14.25 .000 .35

Region F1(4, 260) 37.65 .000 .37

F2(4, 108) 12.65 .000 .32

Ambiguity F1(1, 65) 25.90 .000 .29

F2(1, 27) 33.44 .000 .55

Task Region F1(8, 260) 7.96 .000 .20

F2(8, 216) 8.86 .000 .27

Task x Ambiguity F1(2, 65) 10.37 .000 .24

F2(2, 54) 17.05 .000 .39

Region x Ambiguity F1(4, 260) 3.47 .009 .05

F2(4, 108) 4.72 .002 .15

Task x Region x Ambiguity F1(8, 260) 2.10 .035 .06

F2(8, 216) 2.06 .041 .07

2.3 general discussion

2.3.1 Serial and Parallel Models

The goal of this study is to compare how well Serial (Un-
restricted Race Model) and Parallel (Constraint-Based Model)
parsers predict reading times of sentences with pronominal am-
biguity. The Constraint-Based Model suggests that ambiguity
will cause increased rts as compared to unambiguous pronouns,
whereas the Unrestricted Race model predicts the opposite ef-
fect. Both models predict longer reading times at a later point of
disambiguation (Table 2.10). We additionally manipulated task,
to Vnd out whether the diUerent results for ambiguity found in
the literature may have been due in part to task eUects.

We found longer rts for ambiguous pronouns (with two equi-
plausible referents) in the two tasks that required (relatively)

The only correlations were between NP1 referring pronouns in the disam-
biguation region and a sub-measure of the BRIEF–A that measures planning
and organization ability (r = .25, p<.05) and NP2 referring pronouns in the
pronoun region, and a sub-measure of the BRIEF–A that measures inhibition
(r = -.28, p<.005).
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Table 2.7: Analysis of Variance for Interactions.

word region

prag .

pronoun +1 -1 disamb . +1

Ambiguity F1(1, 65) 18.66 8.02 2.87 4.5 11.97

p .000 .006 .095 .037 .001

η2 .22 .11 .042 .065 .155

F2(1, 27) 25.41 11.28 4.23 8.57 10.68

p .000 .002 .049 .007 .003

η2 .485 .30 .14 .24 .28

Task F1(2, 65) 8.48 1.24 .76 1.04 1.42

p .001 .296 .471 .360 .249

η2 .21 .04 .02 .03 .04

F2(2, 54) 58.00 17.28 8.11 8.43 1.65

p .000 .000 .001 .001 .20

η2 .682 .39 .231 .24 .058

Task x F1(2, 65) 7.70 4.62 .63 1.46 6.6

Ambiguity p .001 .013 .019 .241 .002

η2 .19 .13 .54 .24 .17

F2(2, 54) 12.21 4.92 1.29 1.70 5.41

p .000 .011 .284 .194 .007

η2 .31 .15 .05 .06 .17

Note. Prag. Disamb = Pragmatic Disambiguation.
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Table 2.8: Analysis of Variance by Task Manipulation.

disambiguation question

word region

prag .

pronoun +1 -1 disamb . +1

Ambiguity F1(1, 24) 14.74 8.79 3.63 3.71 15.47

p .001 .007 .07 .06 .001

η2 .38 .27 .131 .13 .39

F2(1, 27) 22.09 10.96 3.47 6.75 11.35

p .000 .003 .073 .015 .002

η2 .45 .29 .11 .20 .30

plausibility rating

word region

prag .

pronoun +1 -1 disamb . +1

Ambiguity F1(1, 21) 12.56 .07 .92 1.11 .20

p .002 .007 .349 .303 .657

η2 .37 .00 .04 .05 .01

F2(1,27) 10.92 .04 2.62 .82 .53

p .003 .853 .117 .373 .471

η2 .29 .00 .09 .03 .02

spr–only

word region

prag .

pronoun +1 -1 disamb . +1

Ambiguity F1(1, 20) .081 2.415 .008 .28 1.62

p .779 .136 .929 .606 .218

η2 .00 .11 .00 .61 .08

F2(1, 27) .03 2.14 .036 .09 .45

p .865 .155 .851 .763 .509

η2 .00 .07 .00 .00 .02

Note. Prag. Disamb = Pragmatic Disambiguation.
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Table 2.9: Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons between Task eUects.

word region

prag .

pronoun +1 -1 disamb . +1

Disamb. vs. Subject .002 1.00 .822 1.00 1.00

Plaus. D>P**

Items .000 .002 .013 .149 .157

D>P*** D>P** P>D*

Disam. vs. Subject .003 .372 1.00 1.00 .940

SPR-Only D>S**

Items .000 .000 1.00 .228 1.00

D>S*** D>S***

Plaus. vs. Subject 1.00 1.00 .914 .463 1.00

SPR-Only

Items 1.00 .034 .002 .000 .489

P>S* P>S** P>S***

Note: Disambiguation Question = Disamb, Plausibility Rating=Plaus. Prag.
Disamb. = Pragmatic Disambiguation

extensive processing, but not in the experiment without a sec-
ondary task. This represents clear evidence in favour of the
Constraint-Based Model. In the disambiguation region, both
the Constraint-Based Model and the Unrestricted Race Model
predicted higher processing times in the ambiguous conditions.
However, ambiguity eUects in the Disambiguation region only
occurred in the experiment with the Disambiguating Question
task, and not for the other two tasks. We discuss these eUects in
relation to underspeciVed processing in the following section.

2.3.2 The Good-Enough Hypothesis and Task EUects

The Good-Enough Hypothesis predicts that diUerences be-
tween tasks will lead to diUerences in how stimuli are processed.
There were readily apparent signiVcant diUerences between the
task conditions in terms of processing time on all but the spillover
region of the disambiguation region (Pragmatic Disambiguation
+1). In the pronoun regions (Pronoun Disambiguation and +1),
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Table 2.10: Summary of predictions and results for pronominal pro-
cessing

predictions

region

pronoun prag . disamb .

model and spillover and spillover

Constraint-Based Amb > Unamb Amb > Unam

Unrestricted Race* Amb < Unamb Amb > Unamb

Good-enough Disamb. 6= Plaus. 6= SPR-only

results

model region

pronoun prag . disamb .

task and spillover and spillover

Disamb Amb > Unamb Amb > Unamb

Plaus. Amb > Unamb n.s.

SPR-only n.s. n.s.

Task eUect by region Disamb > Plaus Plaus > SPR-Only

Disamb > SPR-Only n.s.

Note: Ambiguous pronoun = Amb, Unambiguous pronoun = Unamb Dis-
ambiguation Question = Disamb, Plausibility Rating=Plaus. *If gender
morphology is considered part of syntactic information. Prag. Disamb.
= Pragmatic Disambiguation
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the order from longest processing time to shortest was Disam-
biguating Question > Plausibility Rating > SPR-Only. This sug-
gests that the task manipulation had an eUect on the eUort that
our participants were putting into processing the sentences (Ta-
ble 2.9).

The relationship between these task eUects changed through-
out the pragmatic disambiguation regions. In Pragmatic Dis-
ambiguation -1, the Plausibility Rating task actually had longer
rts than the Disambiguation Question task and SPR-Only. This
suggests that the Plausibility Rating task caused more spillover
processing following the Pronoun Region than the other two
task conditions.

At the Pragmatic Disambiguation itself, the Plausibility Rat-
ing task showed statistically longer rts than SPR-Only, and was
statistically indistinguishable from Disambiguating Question—
even though there was no evidence of an ambiguity disadvan-
tage for Pragmatic disambiguation in this region.

The results broadly endorse the predictions of the Good-Enough
Hypothesis that task requirements shape processing. They also
refute the notion that some Task conditions may yield results
that look like the Unrestricted Race Model. In fact, none of the
models precisely foresaw the Task eUects that materialized.

In the Plausibility Rating task it appears that participants ini-
tially paid attention to the pronoun interpretation, but then paid
greater attention at the disambiguation region, since there was
an ambiguity eUect in the pronoun region, and in the pragmatic
disambiguation region response times were high in both am-
biguous and unambiguous conditions. Moreover, the average
rts for the region were higher than SPR-Only, and indistinguish-
able from the Disambiguation Question task. The results from
the Plausibility Rating task suggest that shallower processing
in the pronoun regions was compensated for with deeper pro-
cessing in the disambiguation regions, perhaps as participants
mentally double checked hasty referent choice. The Plausibil-
ity Rating task thus provides marginal evidence that somewhat
supports the “buy now, pay later” idea suggested by the Good-
Enough Hypothesis. In contrast to the Plausibility Rating task,
the SPR-Only task showed no evidence of greater processing at
a later time, which is consistent with the lack of response.
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However, the Good-Enough Hypothesis did not predict task
requirements with a high degree of precision. For example, why
was there no ambiguity disadvantage in the Pragmatic Disam-
biguation Region? We argue that the ambiguity disadvantage
was absent in these regions due to ceiling eUects. In both the
Disambiguating Question condition, and the Plausibility Rat-
ing task, we found signiVcant ambiguity disadvantages at the
pronoun. In the pragmatic disambiguation region, there was
an arithmetic ambiguity disadvantage that did not reach signiV-
cance.

One interpretation is that in the Plausibility Rating task, the
parser was using the pragmatic disambiguation, irrespective of
whether the pronoun disambiguated the sentence or not. There
is further evidence for this suggestion, because at the pronoun
in the Plausibility Rating task the eUect of ambiguity was less
signiVcant, with a lower eUect size. This suggests that the parser
did not always take into account the initial pronoun disambigua-
tion, perhaps since the information was orthographically mini-
mal—the words for he and she in Dutch are hij and zij, a diUer-
ence of one letter, which is not much if you are in a rush, and
very diUerent from the > 4 letters of diUerence that was present
in the plausibility disambiguation region. Alternately, Garnham
et al. (1992) suggested that participants use gender strategically,
sometimes weighting it higher than others.

2.3.3 Individual DiUerences

The individual diUerences that we examined only reached sig-
niVcance in sub-tests of the executive function inventory, and
were not interpretable, in contrast with past studies on children.
These null results could be taken as evidence that language is er-
gonomically designed for adults: Individuals that had working
memory and executive function within normal bounds did not
show reliable eUects of diUerences between them. However, all
of our participants were university students within the normal
bounds of executive function and working memory. It seems
possible that individuals with lower working memory or exec-
utive function ability may have greater diXculty with ambigu-
ity. Examination of populations with lower working memory
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ability, such as Alzheimer’s patients could reveal very diUerent
results—perhaps yielding more extreme diUerences between un-
ambiguous and ambiguous, or complete failure to retrieve a ref-
erent.

2.4 conclusions

This experiment found support for the Constraint-Based Model
in pronoun ambiguity resolution. We observed that when par-
ticipants were closely attending to the stimuli, there was an
ambiguity disadvantage for pronominal processing. However,
when task demands are less stringent, participants appear to be-
come less focussed and process on a more superVcial level.

This study adds to past research by presenting further evi-
dence that the processor has diUerent modes, typiVed by the
allotment of more processing time to regions that help satisfy
task demands. Several diUerent processing modes can be char-
acterized based on the pattern of results. It appears that the
Constraint-Based Model best describes attentive, natural pro-
cessing, and that otherwise participants engage in processing
that is only good-enough.

The evidence that we found corroborating the Constraint-Based
Model is part of a broader trend. The past several years have
seen increasing dominance of parallel processing models in lan-
guage processing, a trend which appears to be a shift away from
the serial processing models of the past (Spivey, 2008). Evi-
dence for competition has most notably come from the visual
world paradigm, in experiments looking at lexical and syntactic
ambiguities. However, support for competition from self-paced
reading and reading studies of eye-tracking has been thin on
the ground, or has found evidence that contradicts parallel pro-
cessing outright (see Hoeks and Hendriks, 2011 for additional
criticism).

However, Spivey (2008) contends that competition eUects have
not been found in reading tasks since reaction times do not
show decision processes as they unfold, as do, for example vi-
sual world studies and ERP studies. A corollary to this argument
is that decades of psycholinguistic research should be pitched.
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This present study, in contrast, suggests that there are a few
babies that can be saved from the SPR bathwater.

In particular, our results suggest that discrepancies between
SPR and other methodologies (and from one SPR study to an-
other) can be explained by task eUects, since SPR and visual
world tend to vary substantially in terms of task involvement.
The diUerence in degree of task engagement between visual
world studies and the bulk of SPR studies could hardly be greater.
In the original visual world study rather than passively click-
ing a spacebar, participants followed instructions that required
them to perform a visual search, reach out, grasp a toy, and
move it into place (Tanenhaus et al., 1995). Lack of engagement
thus seems to be an important diUerence between visual world
studies and most SPR studies.

Thus, deep processing of linguistic stimuli may be a require-
ment for competition eUects to occur. The reason for this may
be that deep and superVcial processing require (slightly) diUer-
ent functioning of the human sentence processor. Alternately,
what visual world tasks and pronoun resolution have in com-
mon is that they require the alternatives to become more or less
conscious for the language processor. Maybe this feature is de-
cisive for competition eUects to occur. Future research is neces-
sary to investigate these explanations further. Our results imply
that it is necessary to understand what is happening not only
in high-engagement language comprehension, but also in low-
engagement language comprehension, and that it makes sense
to look at the speciVc requirements of diUerent tasks. In any
case, we have shown that competition eUects exist in pronoun
resolution.
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Interaction of World Knowledge and Markedness in
Object anaphor interpretation

abstract

Previous research on pronoun resolution has identiVed sev-
eral individual factors that are deemed to be important for re-
solving reference. In this paper we will argue that of these fac-
tors, as tested here, plausibility is the most important, but inter-
acts with form markedness and structural parallelism. We inves-
tigated how listeners resolved object pronouns that were ambigu-
ous in the sense of having more than one possible antecedent.
We manipulated the form of the anaphoric expression in terms
of accentuation (English: Experiments 1a and 2a) and morphol-
ogy (Spanish: Experiments 1b and 2b). We looked at sentences
where both antecedents were equally plausible, or where only
one of the antecedents was plausible. Listeners generally re-
solved toward the (parallel) grammatical object of the previous
clause. When the pronouns were marked due to accentuation
(English) or use of speciVc morphology (Spanish), preference
switched to the alternative antecedent, the grammatical subject
of the previous clause. In contrast, when one of the two an-
tecedents was a much more plausible antecedent than the other,
antecedent choice was almost wholly dictated by plausibility,
although reference form prominence did signiVcantly attenuate
the strength of the preference.1

1 This chapter is a modiVed version of Taylor et al. (2013)
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3.1 introduction

Ambiguous pronouns abound in language use, presenting a
challenge to the human language processor. Multiple factors
are assumed to be involved in pronoun resolution (see Poesio
et al., 2011; Arnold, 2010 for reviews of relevant factors). The
goal of the present paper is to examine three factors that we
deem highly representative: How emphatic the referring expres-
sion is, the structure in which it appears, and the plausibility of
the available referents. There have been several claims about
which of these factors might be the most important, although
less research simultaneously investigating all three.

We examine form markedness through cross-linguistic com-
parison of English and Spanish; to see whether pitch accent-
ing, or morphological markedness can change who the anaphor
refers to when both antecedents are plausible. In particular, we
look at whether there is a preference for parallel interpretation,
whereby object pronouns would preferably be resolved to the
grammatical object of the previous clause (Smyth, 1994; Kehler
et al., 2008, e.g. ), or a subject bias, whereby the pronoun would
refer to the subject of the previous clause (Crawley et al., 1990).
We then look at what happens when there is a bias toward the
subject or object, to see how structure and form markedness
interact with bias. Before discussing our experiments in detail,
we present an overview of the psycholinguistic research on an-
tecedent markedness, grammatical roles and plausibility in pro-
noun comprehension.

3.1.1 Reference Form Markedness and Antecedent Selection

In general, when a referent is harder to identify, it is discussed
using a more elaborate form. From the standpoint of the hearer,
forms that are longer, or less frequent than expected, will cause
hearers to reject the normally preferred antecedent, and search
for an alternative one within the previously mentioned enti-
ties in discourse (Levinson, 1991; Huang, 1991, 2000; Blackwell,
2001). This appears to be the case in example (2) where accent-
ing switches a preference for Frank (as assumed in example 1) to
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a preference for John:

(1) John called Frank and Steve emailed him. (him = Frank)

(2) John called Frank and Steve emailed him. ( him = John)

There have been several studies suggesting that when hearers
encounter accented pronouns, they choose an entity that is dis-
preferred in the discourse, relative to unaccented pronouns (1971;
see experiments on subject pronouns by Hirschberg and Ward,
1991; Venditti et al., 2001 and Tavano and Kaiser, 2008). While
this issue was Vrst brought to light by LakoU in the 60‘s, em-
pirical research into accented pronouns is relatively recent. For
example, Venditti et al. (2001) studied the diUerence between
accented pronouns and unaccented pronouns by looking at am-
biguous subject pronouns, where the pronoun is congruent with
either of two previous antecedents; in (3), either zebra or pig can
be the antecedent of he. They found that in the unaccented con-
dition (3-b), listeners preferred the pronoun to refer to the sub-
ject (the zebra). In the accented condition (3-c), however, the
prepositional object (the pig) was the preferred antecedent.

(3) a. The zebra put a bucket of soapy water next to the pig
near the front of the car.

b. Then he got out some sponges.

c. Then he got out some sponges.

This Vnding suggests that accenting a subject pronoun has the
eUect of switching the preferred antecedent. The present study
investigates whether this also holds true for object pronouns. In-
vestigating object pronouns is important because, as we will dis-
cuss below, the way object pronouns are interpreted allows us
to address several other factors which aUect antecedent choice,
and thus how these interact with reference form.

Languages can diUer strongly in the ways in which a referring
expression such as a pronoun can be made marked. In English,
pronouns can receive a pitch accent (as in 2). However, in lan-
guages such as Spanish, accenting pronouns for emphasis seems
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to be rather dispreferred, or at least highly infrequent. Instead,
pronoun doubling is used to provide emphasis. Due to it being
a more marked form, an accented pronoun him may be taken
to refer to an entity that is diUerent than that chosen by the
unaccented pronoun him, leading to a change in preference of
antecedent and even to an antecedent switch.

There is considerable cross-linguistic variation in how em-
phasis can be achieved, and this produces one of the reasons
for focusing on object pronouns. In English, emphasis for both
subject pronouns and object pronouns is analogous, irrespec-
tive of grammatical role: accenting the pronoun is the major
way to make it more marked. However, in Spanish, the situa-
tion is quite diUerent: in object position, object clitics like la,
lo, or le, must be used, as in (4) below. A null form here would
be ungrammatical. As shown, object clitics must be present in
transitive sentences with no full noun in the object position. As
indicated by the subscript 2, the antecedent is normally taken to
be the preceding object, Mónica. (In the examples below, a sub-
script “1” refers to the subject, Sandra and subscript “2” refers to
the object, Mónica).

(4) Sandra1
Sandra1

llam-ó
call-3sg.pst

a
prep

Mónica2,
Mónica2,

y
and

Rogelio
Rogelio

le2
3:obj2

/
/

*Ø
*Ø

escribi-ó.
wrote-3sg.pst

‘Sandra1 called Mónica2, and Rogelio wrote her2 / *Ø2.’

In the object position in Spanish, emphasis is produced by
pronoun doubling, or clitic doubling (shown in example 5). Pro-
noun doubling, just like accenting in English, appears to have
important consequences for pronoun interpretation. (Blackwell,
2001; Baauw et al., 2011) predicts that when a double object pro-
noun is produced as in (5b), it is a more marked form, and there-
fore might refer to a diUerent antecedent than in (5a). In (5b), the
antecedent Sandra should be chosen instead of Mónica. (Note
that animate referents in Spanish are obligatorily indirect ob-
jects when in the object position, taking the preposition a, as in
(5b).
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(5) a. Sandra1
Sandra1

llam-ó
call-3sg.pst

a
prep

Mónica2,
Mónica2,

y
and

Rogelio
Rogelio

le2
3:obj2

escribi-ó.
wrote-3sg.pst

‘Sandra1 called Mónica2 and Rogelio wrote her2.’

b. Sandra1
Sandra

llam-ó
call-3sg.pst

a
prep

Mónica2,
Mónica,

y
and

Rogelio
Rogelio

le1
3:obj2

escribi-ó
wrote-3sg.pst

a
prep

ella1.
her.

‘Sandra1 called Mónica2 and Rogelio wrote her1.’

Our experiments will investigate whether there is indeed a re-
lationship between reference form markedness and selection
of a non-default antecedent in Spanish, where markedness is
expressed by inclusion of more material, as compared to En-
glish where markedness is expressed prosodically. But Vrst, we
will describe the two factors, grammatical role and plausibility,
which each seem to play a role in selecting the antecedent of
unmarked expressions.

3.1.2 Grammatical Roles and Antecedent Selection

There are several viewpoints under which the grammatical
role of the potential antecedent has an inWuence in pronoun
resolution. Under the Subject Assignment Strategy (SAS), all
pronouns preferentially refer to subjects (Crawley et al., 1990).
Pronouns are most often produced as subject, presumably be-
cause they most often refer to the topic of the previous sen-
tence, which is itself usually the subject. This is true for both
English and Spanish, as the speakers of these languages usually
put Given information before New information (Vallduví and En-
gdahl, 1996; Arnold et al., 2000). Thus, a pronoun will most of-
ten refer to the subject/topic. A number of experiments have
found evidence for the subject-assignment strategy in pronoun
comprehension (e.g. Crawley et al., 1990).

On the other hand, there are good reasons to expect that
speakers and hearers are sensitive to Grammatical Role Paral-
lelism. Parallelism is quite a general phenomenon in language
processing. For instance, experiments on syntactic priming in
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comprehension have suggested that exposure to a sentence with
a given structure facilitates the comprehension of subsequent
sentences with a parallel structure(Frazier et al., 1984; Branigan
et al., 1995). Along similar lines, the Parallel Function Strategy
(PFS) of antecedent selection suggests that Grammatical Role
Parallelism facilitates anaphora comprehension (cf. Callahan et al.,
2010). Several authors (Grober et al., 1978; Chambers and Smyth,
1998; Smyth, 1994) suggest that, all else being equal, a pronoun
should refer to a syntactically parallel antecedent in a forego-
ing sentence. Under the PFS, a pronoun refers to the entity in
a foregoing clause that has the same grammatical role. A sub-
ject pronoun will refer to the preceding subject, and an object
pronoun will refer to the preceding object.2

We have already discussed some empirical evidence in favour
of the PFS. Looking at ambiguous subject pronouns, Venditti
et al. (2001), for instance, found a preference for unmarked pro-
nouns to be resolved to the subject antecedent. This can be
taken as evidence for the SAS, and has been for similar experi-
ments. However, for Spanish, Blackwell (2001, see also Baauw
et al. 2011) reports that unmarked clitics preferably refer to the
object antecedent. Taken together these suggest that a pronoun
is taken to refer to the parallel element. However, these exper-
iments were done in diUerent languages. Our goal is to look at
both languages using virtually identical materials and an identi-
cal design for comparability.

We have already pointed out that languages may diUer sub-
stantially in structure. This is true of English and Spanish, since
in Spanish, unlike English, diUerent word order rules apply to
object pronouns as compared to object full NPs. In the case
of object pronouns (e.g. ex. 4), the accompanying clitic is nec-
essarily placed before the verb, whereas in an analogous sen-
tence with a full noun phrase, the noun phrase must appear
after the verb. This alternation creates the interesting situation
that Spanish object pronouns can never be strictly linearly par-
allel with their antecedents, although at a more abstract level

2 The strong version of this hypothesis suggests that grammatical roles need
to be completely identical, so that oblique object pronouns would not refer to
direct object pronouns. This suggestion was refuted by Kehler et al. (2008),
and so we take the weak version, that subjects refer to subjects, and objects
refer to objects.
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they are both objects. The comparison between English and
Spanish thus provides information about how parallel the word
order of a structure must be to lead to a preference for a parallel
noun phrase.

There is still no consensus on whether Grammatical Role Par-
allelism plays a role of importance in antecedent selection. Some
studies that have supported the SAS, where all pronouns are
assumed to preferentially refer to the preceding subject, are
not very informative because they only used subject pronouns
(where the predictions for SAS and PFS are identical). We used
ambiguous object pronouns in both the English as well as in the
Spanish experiments, so that we could pit the SAS against the
PFS: object pronouns provide a point of critical diUerence be-
tween the PFS and SAS because, according to the SAS, the subject
is the preferred antecedent, and according to the PFS, the object
is the preferred antecedent. Importantly, the current study also
intends to add to this debate by investigating a factor that may
have led to equivocal Vndings in previous studies.

We direct the reader to Kehler et al. (2008), for a discussion of
the idea that parallelism occurs as a result of parallel event struc-
ture sequential clauses via coherence relations. They suggest
that grammatical role eUects are not in fact driven by thematic
roles or order-of-mention, although this is beyond the scope of
the current discussion.

In spite of diUerences of opinion about how parallelism func-
tions, Kehler et al. (2008) and Smyth (1994) make the same pre-
diction regarding the interaction between parallelism and ac-
cent. Smyth speciVes this as a rule of the grammar of English,
whereas Kehler et al. (2008) suggest the selection of a non-paralel
entity occurs because accent indicates non-parallel co-referentia-
lity as a feature of information structure (which is quite com-
patible with Levinson (2000) and Huang (2000)’s description of
referent markedness).

3.1.3 Plausibility and Antecedent Selection

The third factor aUecting antecedent preference that we will
investigate is plausibility. Consider sentences (6) and (7). Struc-
turally oriented theories (e.g. both SAS and PFS) predict no diUer-
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ence in antecedent preference between (6) and (7), although it
is clear that in one case (6) the subject of the Vrst clause should
be chosen, and in the other case (7), the object of the Vrst clause
should be chosen. A purely structural choice would lead to an
extremely implausible, if not impossible, interpretation.

(6) Alex1 murdered Barry, and Sarah arrested him1.

(7) Cam captured Alfred2, and Jane released him2.

These examples suggest that pronoun reference is ultimately
limited by the listener‘s sense of what is plausible, given world
knowledge. However, it is unclear either theoretically, or exper-
imentally, under what conditions a more plausible antecedent
becomes the referent, and to what extent the eUect of plausibil-
ity can be overcome by other factors such as grammatical role
or markedness of the reference form.

Although most experimentalists have assumed that plausibil-
ity will have some eUect, they have paid relatively little atten-
tion to it as a contributing factor. Moreover, the earlier work
that we cited does not appear to have adequately controlled for
the eUects of world knowledge. For example, in testing for plau-
sibility, Crawley et al. (1990) asked judges whether both names
were plausible antecedents. If the question was indeed so posed,
it seems likely to have led the judges to say yes, unless the plau-
sibility diUerences were very large. Chambers and Smyth (1998)
seem not to have controlled for plausibility with any measures
beyond the authors’ intuition either. This suggests that the dif-
ferences in outcome may be due to the plausibility of diUerent
readings across experiments, rather than the grammatical roles
that were being investigated.

With respect to interactions with markedness, Huang (1991)
(see also Huang, 2000, Blackwell, 2001, cf. Hirschberg and Ward,
1991) suggest that markedness of form is not as important as,
for instance, plausibility in pronoun resolution, and that when
there is a plausibility bias, markedness will not play a role in
antecedent selection.
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3.1.4 The Present Study

Our study will look at the eUect of reference form (unmarked
versus marked) in two plausibility conditions, comparing equi-
plausible sentences, where both antecedents are plausible, with
biased sentences, where only one of two antecedents is plau-
sible. We expect that listeners will interpret marked forms as
referring to the alternative, initially less preferred antecedent,
regardless of whether the markedness is realized prosodically
(English) or morphologically (Spanish). This will especially be
the case in equiplausible sentences, where choosing the alter-
native antecedent leads to a plausible interpretation. However,
it is unclear to what extent markedness can persuade listeners
to choose an antecedent associated with a less plausible inter-
pretation of the sentence. For ease of exposition, we present
the equiplausible conditions of the English study and the Span-
ish study together as Experiment 1, and the biased English and
Spanish conditions as Experiment 2.

In Experiment 1, we looked into the eUects of reference form
markedness in equiplausible sentences, where the choice of ei-
ther of the two possible antecedents leads to a plausible interpre-
tation. The results of this experiment tell us: 1) whether there is
evidence for either SAS or PFS; 2) whether this preference is the
same in Spanish, which does not (and cannot) exhibit strict syn-
tactic parallelism, as in English, where pronoun and full noun
phrases have the same structure; 3) whether the choice of an-
tecedent that is made in the unmarked condition will be com-
pletely reversed by marking the pronoun; and 4) whether this
switch in Spanish depends on the form of emphasis: pronoun
doubling, pronoun doubling with an accented pronoun, or both.

In Experiment 2, we used semantically biased sentences, in
which one of the antecedents is preferred, because the other
is implausible. It is important to note that the alternative an-
tecedent is generally implausible, but not completely impossi-
ble with regard to world knowledge. The results of this exper-
iment allow us to comment on whether markedness works to
switch antecedent in this kind of sentence too, or whether the
implausibility of the alternative (less active) antecedent blocks
the switch, which may be the case if plausibility is a more im-
portant criterion for resolution than reference form.
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3.2 experiment 1 : equiplausible sentences

In Experiment 1a, we examined the eUects of reference form
markedness on antecedent selection in equiplausible English
sentences, where the pronoun could plausibly refer to either the
subject or the object of the previous sentence. In Experiment 1b,
the parallel investigation was carried out in Spanish. By looking
at object pronouns, the unmarked pronoun condition enables us
to directly test whether the SAS or the PFS was more predictive
of our results. The design also allows us to see directly whether
a more marked reference form switches antecedent relative to
an unmarked form.

3.3 experiment 1a—equiplausible sentences : english

3.3.1 Methods

3.3.1.1 Participants

Twenty-seven native speakers of English (nine women) resid-
ing in Edmonton, Canada participated in the experiment.

3.3.1.2 Materials and design

We constructed a perception experiment with Accent as a
within items factor (Appendix A). There were three conditions,
presented in examples (8–10):

(8) Sandra called Monica and Roger emailed her.
( Pronoun without accent, Pr)

(9) Sandra called Monica and Roger emailed her.
(Accented Pronoun, AccPr)

(10) Sandra called Monica and Roger emailed her.
(Accented Subject, AccSubj)

In the Accented Subject condition, the subject (Vrst proper noun)
of the second clause was accented. This was included as a dis-
tractor condition so that participants’ attention was not drawn
to the possibility that accent was linked to antecedent switch
in pronouns. There were three lists; only one version of each
sentence appeared in each list. Participants each heard one list.
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The number of sentences with a given accent type was the same
between lists.

Proper names used in the Vrst clause had the same gender,
so that the pronoun was (morphologically) ambiguous. The
proper names used were chosen to be unambiguously male or
female. All items were recorded by a native speaker of En-
glish. There were 29 sentences in total, presented in a pseudo-
randomized manner. As an initial step to making sure that both
antecedents were plausible, we used resemblance-related sen-
tences (where the two clauses of the sentence described related
actions or events, see Kehler, 2002), which were then subjected
to two materials tests.

materials tests . We conducted two pretests. In the Vrst
task, we measured pronoun selection bias with a forced-choice
antecedent selection task. In this task, participants identiVed
the preferred antecedent of the pronoun of a given sentence by
reading each sentence and Vlling in the name of the antecedent.
We term the potential antecedent that was not chosen in the
materials test the alternative antecedent. The item characteris-
tics are displayed in Table 1. These data already suggest that
when both antecedents were relatively equiplausible, the object
pronoun was preferentially chosen.

In the second task, we collected plausibility ratings for all
items (Table 1). The instructions stressed that participants eval-
uate the stimuli on the plausibility of the two subsequent events,
rather than the acceptability or plausibility of the two sentences.
To this end, each of the two sentences was presented in square
brackets. Participants saw one of two versions of each item.
In the Vrst version, the pronoun was replaced by the subject an-
tecedent, as in: [Sarah invited Vivian over for dinner.] [Evan gave
Sarah the address]; in the second version, the pronoun was re-
placed by the object antecedent, as in: [Sarah invited Vivian over
for dinner.] [Evan gave Vivian the address.] Participants rated
how plausible each set of events was on a scale from one to
seven. These materials tests ascertained that both antecedents
were roughly equiplausible.

phonetic analysis . A survey of naturally occurring ac-
cented pronouns suggested that L+H*, an accent where the pitch
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Table 3.1: Item characteristics, as derived from materials tests.

experiment 1a

plausibility

antecedent

subject object preference

Sandra called Monica, 4.90 5.50 1.90

And Roger emailed her. (0.10) (0.10) (0.10)

experiment 1b

antecedent

plausibility preference

with no

subject object pron . pron .

Sandra llamó a Mónica, 4.60 5.20 1.40 1.80

y Rogelio le escribió (0.20) (0.20) (0.00) (0.00)

experiment 2a

plausibility

antecedent

subject object preference

subject antecedent

Michelle trained Beth, 6.40 3.00 1.10

and Anne paid her. (0.10) (0.30) (0.00)

object antecedent

Robert registered Joe, 3.10 5.70 1.90

and John taught him. (0.30) (0.10) (0.00)

experiment 2b

antecedent

plausibility preference

with no

subject object pron . pron .

subject antecedent

Michelle entrenó a Bertha, 6.30 3.70 1.10 1.10

y Ana María le pagó (0.20) (0.30) (0.00) (0.00)

object antecedent

Roberto registró a José, 4.10 6.00 1.60 1.90

y Gustavo le enseñó. (0.30) (0.20) (0.10) (0.00)

Note: Mean (Standard Error) Pretest 2 data is labelled as plausibility, and
pretest 1 data antecedent preference. The plausibility was rated on a
seven-point scale; 1=implausible, 7=plausible. The central value is 4. For
Antecedent preference, 1= subject of the Vrst sentence, and 2 = object. A
score of 1.90 therefore suggests that the object was chosen 90 percent of
the time. The Spanish sentence is a translation equivalent of the English
sentence. Pron. = Pronoun.
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starts low and rises relatively sharply was the most suited ac-
cent for our study (a production study by Hirschberg and Ward,
1991 supports these conclusions).3 We analyzed all stimuli acous-
tically ensuring that accented features received an L+H* accent,
and that unaccented features did not. Additionally, we mea-
sured the stressed-syllable quartiles following (Watson et al., 2008).
This procedure calls for the pitch to be calculated at the begin-
ning of the pronoun, one quarter of the way through the pro-
noun, midway through the pronoun, three quarters of the way
through, and at the end. This analysis indicated that, compared
with the unaccented pronoun, the F0 value of the accented pro-
noun was higher at the Vrst measurement for the pronoun, one
quarter of the way through (Vrst quartile), half way through
(median), three quarters, and at the end of the utterance. The
analysis, visible in Table 2, also demonstrates that the pitch ac-
cented pronouns showed the intonation curve that would be
typical of L+H*. In the accented pronoun condition, the pitch
dips below the other conditions immediately preceding the pro-
noun, before eventually rising well above the other conditions.

We performed two-tailed t-tests, comparing the pitch of Pr
and AccPr at the Vve points created as stressed-syllable quar-
tiles. We found that there were signiVcant diUerences between
the two conditions at Q1, Median, and Q3 (p-values < .05). Ad-
ditionally, there was a diUerence in the length of the pronoun,
with accented pronouns signiVcantly longer than unaccented
pronouns (AccPr = .31 ms; Pr = .16 ms; t(27) = 11.480, p < .0005).

procedure . Participants listened to the sentences and then
indicated the antecedent using a seven-point, Likert-type scale,
where the NP1/Subject antecedent was on the leftmost side of
the scale, and the NP2/Object antecedent on the rightmost side
of the scale. Strong preference for the Vrst mentioned antecedent
was indicated by circling the leftmost three, strong preference

3 We examined how readers produced Chapter 1 of Pride and Prejudice (which
is a text particularly rich in accented-pronouns), where Mrs. Bennet ex-
claims: “I desire you will do no such thing. Lizzy is not a bit better than
the others; and I am sure she is not half so handsome as Jane, nor half so
good-humoured as Lydia. But you are always giving her the preference."
(Austen, 94nd). Two analysts examined the prosody of 4 speakers produc-
ing the utterance. Three of the four speakers produced an L+H* contour.
Accordingly, L+H* was the pitch accent used in the studies described below.
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for the second mentioned antecedent was indicated by circling
the rightmost three, and uncertainty was indicated by circling
zero (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Example of the ratings task. Participants indicated referent
choice and intonation naturalness by circling their prefer-
ences.

Prosodic naturalness ratings from one (unnatural), to Vve (nat-
ural) were also collected. Participants were asked to go with
their Vrst intuition. The naturalness scale was shorter and pre-
sented after the antecedent rating to encourage participants to
pay more attention to the antecedent rating, which is of greater
experimental importance. The instructions were read by partic-
ipants and explained orally by the experimenter.

3.3.2 Results

The data on antecedent selection were recoded, so that choices
for the Vrst mentioned antecedent were negative (e.g. -3, -2, -
1), and choices for the second-mentioned antecedent were pos-
itive (e.g. +1, +2, and +3). We performed Repeated Measures
anovas both by participant (averaged over items) and by item
(averaged over participants). Accent was a within-participants
and a within-items factor. To compensate for violations of the
sphericity assumption required for a Repeated Measures anova,
we applied the Greenhouse–Geisser correction where appropri-
ate. The original degrees of freedom are reported. In order to
reduce variance, Item group and List were included as between-
subjects factors in the analysis. Below, η2 should be understood
as partial η2.

analysis of prosodic naturalness . We analyzed the
naturalness ratings in order to ensure that all stimuli were rated
as acceptable. The analysis found a signiVcant main eUect of Ac-
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cent (see Table 2) (F1(2, 44) = 18.9, p < .0005, η2 =.46, F2(2, 50)
= 19.5, p < .0005, η2 = .44) (DiUerence in degrees of freedom
between the analysis of prosodic naturalness and antecedent
choice are due to missing cells for some participants.) Bonfer-
roni post-hoc tests indicated that this main eUect was due to
a diUerence between the Accented Pronoun condition (AccPr)
and the other two conditions (p-values < .0005); the Accented
Subject Noun (AccSubj) and the No Accent condition (Pr) were
not signiVcantly diUerent (p-values > .7). All of the conditions
were rated above the midpoint of the (Vve-point) scale, indicat-
ing that they were considered quite natural.

antecedent choice . The outcome of the Repeated Mea-
sures anova indicated that there was a signiVcant eUect of Ac-
cent (F1(2, 48) = 78.97, p < .0005, η2 = .77; F2(2, 50) = 92.45, p <
.0005, η2 = .79; data shown in Figure 3.2 below). Follow-up anal-
yses indicated that there was a signiVcant diUerence between
the accented pronoun condition on the one hand, and the unac-
cented pronoun conditions on the other hand (p-values < .0005),
but not between Accented Subject and Pronoun without Accent
conditions (p1 = .62, p2 = .30). All of the conditions had val-
ues signiVcantly diUerent from the midpoint of the scale, zero,
but the two conditions where the pronoun was unaccented, Pr
and AccSubj were signiVcantly above zero (all p-values < .0005),
whereas AccPr was signiVcantly below zero. This indicated that
accent switched the antecedent of the pronoun.

3.3.3 Discussion

Unmarked object pronouns were found to refer to the second-
mentioned character: the object of the previous sentence. This
result is consistent with the predictions from the Parallel Func-
tion Strategy, and does not support the Subject Assignment Strat-
egy. Antecedent preference switched when a marked form, an
accented pronoun, was used: participants preferred the Vrst-
mentioned character (the subject). In Experiment 1b, we will
see whether the same pattern of results obtains in Spanish, a lan-
guage where object pronouns are obligatorily pre-verbal, rather
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Figure 3.2: Referent Choice for Experiment 1a. Preference for the ob-
ject is indicated with positive numbers, and preference for
the subject with negative numbers. Pr = pronoun. AccPr =
accented pronoun. AccSubj = accented subject.

than having a structure that is concretely parallel to the clause
containing the antecedents.

3.4 experiment 1b—equiplausible sentences : span-
ish

Experiment 1a demonstrated that there were strong eUects of
parallelism in English pronoun comprehension when antecedent
plausibility was controlled for. As we discussed in the introduc-
tion, Spanish is a particularly interesting test case for the Par-
allel Function Strategy. Whereas English uses Subject Verb Ob-
ject (SVO) ordering in both full noun phrase and object pronom-
inal clauses, Spanish does not. The equivalent of an English un-
accented pronoun is a preverbal clitic, making the default word
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order for Spanish Subject Object Verb (SOV) in cases where there
is an object anaphor.

Spanish and English diUer not only in terms of where the
anaphor is encoded linearly, but also in terms of how anaphors
can be made more marked. Whereas English oUers only the op-
tion of accenting the pronoun, there are two possible Spanish
equivalents, the clitic-and-pronoun construction, and the clitic-
and-accented-pronoun construction. This experiment tests if
the clitic-and-pronoun construction alone produces as large an
antecedent switch as in English, and whether accenting the pro-
noun has an additional eUect on antecedent choice.

3.4.1 Methods

3.4.1.1 Participants

Thirty-eight native speakers of Mexican Spanish (24 women)
from the Universidad Iberoamericana community and residing
in Mexico City participated in the experiment.

3.4.1.2 Materials and design

We created stimuli (Appendix A) with the factor Markedness,
which had three conditions (examples 11-13): Clitic–Only (Cl)
where there was only an object clitic, Clitic-and-Pronoun (Cl+Pr)
for sentences which included the clitic and an object pronoun
with no pitch accent, and Vnally Clitic–and–Accented–Pronoun
(Cl+AccPr). 4

(11) Sandra llamó a Mónica, y Rogelio le escribió. (Cl)

(12) Sandra llamó a Mónica, y Rogelio le escribió a ella. (Cl+Pr)

(13) Sandra llamó aMónica, y Rogelio le escribió a ella (Cl+AccPr)

translation procedure . The English materials from Ex-
periment 1 (including instructions and materials tests) were trans-
lated in the following way: Vrst, a certiVed English–Spanish

4 The translators agreed that subject accenting sounded highly unnatural in
Spanish, in contrast with English, where it was considered fairly natural.
Inclusion of an unnatural form could fundamentally change the nature of
the task, making the two experiments less comparable, thus the accented
subject condition was dropped.
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translator of Mexican origin translated the materials. In cases
where the form of the translation was not possible with an ob-
ject pronoun, a new item was made. These materials were then
examined by a second, English–Spanish translator of Mexican
origin. Finally, a native speaker of Mexico City Spanish read the
sentences for grammaticality and naturalness once again before
recording them.

materials tests . The materials tests were analogous to
those performed in English. In the antecedent choice materi-
als test, we included two conditions, one with the pronoun and
one without a pronoun (Table 2). The initial results suggest
that in written sentences without a pronoun, the object of the
preceding sentence was chosen as the antecedent of the pro-
noun, whereas in sentences with a pronoun, the antecedent is
switched. The plausibility rating task that we used for English
required a few adaptations necessary for use in Spanish: The
stimuli for the plausibility scores took the form Sandra llamó a
Mónica y Rogelio escribió a Mónica (or Sandra). The clitic was
not included because it is ungrammatical to include a clitic with
the noun phrase it is meant to represent. Three items were re-
moved since experimenter/translator intuitions were not found
to match with those of the participants in the pretest. These
values are not included in the item characteristics. 5

phonetic analysis of pitch . The materials were ana-
lyzed acoustically using the same procedure outlined in Experi-
ment 1a. The two pronoun conditions were diUerent in terms of
F0 (Table 2). Pitch lowering in the Cl+Pr at the median position
is attributable to the word ella which was realized with a palatal
approximant, leading to an attenuation of the pitch. The into-
nation of the pronouns is consistent with Spanish Tobi’s L+H*
in the Cl+AccPr condition, and L* in the Cl+Pr condition (De-
la-Mota et al., 2010). Our native speaker’s intuitions matched
the descriptions of De-la-Mota et al.. for Mexican Spanish: L* is
consistent with broad focus in a declarative utterance, and L+H*
is consistent with broad or narrow focus in a declarative utter-

5 The word probabilidad was used; no direct translation of plausibility exists.
Probabilidad is closer in meaning to probability, but the translators felt it was
the closest translation equivalent in Spanish.
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ance (due to a technical error, two items were missing from the
Cl+Pr). In total, there were 27 items.

Statistical analysis of the acoustic features showed that there
was a signiVcant diUerence in pitch at the Min, Q1, Median, and
Q3 stressed syllable quartiles (p < .0005). The accented pro-
nouns were slightly but signiVcantly diUerent in length (Cl+Pr
mean = .14 ms, SE = .01; Cl+AccPr mean = .28, SE = .01, t(25) =
3.50; p < .0005).

procedure . The procedure was identical to Experiment 1a.

3.4.2 Results

Data coding was the same as in Experiment 1a. We analyzed
the mean ratings with Repeated Measures anova. Markedness
was a within-subjects and within-items factor. The Greenhouse-
Geisser correction was applied when the sphericity assumption
of the anova was violated; the original degrees of freedom are
reported. In order to reduce variance, Item Group and List were
included as between-subjects factors in the analysis. Below, η2

should be understood as partial η2.

analysis of prosodic naturalness . We found a sig-
niVcant main eUect of Markedness (F1(2,60) = 15.67, p<.0005,
η2 = .34; F2(2,48) = 50.91, p<.0005. η2 = .68). Bonferroni post-
hoc analyses indicated that the Cl condition was judged to be
more natural than the Cl+Pr and Cl+AccPr conditions (p-values
< .0005,), and that Cl+Pr was judged to be more natural than
Cl+AccPr in the by items analysis (p < .0005). All means were
above three, the midpoint of the (Vve-point) naturalness scale
(Table 2).

antecedent choice . There was a highly signiVcant main
eUect of Markedness (F1(2, 62)=55.42, p1 < .0005 η2 = .641, F2(2,
48) = 65.0, p2 < .0005, η2 = .73; shown in Figure 3.3). Bonferroni
post-hoc tests indicated that Cl was signiVcantly diUerent from
Cl+Pr and Cl+AccPr (all p’s <.0005), and Cl+Pr and Cl+AccPr
were not signiVcantly diUerent (p1 = .11, p2 = .19). The arithmetic
values of both the Cl+Pr and Cl+AccPr conditions were lower
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than zero. We tested these values against the central value of
the scale, zero, with a one-sample t-test, to test the hypothesis
that they were lower than zero. T-tests showed that Cl+AccPr
was signiVcantly lower than zero (t1(33) =3.83, p<.001; t2(26) = -
3.86, p < .001), and in Cl+Pr, the diUerence was signiVcant in the
by-subject condition, and marginally signiVcant in the by-items
condition (t1(33) = -2.48, p < .05; t2(26) = -1.66, p = .054).
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Figure 3.3: Referent choice for Experiment 1b. Preference for the ob-
ject is indicated with positive numbers, and preference for
the subject with negative numbers. Cl = clitic. Cl+Pr =
clitic and pronoun. Cl+AccPr = clitic and accented pro-
noun.
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3.4.3 Discussion of Experiment 1

Experiment 1 tested the eUect of reference form on antecedent
selection in equiplausible sentences. First of all, in both En-
glish and Spanish, unmarked object pronouns were preferen-
tially linked to the grammatical object of the preceding clause.
This is according to the predictions of the PFS. It was uncertain
whether Spanish would show equally strong eUects of the PFS,
since in Spanish the linear ordering of object anaphors is quite
diUerent from that of the clause containing the potential an-
tecedents; the results suggest that the more abstract functional
parallelism is the important element. These results are incon-
sistent with the SAS hypothesis, as the subject of the preceding
clause is only chosen in a small minority of cases.

The use of a more marked reference form resulted in the
choice of the alternative, initially unpreferred antecedent in both
languages. In English, the accented object pronoun is inter-
preted as referring to the subject of the previous sentence. In
Spanish, we see essentially the same eUect: in both marked con-
ditions, the clitic plus unaccented pronoun and the clitic plus ac-
cented pronoun, the subject is chosen as the most probable an-
tecedent. There was no signiVcant diUerence between the two
marked conditions in Spanish, suggesting that adding emphasis
by accenting the pronoun does nothing to add to the “force” of
the markedness.

In summary, this experiment suggests that in the absence
of a plausibility bias, reference is determined by the interac-
tion of reference form and parallelism in terms of grammatical
role. In Experiment 2, we examine how this interaction takes
shape when there is a strong bias toward one of the potential
antecedents.

3.5 experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that when antecedents
are equiplausible, object pronouns preferentially refer to the
object of a previous sentence. This is true for both English
and Spanish, irrespective of the diUerences between these lan-
guages in terms of object pronoun–verb ordering. The marked-
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ness manipulation revealed that more marked forms led partic-
ipants to choose subject antecedent, in contrast to unmarked
forms, which led to the choice of an object antecedent. What
remains to be seen is to what extent plausibility can override
these eUects. Under some accounts of pronoun resolution, lan-
guage users will always eventually choose the most plausible an-
tecedent, regardless of markedness or other factors (e.g. Huang,
2000). On the other hand, it seems that language must also of-
fer the opportunity to describe an event in the real world that
is not plausible at all (e.g. John witnessed Bill rob a bank, but
then John was arrested by mistake). Under that view (cf. Kehler,
2002), less plausible antecedents can be preferred, but their un-
likeliness must be indicated by linguistic means such as empha-
sis.

3.6 experiment 2a—biased sentences : english

3.6.1 Methods

3.6.1.1 Participants

The same 27 participants from Experiment 1A took part in
this experiment.

3.6.1.2 Materials and design

In this experiment, we tested the eUect of accent on pronouns
with a biased interpretation – where world knowledge creates
a preference for one of the available antecedents over the other.
In order to create this bias we used result sentences according
to the classiVcation proposed by Kehler (2002). Result-related
sentences often appear in the literature as subordinate because
clauses, however, Kehler (2002, inter alia) speciVes that the im-
portant distinction between Result and Resemblance is not a
syntactic diUerence, or even that there are external markers in-
dicating the relations between the clauses. Instead, it is a prag-
matic distinction; if the comprehender perceives the action in
the Vrst utterance as the cause of the events in the second utter-
ance, they are result-related. Connectives and syntactic struc-
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ture may inWuence the relation, but they are not necessary to
determining the coherence relation.

In our materials, there was either a bias to the subject of
the Vrst clause (Subject-biased pronouns), or to the object of
the Vrst clause (Object-biased pronouns; for materials, see Ap-
pendix B). As in Experiment 1a, there were three accent condi-
tions: No Accent (Pr), Accented Subject (AccSubj) and Accented
Pronoun (AccPr) presented as a within-participants and within-
items factor.

materials tests . The materials tests from Experiment 1a
were carried out concurrently with stimuli of Experiment 2a
(reported in Table 1). On the basis of an antecedent selection
pretest, 16 items were selected for the Subject-bias condition,
and 12 items for the Object-bias condition (some of the items
changed category after the materials test).

phonetic analysis . Acoustic analysis was carried out on
these items in the same manner as in Experiment 1a. The ma-
terials used in this experiment had the same pitch accents as in
Experiment 1a, L+H* and L* (Table 3). Two-tailed t-tests com-
paring the mean stressed syllable quartiles found that there was
a signiVcant eUect of accent at Q1, Median, and Q3 (p-values <
.05.). There was also a signiVcant diUerence in the length of the
pronoun, with accented pronouns longer than unaccented pro-
nouns (AccPr mean = .28, SE = .01; Pr mean = .14, SE = .01; t(26)
= 10.09 p < .0005).

3.6.2 Results

analysis of prosodic naturalness . As in Experiment
1, we performed Repeated Measures anovas on the naturalness
ratings, with Bias (Subject-bias versus Object-bias) as a within-
participants and between items factor, and Accent (no accent,
versus subject accent, versus pronoun accent) as a within-parti-
cipants and within-items factor. There was no main eUect of
Bias, but there was a signiVcant main eUect of Accent (F1(2, 44)
= 31.68, p < .0005, η2 = .59, F2(2, 44)= 60.31, p < .0005, η2 =
.73). This main eUect of Accent was qualiVed by a signiVcant
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interaction of Bias and Accent (F1(2, 44) = 5.43, p< .01, η2 =.20,
F2(2, 44) = 5.86, p < .01, η2 = .21), (Table 3). Follow-up analyses
revealed that Subject-bias AccPr were more natural than Object-
bias AccPr, whereas conversely, Subject-bias SubjAcc was less
natural than Object-bias SubjAcc. None of the conditions were
rated unnatural.

antecedent preference . The data on antecedent selec-
tion were recoded as in Experiment 1 for purposes of graphi-
cal display (data shown in Figure 3.4). Choices for the subject
were negated (e.g. -3, -2, -1), and choices for the object remained
positive (e.g. +1, +2, and +3). For statistical analysis, we used
a diUerent coding, as we wanted to compare strength of bias,
regardless of whether this bias was directed towards subjects
or objects. This speciVc recoding was done as follows: for the
object-bias condition, choices for the subject became negative
(e.g. -3, -2, -1), and choices for the object remained positive (e.g.
+1, +2, and +3). For the subject-bias condition, it was the other
way around: choices for the Vrst-mentioned antecedent (sub-
ject) remained positive (e.g. +1, +2, and +3), and choices for the
second-mentioned antecedent (object) became negative (e.g. -3,
-2, -1). Positive numbers thus signify a preference for the nor-
mally preferred antecedent (i.e., subject in subject-biased sen-
tences, and object in object-biased sentences).

The Repeated Measures anovas did not produce a main ef-
fect of Bias (F-values < 1.5). They did, however, show a main
eUect of Accent (F1(2, 48) = 31.81, p< .0005, η2 = .57; F2(2, 44)
= 25.20, p < .0005, η2 = .53). Post-hoc analyses indicate that
this eUect was driven by diUerences between AccPr and the two
other conditions (p-values < .0005). This main eUect is qualiVed
by an interaction between Bias and Accent which is signiVcant
in the by-items analysis, and marginally signiVcant by partici-
pants (F1(2, 48) = 2.61, p = .10, η2 = .09; F2(2, 44) = 4.28; p < .05,
η2 = .16). The locus of trend towards an interaction appears to
be due to a diUerence in the AccSubj items, since Subject-bias
sentences with accented subject NPs tended to show higher an-
tecedent preference than Object-bias sentences with accented
subject NPs (signiVcant in the F2 analysis, but not the F1 analy-
sis). No other post-hoc results were signiVcant (p > .26).
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Figure 3.4: Referent choice for Experiment 2a. Preference for the ob-
ject is indicated with positive numbers, and preference for
the subject with negative numbers. Pr = pronoun. AccPr =
accented pronoun. AccSubj = accented subject.

Paired t-tests comparing the conditions to the central value of
the scale, zero, showed that there was no evidence of antecedent
switch in either Object-biased or Subject-biased pronouns: all
means were signiVcantly diUerent from zero (p-values < .0005).

3.6.3 Discussion

The outcome of Experiment 2a illustrates the strength of the
plausibility bias in antecedent choice. In the cases where the
object pronouns were unmarked, plausibility determined pro-
noun antecedent identity. Although having a more marked ref-
erence form failed to switch the ultimate choice of antecedent,
it did aUect the strength of preference for an antecedent. In both
Subject-bias and Object-bias conditions, antecedent preference
ratings were signiVcantly attenuated when the pronoun was ac-
cented; more marked forms pushed values toward the centre
of the scale. In other words, accenting the pronoun apparently
made participants less certain whether they had made the right
choice, although plausibility remained the main criterion. In
the next section, we will see whether these results for English
sentences hold true for Spanish as well.
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3.7 experiment 2b—biased sentences : spanish

Experiment 2a on English provided evidence that plausibility
overrides factors such as parallelism or reference form marked-
ness. Experiment 2b tests whether Spanish behaves in the same
way.

3.7.1 Methods

3.7.1.1 Participants

The same participants that took part in Experiment 1b took
part in experiment 2b, concurrently.

3.7.1.2 Materials and design

materials tests . The materials tests were identical to and
performed concurrently with those performed in Experiment 1b
(Table 1). There were 16 items in the Subject antecedent condi-
tion and 14 in the Object antecedent condition, assigned on the
basis of the materials tests (Appendix A).

phonetic analysis . As above, we analyzed each item in-
dividually, conVrming that Cl+AccPr stimuli showed an L+H*
pattern, and the Cl+Pr condition showed an L*. We performed
two-tailed t-tests comparing Cl+Pr and Cl+AccPr, Vnding that
there were signiVcant diUerences at Minimum, Q1, Median, and
Q3 (p-values< .0005). The overall pattern is shown in Table 3.
As above, L+H* accented pronouns were observed to be longer
than L* accented pronouns (Cl+Pr mean = .24 ms, SE = .01;
Cl+AccPr mean = .30 ms, SE = .01; t(31) = 3.21, p < .005)

procedure . The procedure was the same as in Experiment
1b.

3.7.2 Results

prosodic naturalness . We conducted Repeated Measures
anovas taking Bias (Subject-bias versus Object-bias; shown in
Table 3) as a between-items and within-participants factor, and
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Markedness as a within-items and participants factor (Cl, Cl+Pr,
Cl+AccPr). There was no signiVcant main eUect of Bias. There
was, however a signiVcant main eUect of Markedness (F1(2,58)
= 18.56, p< .0005, η2 = .39; F2(2,48) = 25.78, p< .0005, η2 =

.52). Post-hoc analyses suggest that this follows from a pat-
tern of Cl being rated more natural than Cl+AccPr (p1 < .0005,
p2 < .0005) and Cl+Pr (p1 = .0005, p2 < .0005), and Cl+Pr be-
ing rated signiVcantly above Cl+AccPr in the by-items analysis
(p1 < .092; p2 < .05).

The main eUect of Markedness was qualiVed by an trend of
Markedness and Bias in the by-subjects analysis, (F1(2,58) = 2.97,
p = .06, η2 = .09; F2(2, 48) = .773, p =.46). This interaction was
due to a tendency for the Cl+AccPr condition to be higher rated
in the Subject-bias condition than in the Object-bias condition
in the by-object analysis (t1(32) = 1.56, p =.13, t2(28) = 1.90, p =
.07). There was a trend in Cl for Subject-bias to be rated above
Object-bias in the by-subject analysis, but not the by-item anal-
ysis (t1(32) = 1.78, p =.08, t2(28) = .20, p = .84). Cl+Pr did not
diUer between Subject- and Object-biased items (Cl+Pr t1(31) =
.86, p = .40 ; t2(28) =.21 , p = .84, n.b. degrees of freedom in the
subject analysis are lower due to data loss).

referent choice . Data were transformed in the same way
as Experiment 2a (see Figure 3.5 for untransformed values). Re-
peated Measures showed a signiVcant eUect of Bias in the by-
subject analysis, and a trend in the by-items analysis F1(1,31)
=18.42, p<.0005, η2 = .37; F2(1,24) =2.609, p2 = .12, η2 = .098,
and a signiVcant eUect of Markedness (F1(2,62) =13.40, p<.0005,
η2 = .302; F2(2,48) =5.714, p2 < .01, η2 = .192). These main ef-
fects were, however, qualiVed by an interaction between Bias
and Markedness, which was signiVcant in the by-participant
analysis, and marginally signiVcant by items (F1(2,62) = 7.538,
p<.005, η2 = .196; F2(2,48)=2.607, p = .08, η2 = .09). Follow-
up analyses showed that Cl+AccPr was signiVcantly lower in
Object- than in Subject-bias in the by-participant analysis, and
marginally so by items (t1 (33) = 4.384, p1 < .0005, t2 (28) = 1.82
p2 =.080)—a pattern that was evident as a tendency for Cl+Pr
(t1(33) = 1.969, p1 = .057, t2(28) = 1.17, p2 = .11), but not in Cl
(t1(33)= .599, p1 = .55., t2(28) = .12, p = .90). In other words, these
follow-up tests suggest that the interaction is due to changes
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in antecedent choice in the Cl+Pr and the Cl+AccPr conditions
that are more pronounced in the Object-bias condition than in
the Subject-bias condition.

One-sample t-tests showed that all conditions were signiV-
cantly diUerent from “0”, the central value of the scale (p-values
< .0005), except for the object-biased Cl+AccPr condition (t1(33)
=1.741, p=.091, t2(13) =1.274, p=.113).
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Figure 3.5: Referent choice for Experiment 2b. Positive values indicate
the preference for the object, negative values for the sub-
ject. Cl = clitic. Cl + Pr = clitic and pronoun. Cl + AccPr =
clitic and accented pronoun.

3.7.3 Discussion of Experiment 2

Experiments 2a and 2b showed that in both English and Span-
ish, plausibility is very inWuential in determining the antecedent
of a pronoun. In our stimuli, it was the strongest factor, as
we did not Vnd evidence for either an eUect of grammatical
role or an actual switch of antecedents. However, in both lan-
guages, antecedent choice interacted with markedness. In En-
glish as well as in Spanish, using a marked reference form signif-
icantly attenuated the extent to which participants were certain
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of their choice for a speciVc antecedent. There was one condi-
tion, which seemed to produce the largest change in antecedent
choice, and that was in the Spanish experiment when the clitic
was accompanied by an accented pronoun (Cl+AccPr). This sug-
gests that accenting has an eUect on antecedent choice over and
above clitic doubling, although this was admittedly only a trend,
as the diUerence with unaccented pronouns (Cl+Pr) failed to
reach signiVcance (p-values > .06).

3.8 general discussion

In two experiments, we investigated how the form of a re-
ferring expression inWuences antecedent selection. In the Vrst
experiment, where we factored plausibility out, we observed an
almost exclusive preference for unmarked object pronouns to
refer to the grammatical objects of the previous clause. This
strong preference was pushed to subject preference when the
object pronoun became marked by accentuation (English), or by
pronoun doubling with or without pronoun accentuation (Span-
ish). These Vndings make two important suggestions.

First of all, these Vndings support the parallel function strat-
egy (PFS), and are generally inconsistent with the idea that lis-
teners use a subject assignment strategy (SAS) in cases of am-
biguity. The strictest interpretation of the PFS holds that, for
example, an indirect object would refer to an indirect object
in a previous clause, and not, for instance, to a direct object.
Two aspects of our data relate to this interpretation. First, in
our stimuli, “object" referred to indirect objects, direct objects
and oblique objects, which were not matched between clauses.
However, being an object in general was enough for the PFS to
control pronoun resolution, and the type of object appears not
to have been of primary importance. The Spanish stimuli es-
pecially rule out a strict interpretation of syntactic parallelism,
since noun phrases referring to humans, as in the Vrst clause of
the stimulus sentences, can never be direct objects (e.g. they are
obligatorily indirect objects), but clitics referring to humans, as
in the second clauses of a Spanish stimulus, can be direct objects.
In order to create sentences with two potential antecedents, the
sentences almost all contained an animate object. Nevertheless,
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in Spanish, as in English, the unmarked anaphoric forms were
taken to refer to the object antecedent in the Vrst sentence.

These Vndings thus indicate that the Parallel Function Strat-
egy has to be reformulated, perhaps even in non-syntactical
terms such as the order of mention of entities (cf. Järvikivi et al.,
2005). For instance, the Vrst mentioned anaphoric expression
in a given clause might refer to the Vrst mentioned antecedent
in the preceding clause, and, by contrast, the last mentioned
anaphor would then refer to the last mentioned (most recent)
antecedent in the preceding clause.

Another important Vnding from the present study is that mark-
edness can cause the listener to select an initially unpreferred
antecedent. In both Spanish and English, inclusion of a more
marked form resulted in the selection of the alternative ante-
cedent. With respect to how pronouns are marked in Spanish,
we found that it did not make a diUerence whether the doubled
pronoun was accented or not: accentuation did not result in a
signiVcant increase in preference for the antecedent that was
not chosen by the unaccented pronoun. Thus, for antecedents
to switch, it is suXcient for a referring form to be marked, re-
gardless of whether this occurs through accentuation (which is
the preferred way for English), or through elaboration of form
(as in unaccented Spanish pronoun doubling), or both (Accented
Spanish pronoun doubling).

In the second experiment, where one potential antecedent
was more plausible than the other one, markedness also aUected
antecedent choice, but not to such an extent that it could switch
antecedents as it did in Experiment 1. In all markedness condi-
tions, participants still preferred the more plausible antecedent,
although this preference became very small in the accented pro-
noun condition in object-bias sentences in Spanish; there, a con-
siderable number of participants seemed to also consider the
alternative, less plausible referent. Thus, it seems that Huang
(2000) was right in claiming that world knowledge information
can block the choice for a less plausible antecedent.

But even if markedness was not powerful enough to com-
pletely overrule the preference for the most plausible referent,
it did signiVcantly change the strength of this preference. So, in
this sense, (Kehler, 2002) was also right in suggesting that ac-
centuation is one of the means of saying things that may not be
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very plausible. Indeed, whether emphasis was added by pro-
noun doubling, accentuation, or both, all these options were
shown to attenuate the preference for the most plausible ref-
erent.

Both experiments thus Vnd strong eUects of markedness. These
Vndings suggest that whenever the realization of linguistic ele-
ments is more elaborate than is necessary under the speciVc
communicative circumstances at hand, it will act as a signal to
the listener to go beyond the default, standard mode of compre-
hension, and search for a diUerent level of meaning (cf. Levin-
son, 2000; Huang, 2000). This hypothesis raises some interest-
ing questions, such as: Which tools do diUerent languages have
to indicate markedness? Do all means of indicating markedness
have the same eUect? To what extent do diUerent instantiations
of markedness have an additive eUect when combined? Also,
is it enough to specify that marked forms are less frequent and
longer, or is there something special about a high accent and
the addition of more material cross-linguistically. This hypothe-
sis appears to make the unintuitive prediction that a low accent,
creaky voice, or even a reduced but infrequent form could be
used to refer to a less obvious antecedent, a claim that needs
further investigation.

It could be concluded from this study that accent is only used
to select a normally dispreferred antecedent. However, Chafe
(1974) suggests that accent can also be used to warn the listener
of something unexpected. In line with this, Dimitrova et al.
(2009), found that when people were asked to describe a blue
banana they saw on a computer screen, the adjective received
more accent than when they saw a normal, yellow banana, even
in experimental conditions where only the noun should be ac-
cented (i.e., in a situation where blue lemons and blue bananas
were contrasted). This prosodic marking of semantically unex-
pected information may have a communicative function, in that
the speaker appears to be warning the listener that this informa-
tion is special and needs special attention (see also Wang et al.,
2011). This suggests that semantically unexpected antecedents
could – or perhaps should – be referred to with marked pro-
nouns.
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3.9 conclusion

To summarize, a set of general principles of antecedent com-
prehension can be deVned based on these results. The results
suggest that in both English and Spanish, for our experimen-
tal manipulations, plausibility outweighed syntax. We interpret
this as evidence against the strong forms of syntactic preference
heuristics, which would predict that either a Vrst-mention bias
or parallelism would outweigh any other biases. When there is
a strong bias toward an antecedent, this bias can determine pro-
noun resolution. Markedness (in the form of prosodic or mor-
phological prominence) was able to lower the strength of the
listener’s preference in the face of this strong plausibility bias,
but could not overturn the preference. When antecedents are
equally plausible, however, markedness determined the even-
tual choice of antecedent. In unmarked cases, some form of the
parallel function strategy is at work, such that pronouns appear
to take an antecedent from the previous sentence with a compa-
rable grammatical role (in a broad sense). On the basis of our
experiments we were able to order factors with respect to their
importance for antecedent selection. This does not of course
say much about the order in which these factors are used in on-
line pronoun resolution. More research in this area is deVnitely
needed.
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A C C E N T E D P R O N O U N S A N D U N E X P E C T E D
R E F E R E N T S

They didn’t expect it of him.

abstract

Past psycholinguistic studies have shown that world knowledge
and the markedness of a referring expression are taken into ac-
count when comprehending ambiguous pronouns. This study
uses ERP to extend past results by examining the interaction of
world knowledge-based expectedness and accentuation on the
interpretation of unambiguous pronouns. It has been found that
speakers sometimes add an accent to intended but implausible
or unexpected words, but it is not clear whether listeners can
use this information to their advantage. In the current study,
we examine how accent contributes to the comprehension of a
pronoun referring to an implausible character. We manipulated
the plausibility of a character in the context preceding the tar-
get sentence so that that character was either expected or unex-
pected in a following proposition, and the subsequent pronoun
referring to that character was either accented or not. Implau-
sible sentences where the pronoun was unaccented produced
an early P600 eUect, rather than an N400 associated with dif-
Vculty in comprehension. Accenting the pronoun produced an
Nref eUect, reWecting the eUort associated with trying to carry
out a reference switch (but not succeeding). Alternatively, it is
also possible to interpret this eUect as a reduced P600, perhaps
indicating that interpretation did become easier by having an
accent on the pronoun.

73
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4.1 introduction

Establishing reference is an integral part of language compre-
hension, and is essential for listeners to be able to keep track of
who is doing what to whom. Once a character is introduced, its
representation is active and can be referred to with a pronoun.
When a character is less active more information is necessary
to refer to that character, so the level of activation of a refer-
ent also correlates with prosodic features such as pitch accent:
If a character is new in the discourse, or is deemed to be rather
unexpected by the speaker, the expression referring to this char-
acter is frequently accented. In the present study, we will use
ERPs to investigate 1) how comprehenders deal with a pronoun
referring to unexpected referents, and 2) whether the process-
ing diXculty elicited by this unexpectedness can be overcome
or ameliorated by accenting this pronoun.

We know from previous research that accenting a pronoun
can induce a switch of antecedent preference, relative to unac-
cented words. In a sentence like John called James, and Sarah
emailed him, comprehenders understand the pronoun as refer-
ring to the most active James, but when the pronoun is accented,
it refers to the less active and thus less expected John (Taylor
et al., 2013). Interestingly, this eUect seems only to be observable
with pronouns, and it is diXcult to see how accenting a content
word could have this same eUect. Until now, experimentation
on accented pronouns has been restricted to this switching phe-
nomenon to the exclusion of other uses of accenting on a pro-
noun. But pointing to a less expected, less active antecedent
isn’t the only reason why a pronoun might be unexpected or
why it might be accented.

Recent work in the production literature suggests an alter-
nate, possibly related use of accenting. For instance, speakers
can use accenting to draw attention to something unexpected
based on world knowledge (Dimitrova et al., 2009). Dimitrova
et al. showed that if participants have to describe a pair of
fruits with unnatural colours (say a blue banana and a blue or-
ange), they tend to put accent on the colour adjective (e.g. blue
banana), even though colour is not a contrastive feature (as it
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would be with a blue banana and a yellow banana). So speakers
may accent something in order to draw attention to informa-
tion that may be diXcult for comprehenders to accommodate
in their discourse model. Native speakers of Dutch found this
sentence grammatical. The main question of the present experi-
ment is not whether application of an accent to a pronoun with
an unexpected referent is grammatical, but rather how does ap-
plying an accent to a pronoun with an unexpected referent af-
fect interpretation. Putting an accent on the verb is one means
of indicating that the predicate or action of the verb is odd. Ac-
centing the pronoun, however, should put greater emphasis on
the unexpectedness of the referent rather than the action.

Example (1) contains an accented pronoun where no reference
switch is possible:

(1) A: Sarah lost the chess match.
B: Oh?
A: The teacher congratulated her.

The use of a pronoun is felicitous since the discourse entity
Sarah is activated since it was introduced into the discourse
at an earlier point (Lambrecht, 1996; Arnold and GriXn, 2007;
Ward et al., n.d.). But even though Sarah has only just been
mentioned, and is the only available antecedent, she is an unex-
pected antecedent: if all we know about Sarah is that she lost the
chess tournament, based on world knowledge we would think
it unlikely that the teacher would congratulate her. Sarah’s
role as a congratulatee is thus unexpected. There is little or
no work examining how this unexpectedness accent aUects lan-
guage comprehension. Research looking at eUects of accent on
noun phrases has found that, normally, accenting leads to an
increase in the extent of whatever processing would normally
take place, for example, if there is normally an N400, the N400
would be even greater with accenting (e.g. Wang et al., 2011).
However, in the case of unexpectedness accent, a reference may
be pragmatically infelicitous if the pronoun is not accentuated.

In the experiment presented below, we manipulated referent
expectedness to see whether accenting inWuences the process-
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ing of a pronoun expressing an unexpected referent. Our study
adds an important piece to the puzzle by manipulating expect-
edness while keeping activation level of the discourse entity
constant. Previous studies have examined sentences where pro-
nouns were unexpected because no potential characters were
available (Osterhout and Mobley, 1995), or where there was a
strong initial bias for a character based on syntactic structure,
topic structure, or pragmatics (Streb et al., 1999; Van Berkum
et al., 2007; Ferretti et al., 2009). However, in these past stud-
ies the character violating the bias is not in fact implausible or
unexpected, merely less expected. In our study, in contrast, the
character is highly active, as in (1) where Sarah is mentioned
as the topic of the Vrst sentence, but nevertheless unexpected,
since people losing a tournament are normally not congratu-
lated.

During ERP recording, participants can attend to auditory stim-
uli naturally, without having to respond to (parts of) these stim-
uli, and without having to perform any unnatural task. In ad-
dition, ERPs allow the intensity of brain function to be sampled
directly. Moreover, ERPs provide rich data, including informa-
tion about latency, scalp distribution and polarity, that can be
related to previous work on discourse structure, pragmatics, the
acoustic phonetics of accent, and pronoun comprehension.

The aim of the present study can be broken down into two
separate issues: What is the eUect of an unexpected yet highly
salient referent on pronoun comprehension? And what eUect
does accenting the pronoun with the unexpected referent have
on the comprehender?

4.1.1 Comprehension of an Unexpected Referent

Before we can consider what eUect the unexpectedness accent
might have, we need to know how an unexpected pronoun is
processed. Semantic and real world knowledge anomalies have
been thoroughly examined with ERPs, and, in fact, there have
even been a number of studies on comprehension diXculties in
pronouns.

Unexpected referents cause diXculty for comprehenders in
terms of violations of world knowledge. The most famous ERP
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Vnding associated with this type of anomaly is the N400 eUect,
for spread his warm bread with socks vs. spread his warm bread
with butter (Kutas and Hillyard, 1984). When comparing the sen-
tences The teacher congratulated the loser to The teacher congrat-
ulated the winner, the word loser would show a negative peak
400 ms after the word was presented. Under the classic “inte-
gration view”, N400 amplitude reWects the ease with which a
word is integrated into the existing semantic representation of
(part of) a sentence. Semantically anomalous words are harder
to integrate, and thus elicit an increased N400 (Brown and Ha-
goort, 1993). Recent reviews have questioned whether the N400
is related to integration (Kutas and Hillyard, 1984; Brouwer et al.,
2012), proposing that N400 amplitude instead reWects the ease
of retrieval of lexical information from semantic memory. Since
the retrieval of the concept of loser is less primed or facilitated
than winner by congratulate, an N400 eUect is expected to ap-
pear. An interesting question is what happens with pronouns
that have unexpected referents, since the concept that the pro-
noun refers to is not primed or facilitated by the immediately
preceding context, although these concepts are “activated” by
the preceding global discourse. Since one source of information
predicts that the referent is active while another may render it
less active, it is an open question whether or not pronouns with
unexpected referents will give rise to an N400 eUect under the
retrieval account. However, an N400 eUect is predicted if N400
amplitude is sensitive to ease or diXculty of integration.

At present, we are unaware of any studies reporting N400 ef-
fects on anomalous pronouns. Most studies in which pronouns
violate linguistic rules have generated a P600 instead. For in-
stance, Osterhout and Mobley (1995) showed participants sen-
tences like The aunt heard that she, where the aunt is a possi-
ble referent, and The aunt heard that he, where there was no
active male referent whatsoever. Osterhout and Mobley found
that participants who judged the sentences with mismatching
pronouns to be ungrammatical showed a positivity relative to
the gender-matched sentences, which was later recognized as a
P600 (see also Nieuwland and Van Berkum, 2006).

The P600 has also been shown in a number of cases where,
for various reasons, the most accessible referent is not the one
referred to. While the P600 in Osterhout and Mobley (1995) in-
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dexed a violation, further studies have found P600s for simply
going against a speciVc preference. For instance, Van Berkum
et al. (2007) found a P600 eUect when comparing a sentence
where the gender matched the bias, to a sentence where the
gender did not match the bias (Lisa inspired David because he. . . ,
where normally the bias is toward Lisa). This suggests that some
combination of knowledge of the world and previous experi-
ence with language causes the listener to anticipate reference
to a particular character. In another study, Ferretti et al. (2009)
found (among other things) a P600 eUect in sentences where
the antecedent was inconsistent with the preference based on
the event-structure of the Vrst clause (e.g. Sue handed a time-
card to Fred. She/?He asked about the upcoming meeting.).

Under some views, the P600 amplitude reWects eUortful syn-
tactic processing (e.g. Hagoort et al., 1993; Osterhout and Hol-
comb, 1995; Kaan and Swaab, 2003; Hoeks et al., 2004). How-
ever, several authors have recently proposed that P600 eUects
can be elicited by semantic violations, and need not be syntac-
tic in nature (Burkhardt, 2007; Kuperberg, 2007; Brouwer et al.,
2012). Indeed the P600s associated with pronouns seem quite
prototypical of this “semantic” P600 explanation. From this
viewpoint, the unexpected pronouns in this experiment may
elicit a P600. That being said, it is important to note that these
studies did not actually include a pronoun with a clear real
world anomaly. Besides a P600 eUect, Ferretti et al. (2009) also
identiVed an Nref eUect for unexpected pronouns, an eUect that
has also frequently been reported for diXculty in resolving pro-
nouns. This eUect was Vrst reported by Van Berkum et al. (1999).
It was elicited by a referring expression for which there was
more than one possible antecedent. Thus, the Nref was inter-
preted as reWecting the search for a correct referent in a case
of ambiguity. However, it is not clear whether ambiguity is
really necessary for Vnding an Nref eUect. Streb et al. (1999)
investigated structural bias by comparing syntactically parallel
pronouns to non-parallel pronouns, and found that non-parallel
pronouns created what Streb, et al. refer to as an N400-like neg-
ativity in the 270 to 420 ms time window, accompanied by an-
other negativity in the 510 to 600 ms time window, both with a
largely frontal distribution. Retrospectively, both the temporal
and topographical distributions seem consistent with an Nref,
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although as in Feretti et al., there was no actual ambiguity. Our
unexpected condition could thus also elicit an Nref eUect.

In summary, then, the literature suggests that there are three
possible ERP responses when comparing pronouns referring to
unexpected referents with pronouns referring to more expected
words. First, pronouns with unexpected referents could give
rise to an N400 eUect, especially under the integration view of
the N400. However, no empirical study on pronoun processing
to date has reported N400 eUects. It is therefore more likely
that such a comparison will produce a P600 eUect. This Vts
well with the hypothesis that P600s result from diXculty in in-
tegrating a character into the discourse model. Under this view
the only distinction between pronoun manipulations and other
P600-inducing manipulations is that for pronouns the referent
is highly active (Burkhardt, 2007; Kuperberg, 2007; Brouwer
et al., 2012). A smaller number of studies have identiVed an
Nref eUect when a pronoun refers to a non-salient (or wholly
absent) character, or when the gender of the pronoun causes
the processor to chose a less active antecedent.

We hypothesized that pronouns with an unexpected referent
that do not bear an accent are pragmatically infelicitous com-
pared to accented ones. So in this case, accenting may reduce
processing diXculty. It is not clear, however, what form this
reduction of processing diXculty will take. Before going into
that, it is necessary to brieWy discuss relevant ERP research on
accenting.

4.1.2 The EUect of Accent on Comprehension

There has been no research speciVcally investigating the un-
expectedness accent in comprehension using ERP. We suggested
that, based on the production work, the accent may help the
comprehender deal with an unexpected concept, but how would
“helping” manifest itself in the ERP signal, and is there any ev-
idence for such an eUect? Below we review previous research
on pitch accent that is relevant to the present study: Accent has
been found to induce positivities in the 100 to 350 ms time win-
dow. There is also some research examining the accenting of
expected vs. unexpected content words, which may also be rel-
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evant to our experiment. Finally, we examine the incorrect use
of accent, looking at superWuous and missing accents.

First, there are clear changes in the ERP signal resulting from
the physical, acoustic eUect of accent as with any stimulus with
stronger acoustic properties. For example, the processing of
tones that are presented less often, have a higher F0, and are
louder leads to a greater intensity of the P200 (Carrillo-de-la-
Peña et al., 1999). Because of this, when Heim and Alter (2006)
found an early positivity in response to the acoustic properties
of accent in the 250 to 350 ms time window, they described it
as a P200, despite the latency diUerences. The literature has
been consistent in Vnding a positivity around 200 ms for ac-
cented vs. unaccented stimuli (Dimitrova et al., 2012; Heim and
Alter, 2006; Friedrich et al., 2001). However, the accent positiv-
ity might also represent a P300 eUect, a component that results
from stimulus frequency, and use of the stimulus to update con-
text (Polich, 2007). Accented words occur less frequently than
do unaccented words (in the broader context of language use,
usually only one or two words are accented per sentence), and
we argue here that they are used to indicate constituents that
need to be processed more intensively. The P300 interpretation
has also been discussed by Dimitrova (2012) and was not totally
dismissed by Heim and Alter (2006) in the Vrst place.

Turning to how the unexpectedness accent might aUect com-
prehension of a pronoun that refers to an unexpected referent,
the evidence suggests that the physical eUects of accent may
lead to deeper linguistic processing. Several studies have shown
that accenting can give rise to a P600 eUect and intensify N400
eUects. Dimitrova et al. (2012) describe what they term an ac-
cent positivity which starts out like the P300 and then continues
into later time-windows. They suggest that the latter half of the
component involves discourse-related P600 activity of the type
discussed by Brouwer et al., (2012, Burkhardt, 2007; Kuperberg,
2007).

Wang et al. (2011) found that the N400 amplitude increased
for an anomalous word whether the constituent was accented or
unaccented. In a dialogue about the preparation of a meal, one
interlocutor asks what kind of vegetable was purchased. The an-
swer speciVed either the congruent eggplant or the incongruent
beef. Wang et al. found that in the accented condition there was
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a greater N400 eUect than in the unaccented analogue, suggest-
ing that accent increases the intensity of processing, which is
measured by the N400. Although the source of the unexpect-
edness is diUerent in our experiment, we might expect a simi-
lar increase in the eUect elicited by unexpectedness. However,
in Wang et al., the N400 was associated with a category vio-
lation, and not with givenness, or world knowledge in general,
as in the current experiment. Additionally, the lack of N400 ef-
fects on pronouns that we discussed above raises the question
of whether an N400 will really occur.

Summarizing, the physical eUect of accenting is predicted to
cause a positivity in the 250 to 350 ms range (Heim and Alter,
2006; Dimitrova et al., 2012). There is also evidence that un-
like a simple P200/P300, accent may cause a prolonged posi-
tivity, though Dimitrova et al. (2012) suggest the latter part of
this positivity is a P600 eUect associated with discourse-related
processing. It is also possible that accenting a pronoun will in-
crease an N400 eUect through intensiVed processing, but given
the general absence of N400 eUects with pronouns this seems
relatively unlikely.

4.2 the present study

The present study investigates the comprehension of unam-
biguous pronouns in spoken dialogues. If a pronoun that ap-
pears in a non-initial utterance of a dialogue refers to an unex-
pected entity, it may give rise to a P300 eUect, an N400 eUect,
a P600 eUect, an Nref eUect or a combination of the four. Ac-
centing this pronoun when its referent is unexpected is hypoth-
esized to aid processing, and aUect either one or all of the ERP

eUects mentioned above.

4.2.1 Methods

4.2.1.1 Participants

Twenty-one native speakers of Dutch were drawn from the
University of Groningen community (10 men, 11 women, mean
age 22.62). Prior to participating in the experiment they per-
formed handedness inventories, and completed a questionnaire
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to ensure they had no previous history of neurological problems,
hearing problems, or dyslexia. Participants read and signed a
consent form according to the Declaration of Helsinki before
starting the experiment session.

4.2.1.2 Stimuli

In the present experiment, we examine the comprehension of
accented pronouns in naturalistic, contextualized mini-dialogues
(Table 4.1). The stimuli were manipulated for the expectedness
of the referent, henceforth Expectedness (expected, unexpected),
where we manipulated the pragmatics of the Vrst part of the ut-
terance to make the referent either expected or unexpected, and
we manipulated the accent of the pronoun, Accent (accented, un-
accented), so that the pronoun was accented or unaccented. See
Table 4.1 for sample materials. English translations precede the
original Dutch materials (in italics).

We created four versions of 120 spoken mini-dialogues fol-
lowing the same scheme as the item shown in Table 4.1. In
the dialogues, the introductory utterance presented a context
that invoked a common schema (Sarah played terribly well and
won the Vnals of the chess tournament. . . ). This was followed by
a backchannel (conVrmation of comprehension) utterance oh?
or mhm. An alternative version was also created that led to a
schema with quite diUerent expected outcomes (Sarah played
terribly bad and lost the Vnals of the chess tournament. . . ). Lastly
we presented a critical sentence, composed of a noun phrase,
a transitive verb closely related to the context created in the
Vrst sentence, followed by an accented or unaccented pronoun
for which there was only one referent explicitly available in the
context (The teacher congratulated her). In order to preserve the
naturalness of the utterance, we refrained from cross-splicing at
the pronoun. Similarly, we chose not to add more lexical mate-
rial after the pronouns, since this would have crucially changed
the information structure. Depending on which version of the
context sentence was used, the introductory utterance and the
Vnal utterance made the referent of the pronoun either expected
or unexpected. Thus, utterances in the expected referent condi-
tion were designed to be plausible and to Vt within a common
schema of events; consistent with expectations based on world
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Table 4.1: Sample of materials used in the experiment.

expected referent expected referent

unaccented pronoun accented pronoun

A: Sarah played terribly well
and won the Vnals of the chess
tournament.

A: Sarah played terribly well
and won the Vnals of the chess
tournament.

B: Oh? B: Oh?

A: The teacher congratulated
her.

#A: The teacher congratulated
her.

A: Sarah speelde vreselijk goed en
won de Vnale van de schaakwed-
strijd.

A: Sarah speelde vreselijk goed en
won de Vnale van de schaakwed-
strijd.

B: Oh? B: Oh?

A: De juf feliciteerde haar. #A: De juf feliciteerde haar.

unexpected referent unexpected referent

unaccented pronoun accented pronoun

A: Sarah played terribly bad and
lost the Vnals of the chess tour-
nament.

A: Sarah played terribly bad and
lost the Vnals of the chess tour-
nament.

B: Oh? B: Oh?

#A: The teacher congratulated
her.

A: The teacher congratulated
her.

A: Sarah speelde vreselijk slecht
en verloor de Vnale van de
schaakwedstrijd.

A: Sarah speelde vreselijk slecht
en verloor de Vnale van de
schaakwedstrijd.

B: Oh? B: Oh?

#A: De juf feliciteerde haar. A: De juf feliciteerde haar.
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knowledge. Utterances in the unexpected condition were de-
signed to be inconsistent with common schemas/expectations
based on world knowledge.

These items were put through a process of pretesting to en-
sure that the expected and unexpected referents were suXciently
plausible or implausible. These pretests were given to a group of
participants drawn from the same population as the experiment,
but who did not actually participate in the experiment. The di-
alogues were presented without the backchannel response, in
written form, in a two-condition randomized latin-square de-
sign. Participants rated how well the Vrst utterance of the dia-
logue Vt with last utterance of the dialogue. Unexpected stimuli
were required to have less good Vt than expected stimuli. We re-
jected utterances that did not meet our selection requirements,
replaced them and re-tested the materials using the same proce-
dure, which in practice took three rounds of pretesting (see the
column utterance Vt, overall row in Table 4.2).

After recording the sentences (see Acoustic Analysis section),
we created item groups by matching the stimuli from one group
to another, in order to eliminate the possibility that inequalities
across groups that could inWuence our Vndings. We matched
length of the Vrst utterance (in ms), the fundamental frequency
(F0) of the verb in the last utterance, the degree of utterance Vt
(Table 4.2). T-tests performed between these groups found p’s >
.50 for utterance length and p’s > .48 for verb frequency.

Versions of the items were distributed across four lists so that
participants heard an equal number of items from each condi-
tion (all taken from one item group). The order was pseudo-
randomized and participants never heard more than one version
of any item.

acoustic analysis . The dialogues were recorded in a sound
booth using Adobe Audition CS5. We recorded two native speak-
ers of Dutch (one man and one woman) reading the felicitous
versions of the dialogues, that is, containing the unaccented
pronoun with the expected referent, and the accented pronouns
with the unexpected referent. The speakers were asked to speak
clearly and naturally. Dialogues were analyzed and cross-spliced
using Praat 4.0 (Boersma and Weenink, 2009). We cross-spliced
all dialogues at the pause after oh? and created the infelicitous
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accented pronouns with an expected referent, and unaccented
pronouns with unexpected referents. The sentences were re-
recorded as necessary to control for clarity of speech, natural-
ness and to make sure the accent in the Vnal sentence was pro-
duced clearly.

To ensure consistency of the prosodic pitch accent, we ana-
lyzed the prosody in the Verb and Pronoun windows. Figures
4.1 and 4.2 show the fundamental frequency and length for the
accented and unaccented pronoun conditions. We Vrst discuss
the verb window, and then the pronoun window.
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P
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h 
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z)

Time (seconds)
0.5 1

Verbs in
Accented
Pronoun

Verbs in
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  50

Figure 4.1: Pitch (F0) and length of all verbs in the experiment. The
horizontal lines above the Time axis indicates the average
minimum length (left endpoint of horizontal line, average
mean length (tick mark on the line), and average maximum
length (right endpoint part of line). On the rightmost edge
of the Vgure are three tickmarks. The longest represents
the average maximum, followed in size by average mean
and average minimum.

Figure 4.1 suggests that there was a diUerence between the
two conditions at the Verb position. This diUerence was also
evident in the statistics. We performed paired t-tests on the
two conditions (Accented, Unaccented) to examine diUerences
in duration and fundamental frequency. At the Verb, there was
a signiVcant diUerence between the two conditions in terms of
Minimum F0 (p < .0001) and Mean F0 (p < .05). While in both
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Figure 4.2: Pitch (F0) and length of all pronouns in the experiment.
The horizontal lines above the Time axis indicates the av-
erage minimum length (left endpoint of horizontal line, av-
erage mean (tick mark on the line), and average maximum
length (right endpoint part of line). On the rightmost edge
of the Vgure are three tickmarks. The longest represents
the average maximum, followed in size by average mean
and average minimum.

conditions, F0 appears to start at the same level, the unaccented
pronoun condition goes on to reach a higher maximum pitch
and a higher mean pitch overall. The F0 lowers toward the end
of the sentence, producing a lower average minimum F0. This
suggests that our speakers hit a higher maximum point, and
Vnished the word proceeding on a downward trajectory. In the
accented pronoun condition, speakers again start at roughly the
same point, but appear to move in a gradual upward trajectory
toward the high accent on the next word, the pronoun. Verb
statistics are given in numerical form in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

In the pronoun window, the contrast between the two con-
ditions is clear, both visually and statistically. In Figure 4.2,
the pitch of the accented pronoun attains an obvious peak and
descends, whereas in the unaccented condition the pronoun is
pronounced with a Wat F0 the pronoun condition. There were
signiVcant diUerences between the two conditions: Accented
pronouns were longer in duration, had higher Minimum F0 (p <
.04), higher mean Maximum F0 (p < .0001), and a higher Mean
F0 overall (p < .0001). The slight gap visible within the two con-
ditions is due to speaker variation, and is more readily apparent
in the pronoun condition because there was much less variabil-
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ity in length and pronunciation relative to the verb condition.
See Table 4.4 for numerical values of pronoun F0 statistics.

Qualitatively, in the accented condition, the speakers used an
H*L (Vrst rising, then falling) accent on the pronoun (following
Transcription of Dutch Intonation guidelines), and they used a
slight H* (rising) accent on the verb in the unaccented condi-
tion.

4.2.2 Procedure

When participants Vrst entered the lab, they were asked to
read the instructions, while being prepared for testing. They
were then asked to sit in a comfortable chair in the testing room,
with the monitor adjusted to a comfortable height. The com-
puter volume was checked to make sure that the audio Vles
were played at a comfortable volume. Participants were then
given the instructions once again on the computer screen.

Each trial proceeded as follows: The beginning of a trial was
indicated by the presentation of a cross that participants were
told to Vxate on. After 1000 ms, the introductory utterance and
the backchannel response were played, followed by the critical
sound Vle after 500 ms. It was determined ahead of time that
this was a natural sounding interval. After the critical utterance,
participants Vxated on the cross for 1300 ms. After roughly one
in ten items, participants saw a word. They were asked to in-
dicate whether the word bore some relation to the immediately
preceding mini-dialogue using either the 1 key (yes) or the 2
key (no) with their right hands. These were mostly abstract
words. For example for the story about Sarah seen above, the
word would be something like competition. The related words
had an unpredictable but nevertheless evident relation to the
story, whereas unrelated words were clearly unrelated to the
story (for the story above, an example would be mathematics).
Participants were told that if they simply concentrated hard on
listening to content of the mini-dialogues, they would easily be
able to answer the relatedness question. In practice, this allowed
us to distract participants’ attention from the main manipula-
tion of the experiment, without the use of Vllers. When asked,
participants in fact thought the experiment was about the rela-
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Table 4.4: Fundamental frequency characteristics for verbs and pro-
nouns (F0 in Hz).

verb pronoun

min max mean min max mean

Accented Mean 144.54 186.66 158.37 98.89 181.86 144.01

Pronoun Stdev 22.15 75.45 24.78 18.34 27.21 21.99

Unaccented Mean 107.19 177.93 143.46 96.38 127.71 108.51

Pronoun Stdev 30.39 65.92 31.54 21.09 24.19 20.47

tion of the words, rather than about pronouns. Following each
trial there was a 3000 ms rest indicated by stars (*****) during
which participants could blink.

Participants took part in a practice session, which included
5 items. They were asked during the practice session if they
could hear the sentences properly. After the practice session,
they were asked if the procedure was clear to them, and if they
had any questions. Participants were made to take three rest
periods.

eeg recording . Data were recorded using a 64–channel,
extended 10–20 system cap with Ag/AgCl electrodes. A DC am-
pliVer was used with a digital 67.5 Hz cutoU FIR Vlter to prevent
aliasing. The ampliVer sampled at a frequency of 250 Hz, ampli-
fying online against the average of all scalp electrodes.

data analysis . The data were processed using Brainvision
Analyzer 2.0 software. Re-referencing took place oU-line to the
average of the two mastoid electrodes. A band-pass Vlter of
0.0100 to 40 Hz, 48 dB/oct was applied, with a time constant of
15.9155s. Blinks were identiVed using bipolar horizontal and ver-
tical electro-oculograms, and were corrected using the Gratton-
Coles algorithm. An automatic rejection procedure examined
and removed any data segments that violated any of the follow-
ing requirements: a) a maximum voltage step greater than 20
µV, (b) maximum allowed absolute diUerence greater than 100
µV within a 100 ms moving window (c) amplitudes less than
or greater than 150 µV relative to the initial value, or (d) activ-
ity less than 0.01 µV. Stimuli were time-locked exactly at the
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Table 4.5: Electrodes pooled for each ROI.

left midline right

Anterior FP1, F7, F3 Fpz, AFz, Fz Fp2, F8, F4

Central FC1, FC5, CP3 FCz, Cz, CPz FC2, FC6, CP4

Posterior P3, O1, P9 Pz, POz, Oz P4, O2, P10

pronoun using the measurements made as part of the acoustic
analysis.1

The inclusion criterion for participants was a minimum of
85% of the original data in the ROIs. Overall, this rejection proce-
dure led to a 94.3% data inclusion rate, with even data retention
across conditions and manipulations.

We chose 9 ROIs composed of 3 pooled electrodes each, aim-
ing for the best possible coverage of the scalp distribution (Table
4.5). In the anova analyses presented below we included Lat-
erality (Left, Midline, Right) and Anteriority (Anterior, Central,
Posterior) in our analyses.

The overall anovas for each region were thus Laterality x
Anteriority x Expectedness x Accent. EUects of Laterality and
Anteriority are only discussed if they interact with one of the
factors of interest.

We chose four time windows for analysis, based on the litera-
ture: 1) an Early time window (Magne et al., 2005), 2) an Accent
Positivity time window (Dimitrova et al., 2012; Heim and Alter,
2006), 3) an N400 time window, (Schumacher and Baumann,
2010; Dimitrova et al., 2012) and 4) a late time window Oster-
hout and Mobley (1995); Nieuwland and Van Berkum (2008). We
took a long (1000 ms) pre-stimulus baseline for the analysis of
the pronoun, to minimize any pre-existing eUects.

1 An analysis of the verb region revealed a signiVcant main eUect of prosody
on the verb in the N400 window (F(1, 13) = 6.869, p = .021), with trends in
the early positivity region and in a 500 to 700 ms window, suggesting a
positivity for accent (since in the unaccented pronoun condition the verb
had an H* accent). No other interactions or eUects were signiVcant (p > .1)
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4.2.3 Results

An overall analysis indicated interactions of Anteriority, Lat-
erality, Expectedness, and Accent that were signiVcant in all
time windows except the early one; there we found a marginally
signiVcant interaction between Anteriority and Expectedness
(Table 4.6).

To determine the origin of these four-way interactions, we
performed pairwise comparisons between the individual con-
ditions. First, we looked at the eUect of Expectedness (unex-
pected − expected) separately in the condition where pronouns
were unaccented, and in the condition where pronouns were ac-
cented. Secondly, we investigated the eUect of Accent (accented
− unaccented) in the condition where the referent of the pro-
noun was expected, and in the condition where the referent was
unexpected.

4.2.3.1 EUects of Unexpectedness

unaccented pronouns . Comparing unexpected with ex-
pected unaccented pronouns, as shown in Table 4.6 and Figures
4.3 and 4.4 in the 200 to 350ms range, we found a central positiv-
ity, evidenced by a trend across the Central ROIs taken together
(F(1, 13) = 3.208, p = .097). This central positivity continued into
the 350 to 500 ms time window (F(1, 13) = 3.77, p = .074). This
suggests that unexpected pronouns produced an early central
positivity relative to expected pronouns. There was no eUect in
the late time window.

accented pronouns . There were no signiVcant diUerences
until the 500 to 1200 ms window, where the unexpected condi-
tion had a broadly distributed positivity relative to the Expected
condition, with trends in right central (F(1, 13) =3.52, p = .08),
and left posterior regions (F(1, 13) = 3.855, p = .08), as visible in
Figures 4.3 and 4.5.

4.2.3.2 EUects of Accent

pronouns with expected referents . In the 200 to 350
ms time window, accented pronouns had a central and slightly
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Figure 4.3: Grand average of ERP waveforms. Expected stimuli are
plotted in dark blue, Unexpected in red, Accented with a
continuous line, and Unaccented with a dotted line. In this
and all following Vgures, negativity is plotted upward, the
onset of the pronoun is at 0 ms.
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Figure 4.4: EUect of Unexpectedness for unaccented stimuli. Expected
stimuli are plotted in blue, Unexpected in Red. SigniVcant
eUects are indicated above the waveform, and the I-bar in-
dicates the window(s) for which they were signiVcant.
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Figure 4.5: EUect of Unexpectedness for Accented stimuli. Expected
stimuli are plotted in blue, Unexpected in Red. SigniVcant
eUects are indicated above the waveform, and the I-bar in-
dicates the window(s) for which they were signiVcant.
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left lateralized positivity, relative to unaccented stimuli, eviden-
ced by a signiVcant diUerence in the Left Central region (F(1,
13) = 5.44, p = .036) and the Central region (F(1, 13) = 4.68, p =
.050). In the 500 to 1200 ms time window, the same comparison
(accented minus unaccented) showed a frontal-medial and right-
central negativity, although the trend emerged only in the right
central region (F(1, 13) = 3.912, p=.070). Visual inspection of
Figure 4.3 supports this interpretation.

pronouns with unexpected referents . In the 200 to
350 ms time window, comparing accented to unaccented pro-
nouns within the unexpected condition there is a broad positiv-
ity spread across most of the scalp; taking the midline ROIs to-
gether (Mid-Anterior, Mid-Central and Mid Posterior), we found
a signiVcant eUect of accent (F(1, 13) = 5.188, p = .040), with a
trend in the right central region (F(1, 13) = 4.192, p = .061). In the
500 to 1200 ms range, accented pronouns were more negative
than unaccented pronouns, in the left Central region, F(1, 13) =
6.766, p = .022). The same comparison in the left posterior ROI

indicated a trend towards a positivity F(1, 13) = 4.28, p = .059).

4.2.3.3 Summary of Results

Just referring to an unexpected antecedent provoked changes
in processing early on, irrespective of whether the pronoun was
accented or unaccented (Table 4.7). Accenting the pronoun did,
however, change processing: it both intensiVed early processing
and provoked additional late processing. Unexpected pronouns
created a central positivity from 200 to 350 ms in both accented
and unaccented conditions, although this was more right lateral-
ized in the accented condition. Accented unexpected pronouns
showed additional activity in the 500 to 1200 ms time window,
a left central negativity and a left posterior positivity.

Looking at the data split into Expected and Unexpected condi-
tions, it is clear that regardless of expectedness, accent created
central positivities in the 200 to 350 ms time window, and cen-
tral negativities in the 500 to 1200 ms time window. The early
accent positivity was more left-lateralized for expected stimuli,
and more right-lateralized for unexpected stimuli. In the 500
to 1200 ms time window, in the Unexpected condition, accent
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Table 4.7: Comparisons by condition

accent positivity n400 late time

window window window

comparison 200–350 350–500 500–1200

Unaccented

(Unexpected−Expected) + Central ROIs + Central ROIs

Accented + RCentral

(Unexpected−Expected) +LeftPost

Expected +LCentral* −Rcentral

(Accented−Unaccented) +MidCentral

Unexpected +Midline ROIs* −LCentral*

(Accented−Unaccented) +RCentral +LPosterior

Note: All eUects below at least p = .10, eUects below p = .05 indicated with
“*”. +/− indicates the direction of the diUerence.

was associated with a left posterior positivity in addition to the
central negativity. The central negativity in the late time win-
dow associated with accent diUered in lateralization by expect-
edness. In the Unexpected condition it was left central, and in
the Expected condition it was right central. This suggests that a
central negativity was decreased by the central positivity from
the earlier time windows, and that both conditions in fact show
a central negativity in interaction with a central positivity.

To summarize, Accent and Expectedness interacted with each
other throughout the entire epoch. In the earliest time window
(100–200) there was a strong tendency toward a main eUect of
Accent, replicating earlier studies, but in the accent positivity
window (200–350), the positivity associated with accent was
modiVed by expectedness—only unaccented pronouns showed
an eUect of Expectedness. This pattern continued, less distinctly,
into the N400 time window (300–500). In the late time window,
accent elicited a negative response, which continued to inter-
act with Expectedness, and seems to result from only accented
pronouns showing an Expectedness eUect in this time window.
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4.3 general discussion

Previous research (Dimitrova et al., 2009) has suggested that
speakers can use accent to draw attention to unexpected con-
stituents. Assuming that listeners make use of cues supplied by
speakers, we hypothesized that accenting a pronoun that refers
to an unexpected referent would aid comprehension. In this
experiment we investigated how accent inWuences pronoun in-
terpetation, and varied whether the pronoun referred to a char-
acter that was expected (based on previous discourse and world
knowledge), or unexpected. In addition to taking a Vrst look at
the unexpectedness accent using ERPs, we also examine the pro-
cessing of pronouns from a new perspective: Past studies have
either looked at pronouns with absent or ungrammatical refer-
ents (Osterhout and Mobley, 1995) or have investigated how an
expectation based on grammatical structure and pragmatics af-
fects resolution of the pronoun to a non-preferred antecedent.
In the present experiment, we look at a “pure anomaly” case
where only one antecedent is available but it is unexpected.

We found that Expectedness and Accent interact in three dif-
ferent time-windows. For unaccented pronouns only, in the
earliest time-window (200–350 ms) and in the later N400 time-
window (350–500 ms), we found a positivity for pronouns with
an unexpected referent, as compared to pronouns which are
congruent with the context. There was no evidence of an N400
eUect. The positivity was only present in unaccented pronouns;
it was absent when pronouns were accented. In the following
late time-window (500-1200 ms), accented pronouns with unex-
pected referents instigated a long-lasting positivity as compared
to controls; no such eUect was present for unaccented pronouns.
We Vrst examine these results for each level of expectedness sep-
arately, and later discuss eUects at each level of accent (4.3).

4.3.1 Unaccented

4.3.1.1 Accent positivity window

There is evidence that pragmatic processing occurred at a
very early stage, as shown by the positivity for unexpected ref-
erents relative to expected referents, starting in the 200 to 350
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ms time window. The fact that the expectedness eUect is seen
for unaccented elements runs contrary to one of the possible out-
comes discussed in the introduction. There, we speculated that
accenting could lead to increased processing, as suggested by
Wang et al. (2011), but these results suggest that also the unex-
pected element is detected quickly. Despite the relatively early
latency, we interpet this as an early P600 component similar to
eUects found for pragmatic violations (Lau et al., 2006; Hoeks
et al., n.d.). This is compatible with accounts suggesting that the
P600—early or late—results from processes involved in integrat-
ing a word into a conceptual model or reanalysis of an existing
model (Burkhardt, 2007; Brouwer et al., 2012). For instance, Os-
terhout and Mobley (1995) found a P600 component when the
gender of the antecedent did not match the available referent
in a subordinate clause, a Vnding replicated by Nieuwland and
Van Berkum (2006). There have also been a number of P600s
reported for violations of an initial bias, for example an implicit
causality bias (Van Berkum et al., 2007), or biases that verbs
induce for likely continuations (Ferretti et al., 2009; Koornneef
and Sanders, 2012).

There is a common thread running through our study, and
other studies that have found early P600s, like Hoeks et al. (nd)
and Lau et al. (2006). In these studies expectations were highly
constrained before the onset of the critical word. Lau and col-
leagues found that violation of an expectation based on word
order created a positivity as early as 200 ms. There have also
been early P600s in response to strong pragmatic biases. Hoeks
et al. found early P600s in response to pragmatic violations oc-
curring in response to question answer pairs. In the pragmatic-
violation condition, a question was asked about two characters,
but (in Dutch) the presence of an adverb indicates that the sec-
ond noun must be interpreted as a direct object rather than the
beginning of a second clause and thus that the response only
addressed half of the question (Q: What did the mayor and the
alderman do? A: The mayor praised the councillor and the alder-
man exuberantly.)

Our experiment is much like these previous studies, since the
pronoun itself adds very little semantic or pragmatic informa-
tion to the expectation, other than conVrming or contradicting
it. In the expected condition, the discourse leading up to the
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pronoun made the only available referent of the pronoun a very
plausible continuation. In the unexpected condition, the dis-
course made the only available referent very implausible. In
both conditions, these biases occurred before the pronoun. By
the time a comprehender reached the pronoun, they had a great
deal of pragmatic information at their disposal, biasing them
either to or away from a single available antecedent.

To explain the early occurrence of the P600, we favour the
strong Vt hypothesis discussed by Lau et al. (2006). They sug-
gest that when there is very strong evidence pointing toward a
particular continuation, P600s occur earlier than when the ex-
pectation is weaker. One reason why there is a relative dearth
of early P600s is likely to be that expectations typically would
elicit an overlapping N400 component. If a positivity occurs in
the same time window as a negativity, it will be cancelled out. In
our study, this was not a factor, because we found no evidence
of an N400 component.

4.3.1.2 Unexpectedness and the N400

Previous research has found N400 eUects for pragmatically
unexpected words; in particular for low-cloze probability words
relative to high-cloze probability, and for words in an associ-
ated context relative to words in an unassociated context (Kutas
and Federmeier, 2011). At the discourse level, N400s have been
found for anomalous words relative to coherent words (Nieuw-
land and Van Berkum, 2006). We are not aware of previous
research that manipulated the Vt of a pronoun’s referent using
world knowledge. Previous research has examined initial biases
to refer to a particular antecedent, and whether the pronoun ac-
tually refers to the character the bias points at, or the character
the bias points away from, and neither character was implau-
sible on the basis of the actual real world interpretation. This
study manipulated interpetation given world knowledge

We set up a comparison between pronouns that referred to
an expected referent and pronouns with an unexpected refer-
ent. The referent was expected or not, based on the scenario
that was set up in a previous utterance, and pragmatic informa-
tion introduced by the verb in the Vnal sentence – for someone
who loses a tournament to be congratulated is unexpected, but
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for someone who wins a tournament to be congratulated is ex-
pected. There was no evidence of an increased N400 to unex-
pected antecedents relative to expected antecedents.

The lack of an N400 in our experiment, taken together with
previous research on pronouns, suggests that there is something
diUerent about how pronouns are integrated into the context
relative to content words. A possible explanation is that pro-
nouns access information in the mental representation of the
discourse that is built up and maintained in short term memory.
Nouns, in contrast to pronouns, have a decontextualized mean-
ing; when presented out of context, dog refers to a member of
the category dog, and causes access to information about dogs
in semantic memory. A pronoun like him takes nearly all of its
meaning from discourse, and that information is by deVnition
already active in semantic memory.

This is a feature that separates our study from past studies.
Van Berkum et al. (1999), like us, manipulated the discourse con-
text before a target word (e.g. slow) so that it Vt or did not Vt, and
found an N400. This word added more information to the dis-
course, whereas the pronoun merely indicated that an already
present character was part of an already-mentioned event in an
unexpected way. Slow requires recourse to semantic memory,
whereas him requires access to the discourse model.

This view of the diUerence between pronouns and lexical tar-
gets like slow is consistent with the view that the N400 primar-
ily reWects the eUort of activating information from semantic
memory. This hypothesis is clearly articulated in the retrieval-
integration account Brouwer et al. (2012), where words that
are more diXcult to retrieve from long-term memory create a
greater N400, and where P600 amplitude reWects the integra-
tion of this information into the discourse model (although see
Kuperberg et al., 2011). The early P600 in the current study
is also consistent with this view. Pronoun resolution may in-
volve accessing the current discourse representation in short
term memory Vrst, and then problem solving later if the search
for a referent is unsuccessful.
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4.3.2 Accented

4.3.2.1 Late eUect

In the unaccented condition, when comparing pronouns with
expected referents with those that have unexpected referents,
we found evidence of an early P600. However, in the Accented
condition we found evidence of a late diUerence. This later pos-
itivity for pronouns with an unexpected referent diUers from
the early P600 reported in the Unaccented condition not only
in timing, but also in topography. The topography of the later
P600 is more classic in that it was in the posterior part of the
scalp (left posterior) although it also showed signiVcant right
central positivity. The early P600 was less classical, with a
central topography, somewhat similar to Osterhout and Mob-
ley (1995), who found central and posterior positivities. This
suggests that these Vndings represent two distinct processes in
comprehension. We hypothesized that accenting would help
the listener in some way with integrating the unexpected infor-
mation, which could for instance be manifested as a reduced
positivity, that is, if we take the size of the P600 eUect as in-
dicative of processing diXculty. This is clearly not what we
found. On the other hand, accenting expected information is
not felicitous, and may give rise, especially where pronouns are
concerned, to an increase in processing, due to the processor at-
tempting to switch referents (cf., Taylor et al., 2013), which may
in turn give rise to a negativity for expected referents (instead of
a positivity for unexpected referents). In the current study, no
actual alternative antecedent was available, but that does not
necessarily ensure that our participants did not look for them.
The negativity elicited by this search process may thus be seen
as an Nref eUect.

4.3.3 Expected and Unexpected

When comparing accented to unaccented items within the
early time window, we replicated an early positivity, which has
previously been shown with the same topography and the same
time window in the literature. In the later time window, ac-
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cented pronouns were associated with negativities that may be
related to the Nref eUect.

4.3.3.1 Accent positivity

In the present study, Vndings in the accent positivity time
window replicate the positivity that was found in previous stud-
ies. There was a central positivity in response to accenting, both
for the expected referent and the unexpected referent.

Accent thus seems to cause an early positivity, possibly re-
sulting from both the physical properties of the stimulus, and
some eUect of the stimulus on linguistic processing. Most stud-
ies comparing accented words to unaccented words have found
a positivity in time windows starting from about 100 ms post-
stimulus onset and peaking at 250 to 350 ms (Dimitrova et al.,
2012; Heim and Alter, 2006; Magne et al., 2005).

These positivities have been interpeted in several diUerent
ways: Heim and Alter, (2006; Friedrich et al., 2001) link accent-
positivities to a P200, citing the increased physical energy of
the stimulus (Carrillo-de-la-Peña et al., 1999). An alternative
interpetation is that an accented constituent is more “surpris-
ing” than an unaccented constituent, resulting in a P300 (Magne
et al., 2005). Dimitrova et al. (2012) point out that it may not in
fact be a matter of P200 vs. P300, and that the positivity can in
fact result from some combination of a P200 to the physical ef-
fects of the stimuli, and a P300 resulting from the use of accent
to draw attention to the constituent.

4.3.3.2 Nref

Our results indicate that accenting leads to a central negativ-
ity for accented relative to unaccented stimuli for both expected
and unexpected pronouns. Accenting a pronoun suggests that
there is some violation of expectation. This expectation may
be caused by reference to the most active antecedent, real world
plausibility, and possibly even other things. We would like to as-
sume that the negativity we found is related to referent search.
The idea that accent triggers a broader search for an antecedent
is reWected by the Nref, and is consistent with Vndings in the
literature that accent leads to the choice of an initially dispre-
ferred referent (Taylor et al., 2013; Kaiser, 2011; Venditti et al.,
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2002). The presence of a negativity for both expected and un-
expected pronouns suggests that accenting indeed causes the
processor to look harder for an alternate referent whether the
referent of the pronoun is plausible or not. The statistical in-
teraction, however, suggests that the expected pronouns are as-
sociated with a more extensive search than pronouns with an
unexpected referent.

4.4 conclusion

In this experiment, we investigated the eUects of accent and
unexpectedness on pronoun resolution. Sentences that had a
pronoun with an unexpected referent and described a situation
that went against world knowledge (e.g. someone loses a tour-
nament and is congratulated) did not produce an N400 eUect,
but an early P600 eUect instead. This P600 is taken to reWect
the increase in processing eUort that is expended to create a co-
herent representation of the utterance. Accenting the pronoun
most likely led to an Nref eUect, reWecting the eUort associated
with trying to carry out a reference switch (but not succeeding).
Alternatively, it is possible to interpret this eUect as a reduced
P600, perhaps indicating that interpretation did become easier
by having an accent on the pronoun
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C O N C L U S I O N

This thesis looked at anaphora resolution, concentrating in
particular on the inWuence of the markedness of the anaphoric
expression (in terms of prosodic and/or morphological realiza-
tion) and plausibility (based on world knowledge) of the an-
tecedent. One of the key issues in this type of investigation
is how diverse sources of information are combined by the lan-
guage processor. I tried to answer this by using a diverse set of
psycholinguistic response measures, such as self-paced reading,
antecedent selection and ERP (Event-Related brain Potentials)
registration. In this conclusion section, I discuss what my Vnd-
ings say about what a model of pronoun comprehension should
look like, and what it should not look like in order to explain
these and other results.

The investigation began by looking at sentence-initial pro-
nouns which were either ambiguous or unambiguous in the dis-
course context. The ambiguous pronoun’s reference was later
resolved on the basis of world knowledge (Chapter 2). In the
experiment, serial models were contrasted with parallel mod-
els, since these models make diUerent predictions with respect
to when and how information is used. Some past evidence
from language processing has found support for parallel models,
which predict that all information is used immediately, while
other evidence has supported serial models, which predict that
the use of some information is delayed to a later stage. I posited
in conjunction with Swets et al. (2008) that diUerences between
past Vndings can potentially be explained by task eUects.

The speciVc serial processing model that was tested, the Unre-
stricted Race model, predicted that temporarily ambiguous pro-
nouns would be faster than unambiguous pronouns at the initial
point of ambiguity, but at a later point of disambiguation the
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ambiguous condition would be slower than the disambiguated
condition. The exemplar parallel model, the Constraint-Based
processing model, predicts that ambiguity will cause slower pro-
cessing. I included three task manipulations to check whether
task eUects were indeed a plausible explanation for diUerences
in earlier results. Participants either 1) indicated who they thought
the antecedent was after reading the story, 2) rated the story for
naturalness, or 3) did not have a secondary task.

The results suggested that the Constraint-Based Model best
described processing in the cases where participants made a par-
ticular eUort to understand the stories, since there was evidence
that ambiguous pronouns take longer to comprehend than un-
ambiguous pronouns in the Disambiguation Question and the
Plausibility Rating conditions. For both of these tasks, pronoun
interpretation was crucial. There was no diUerence between
ambiguous and unambiguous pronouns in the task condition
that required mere self-paced reading. These results combined
suggest that the Constraint-Based model should be modiVed in
such a way that it can incorporate some kind of task-engagement
parameter. One mechanism that could explain the results is a
monitoring mechanism that continuously checks the outcome
of the constraint-satisfaction process, as some implemented Op-
timality accounts do (Van Rij et al., 2013). If an answer is re-
quired after reading the story, as in the Antecedent Selection
task, the monitor will not be content until the processor has
found clear evidence for either of the possible antecedents, lead-
ing to prolonged competition. If, on the other hand, no answer
is required, monitoring may remain superVcial, rendering com-
petition unnecessary.

Although I found support for the Constraint-Based model in
referential ambiguity processing, there has not been massive
support for the Constraint-based model in other Velds of am-
biguity resolution (e.g. syntactic ambiguity resolution). It is
possible that this has to do with the speciVc research paradigm
that has been used in the majority of studies looking at parsing
ambiguities, namely self-paced reading. As it happens, support
for the Constraint-based model (not speciVc to reference com-
prehension) has come from other methodologies: Eye-tracking
research using the visual world paradigm has tended to Vnd ev-
idence for the Contraint-Based model of ambiguity resolution
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(Spivey et al., 2002), as has mouse-tracking (Farmer et al., 2010).
The evidence from reference comprehension seems to favour
a parallel model where ambiguity leads to longer processing
times. This is in agreement with ERP-studies of reference com-
prehension, which found that ambiguous pronouns gave rise to
a negative shift in the ERP waveform as compared to unambigu-
ous stimuli (NRef; Van Berkum et al.).

A Constraint-Based processor normally makes use of a num-
ber of factors in deciding on the best alternative. In the exper-
iments described in Chapter 3, I looked at the complex inter-
action between world knowledge, markedness, order of men-
tion, and syntax when selecting an antecedent. Markedness and
world knowledge were shown to outweigh syntactic and order-
of-mention cues in the materials used here. World knowledge
was capable of dictating the referent to a strong degree. The
results were diUerent when pronouns were equiplausible, how-
ever, i.e., when there was no (world knowledge) bias towards
either of two possible referents. For equiplausible pronouns,
marked delivery of the pronoun, either by accentuation or by
adding morphological complexity, was able to switch the ref-
erent. When there was a strong bias toward one antecedent,
however, a marked pronoun reduced the preference for that an-
tecedent, but did not switch it.

These results suggest that factors that determine pronoun res-
olution must be able to interact with one another, irrespective of
whether the factor is syntactic or pragmatic. This is compatible
with the standard Constraint-Based model that were described
in this thesis, but also with other constraint-based theories such
as Optimality Theory, that describes decision making process-
ing on the basis of ordered constraints in (oU-line) semantic in-
terpretation (e.g. Hendriks and de Hoop, 2001) and on-line sen-
tence comprehension (Hoeks and Hendriks, 2011; Lamers and de
Hoop, 2005).

In Chapter 4, I examined the neural processes underlying pro-
noun comprehension. The study focused on the interaction of
markedness and world knowledge in pronoun comprehension.
For the experiment in Chapter 4, I measured ERPs while partic-
ipants listened to sentences where the only available referent
was either expected as the referent of the pronoun (e.g. some-
one won a tournament and was congratulated) or unexpected
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(e.g. someone lost a tournament and was congratulated). Past
research by Dimitrova et al. (2009) found that expressions re-
ferring to unexpected constituents were more likely to receive
an accent. One possible interpretation of this fact was that ac-
centing could perhaps make comprehension of an unexpected
referent easier to understand. On the other hand, it might very
well be the case that speakers were merely acting on a reWex
to accent something that was a surprise for them. In that case,
listeners would perhaps not be helped at all.

The results from the ERP study in Chapter 4 leave some room
for interpretation and follow-up. In pronouns that did not carry
an accent, there was an eUect of unexpectedness (as compared
to pronouns with an expected referent), interpreted as a P600
eUect. Accenting the pronoun did not eliminate or even re-
duce this positivity, although with prosodic focus, the positivity
started much later than in unaccented pronouns. This raised
the question of whether I am looking at the same component,
but shifted in time, or if this positivity should perhaps receive
a diUerent interpretation. For instance, it is entirely possible
that this is not a positivity for pronouns with unexpected ref-
erents, but rather a negativity for accented pronouns with ex-
pected referents. Indeed, it seems plausible that accenting a
pronoun without any apparent reason must induce extra pro-
cessing, most likely the search for an alternative referent. The
search for an alternate referent relates to the switch reference ef-
fect found in the antecedent selection studies reported in Chap-
ter 3. This extra processing may thus have taken the form of
an Nref eUect (Van Berkum et al., 2007) an ERP-eUect associated
with a search for potential referents or disambiguation between
referents (Nieuwland et al., 2007). This suggests that accenting
provoked more intensive processing, but only in the case of the
pronoun with the expected referent.

It is unclear whether accenting the pronoun with the unex-
pected referent completely reduced processing diXculty; I must
leave it to future research to disentangle whether there is in-
deed an Nref for expected referents from the possible positivity
for unexpected referents. Finding evidence for such a positivity
would not be very surprising. An eXcient swimming stroke is
not one where no eUort is expended. It is one where force is
exerted in just the right place to move the swimmer forward.
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“Good” accentuation, like a good swimming stroke will cause
comprehenders to expend their eUort at just the right place.

The ERP study suggests that use of a more marked form, like
an accented pronoun, may lead to an intensiVed search for an-
tecedents. In Chapter 3 I found that a marked anaphor was
strong enough to reduce preference for an initially highly pre-
ferred antecedent. I also saw that when there was an equal
amount of bias to two potential referents, marking the pronoun
changed the preference to the alternate antecedent. The ERP
results suggest that hearing an accent caused participants to en-
gage in a search for an (unavailable) alternate antecedent. Fu-
ture research should look to see whether marked constituents
in general trigger similar ERP components.

5.1 future directions

Understanding reference is a prerequisite for successful com-
munication. Pronouns and other referential expressions are par-
ticularly interesting as objects of study, since their processing
involves many diUerent factors that can potentially interact dur-
ing comprehension and production. In languages like English
and Spanish (Chapter 3) it appears that knowledge of the world
outweighs markedness, at least in our stimuli, but possibly more
generally. Whether this is true for all languages and all situa-
tions needs to be investigated. These results hint at a typologi-
cal universal, and future research should look for exceptions.

Furthermore, our Vndings are in full agreement with the Neo-
Gricean perspective on pronouns, which suggests that the marked-
ness of a referring expression should be treated as a pragmatic,
communicative signal to engage in a non-default route of pro-
cessing. Though this may be universal, the form markedness
takes is of course diUerent for diUerent languages. In English,
an accent makes the constituent more marked. However, the re-
ferring expression would also be more marked if breathy voice
were used, or if other forms of emphasis were used. Future re-
search must determine which linguistic (or paralinguistic) fea-
tures can function as a vehicle for markedness. In addition,
we could Vnd out more about markedness if we look at how
L1 speakers of one language deal with an L2 that uses a diUer-
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ent system. There is evidence that in pronoun interpretation
speakers use the weighting of factors from their Vrst language
to interpret their second language (Morrett and MacWhinney,
2013), and this could very well hold true for markedness and
world knowledge.
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A P P E N D I X : C H A P T E R 2 S T I M U L I

a.1 description of stimuli

The following list is the stimuli used for the experiment in
Chapter 2. In parentheses, we present the word used to change
the referent of the pronoun from Vrst mention to second men-
tion. Gender disambiguating sentences were created by chang-
ing the gender of one of the names. If the sentence referred to
the Vrst-mentioned character, then the name of the second char-
acter would be changed. Thus for sentence 1, the Vrst-mention
unambiguous sentence would begin Richard zag Charlotte . . .

a.2 stimuli

1. Richard zag Roland de appelboom snoeien en kwam helpen.
Roland was blij dat Richard de ladder vast wilde houden.
Hij verbaasde zich over de zwaarte van de ladder (tak) die
rechtgehouden moest worden.

2. Peer was te bang ommet Teun de Martinitoren te beklimmen.
Teun liet Peer daarom beneden wachten. Hij zwaaide vanaf
de grond (toren) naar zijn maatje.

3. David vroeg Luuk te helpen bij het repareren van de wasma-
chine. Luuk hielp David achter de machine te kruipen. Hij
las staande achter (voor) de machine de gebruiksaanwijzing
voor.

4. Remco stond met Tim boven een betoverd vloerkleed. Tim
zag Remco door het vloerkleed heen gaan. Hij gebaarde van
onder (boven) het kleed dat het gevaarlijk was.
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5. Henri nodigde Klaas uit om naar zijn optreden te komen.
Klaas kreeg kaartjes van Henri. Hij knipoogde vanaf het
podium (vanuit de zaal) veelvuldig naar hem.

6. Kevin belde met een behoorlijkebloedneus aan bij Wim. Wim
deed nietsvermoedend de deur open voor Kevin. Hij gilde van
het lachen (de schrik) toen hij het gezicht van zijn vriend zag.

7. Jelmer bood aan om Fokko rond te leiden in het Groninger
Museum. Fokko belde Jelmer op om te zeggen dat er in
Zwolle problemen met het spoor waren. Hij wachtte daarom
op station Groningen (Zwolle) tot de vertraagde trein zou
komen.

8. Gerrit stuurde Simon op een geheime missie naar een ei-
landje voor de Russische kust. Simon communiceerde in het
geheim met Gerrit. Hij maakte gebruik van een radiozender
om vanaf het vasteland (eiland) belangrijke informatie door
te geven.

9. Sjoerd vroeg Freek om te helpen bij het renoveren van het
dak. Freek hielp Sjoerd het dak op. Hij gaf de dakpannen
vanaf het dak (vanaf de grond) aan zijn maatje.

10. Folkert vertelde Sjef dat hij op ruimtemissie zou gaan. Sjef
omhelsde Folkert bij het afscheid. Hij keek later vanuit de
spaceshuttle (vanaf het balkon) naar de sterren.

11. Dirk zong voor Bram een liedje in een karaoke-bar. Bram
bedankte Dirk heel hartelijk. Hij begon vanaf het podium
(vanuit het publiek) vrolijk te zwaaien.

12. Alex stuurde Bernhard naar Parijs voor een verslag van de
Vnish van de Tour de France. Bernhard vertelde Alex dat de
hele stad in een feeststemming was. Hij sprak vanuit de stu-
dio in Hilversum (Parijs) over de grote aantallen bezoekers.

13. Koen wilde aan Joop zijn auto wel uitlenen voor een ritje
naar Parijs. Joop vroeg of Koen de auto ’s ochtends al naar
zijn Wat kon brengen. Hij kreeg op weg naar de Wat (Parijs)
echter een klapband.
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14. Gerard vroeg Floris naar de weg. Floris wees Gerard de juiste
plek op de kaart. Hij vond het best wel moeilijk om de uitleg
te snappen (geven) over de route.

15. Ruben gaf Jonas opdracht voor een foto-reportage over een
zeldzame krokodil. Jonas vroeg Ruben om een speciale, su-
pergevoelige camera. Hij wilde vanuit zijn functie als op-
drachtgever (fotograaf) graag de beste resultaten.

16. Karel kreeg in de slaapkamer behoorlijk ruzie met Boris. Boris
sloot Karel op in de badkamer. Hij schreeuwde vanuit de bad-
kamer (slaapkamer) dat het afgelopen moest zijn met spellet-
jes.

17. Geert ging naar Johannes om een potje te schaken. Johannes
versloeg Geert bij de eerste partij. Hij liep met een geïrriteerd
(triomfantelijk) gezicht naar de keuken om een drankje te
halen.

18. Aaron zei tegen Joris dat hij met een duikboot ging zoeken
naar de reuzeninktvis Joris omhelsde Aaron bij het afscheid.
Hij zond vanuit de duikboot (vanaf de wal) fascinerende in-
formatie over het ondier.

19. Steven stuurde zijn zoon Ruud naar zomerkamp. Ruud vroeg
Steven om te helpen met pakken. Hij schreef vanuit het oud-
erlijk huis (zomerkamp) een lieve brief.

20. Michiel vertelde Berry over problemenmet de stoelgang.Berry
gaf Michiel een uitermate werkzaam laxeermiddel. Hij riep
vanuit het toilet (de woonkamer) dat het WC papier bijna op
was.

21. Jules vroeg aan Sjaak of hij een sigaar mocht opsteken. Sjaak
stuurde Jules meteen naar buiten, de tuin in. Hij zwaaide
vanuit de tuin (woonkamer) vrolijk naar zijn vriend.

22. Herman vroeg Harrie om hem te helpen zijn klassieke auto te
repareren. Harrie hielp Herman om onder de auto te komen.
Hij zocht onder (naast) de auto naar een schroefje.

23. Jaap daagde Pim uit voor een kaartspel. Pim verspeelde al
zijn geld aan Jaap. Hij verliet met een vrolijke grijns (droe-
vige blik) de kamer.
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24. Felix belde Hendrik op kantoor op om te zeggen dat hij ziek
was. Hendrik wenste Felix een voorspoedig herstel. Hij ging
snel weer naar de slaapkamer (het werk) terug.

25. Rik haalde een grap uit met Rob. Rob duwde Rik daarna
in het meer. Hij begon vanuit het water (vanaf de kant)
ontzettend hard te lachen.

26. Max bood aan Arie, die uit Antwerpen zou komen, rond
te leiden in Amsterdam. Arie belde Max om te zeggen dat
er vertraging was. Hij wachtte op Amsterdam (Antwerpen)
Centraal op de vertraagdetrein.

27. Jacob was de advocaat van Sven in een geruchtmakende mo-
ordzaak. Sven overtuigde Jacob van zijn onschuld. Hij dacht
op zijn advocatenkantoor (in zijn gevangeniscel) na over de
komende rechtzaak.

28. Pieter waarschuwde Jasper voor de grote walvis die naar hun
bootje zwom. Jasper werd met huid en haar opgeslokt, tot
groot verdriet van Pieter. Hij zat dagen in de boot (walvis)
voordat hij gered werd.

29. Wouter huurde Jeroen in om een portet te schilderen. Jeroen
wist van Wouter dat het voor het nieuwe kantoor was. Hij
ging daarna elke dag om te poseren (schilderen) naar het
prachtige atelier.

30. Adam stuurde Toby op een missie naar het slinkende Ama-
zone woud. Toby vroeg Adam om voortdurend in contact te
blijven. Hij stuurde vanaf de thuisbasis (vanuit het oerwoud)
zeer belangrijke berichten.

31. Leon streed met Otto om de eerste plaats in het klassement.
Otto haalde in de laatste bocht Leon in. Hij reed daarna met
een boos (blij) gezicht over de Vnish.

32. Thijs riep Roel om ook in de boot te komen. Roel zei tegen
Thijs dat de boot teveel wiebelde. Hij giechelde vanaf de boot
(oever) over de reactie van zijn vriend.
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A P P E N D I X : C H A P T E R 3 S T I M U L I

b.1 english experiment 1a , equibiased

1. Seth saluted Ronald with a toast, and Amy serenaded him.

2. Zachary seriously injured Luis, and Caroline bruised him.

3. Jeremy deceived Nicholas in a business deal, and Crystal
misled him.

4. Carter savagely ridiculed JeUrey, and Emma mocked him.

5. Trevor annoyed Carlos with probing questions, and Harriet
irritated him.

6. Jack baited Manfred with crude remarks, and Lisa badgered
him.

7. Luke disheartened Donald with nitpicky comments, and
TiUany demoralized him.

8. Miguel ruthlessly taunted Daniel, and Victoria harassed
him.

9. Brennan played Kevin in pool, and Sara beat him at darts.

10. Lara approached Marina about the job, and Christina wrote
her.

11. Amanda wrote Alisha, and Stevie made amends with her.

12. Amy met Kaitlin, and Hope saw her in person for the Vrst
time.
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13. Kylie took Larissa to the waterpark, and Spencer went to a
movie with her.

14. May picked Allison to be on the dodgeball team, and Gerald
chose her as captain of the hockey team.

15. Dale sold Noah insurance, and Steven asked him to sign a
petition.

16. Samuel threatened JeU with a knife, and Erin Blindfolded
him

17. Austin nudged Joseph, and Wesley bumped him.

18. Lorna phoned Molly, and Mariah emailed her.

19. Nelly stabbed Jacqueline, and Maya kicked her.

20. Sally called Monica, and Robert summoned her.

21. Dallas goaded Nathaniel, and Brianna ridiculed him.

22. Brittany elbowed Breanna, and Jason checked her.

23. Chase videotaped Marcus, just like Juliana photographed
him.

24. Cole deceived Matthew, and Tasha tricked him.

25. Ida sewed Tammy a jacket, and Terry knit her a quilt.

26. Bryce made Liam a sandwich, and Thomas poured him a
glass of juice.

27. Madison passed Shayla on a bike, and Savannah passed her
in a car.

28. Jen wrote Margaret a song, and Ella wrote her a poem.

29. Alyssa failed Lisa on the chemistry lab, and Sophia failed
her on the poetry assignment.
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b.2 spanish experiment 1b , equibiased

1. Alejandro parodió a Adolfo y Jaime lo castigó a él.

2. Alex desalentó a Amado con comentarios quisquillosos y
Teresa lo desmoralizó a él.

3. Alondra reprobó a Patricia en laboratorio y Susana la reprobó
en poesía a ella.

4. Amaranta conoció a Violeta en la escuela y Esperanza la vio
en persona por primera vez a ella.

5. Belinda codeó a Brisa y Julio la golpeó a ella.

6. Bernardo le hizó un sandwich a Luis e Israel le sirvió un
vaso con jugo a él.

7. Bersaín videograbó a Marcos y JoseVna lo fotografeó a él.

8. Carlos ridiculizó a JeUrey con crueldad y Emma lo imitó a
él.

9. Celia eligió a Luz como parte de su equipo de futbol y
Gilberto la escogió como capitán del equipo de voleibol a
ella.

10. Dalinda llamó a Micaela y Rosa le escribió a ella.

11. Darío le vendío un seguro a Noé y Abel le pidió Vrmar una
petición a él.

12. Diana llevó al parque a Ofelia y Simón la llevó al cine a
ella.

13. Elda cosió un saco a Dalia y Guillermina le tejió un edredón
a ella.

14. Evelia decepcionó a Tania y Matías la engañó a ella.

15. Héctor brindó por Ronaldo y Ana le dio una serenata a él.

16. Humberto molestó a Pepe con preguntas irrespetuosas y
Quique lo irritó a él.

17. Javier atormentó a Manuel y Lisa lo fastidió a él.
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18. Juan de Dios engañó a Nicolás y Cristal lo estafó a él.

19. Lara se dirigió a Mariana por el trabajo y Cristina le escribió
a ella.

20. Matilda rebasó a Sofía con la bicicleta y Santiago la rebasó
con el carro a ella.

21. Nelly acuchilló a Jaqueline e Inés la pateó a ella.

22. Rebeca le dio a Adalia una advertencia y Carlota le dijo que
actuara con propiedad a ella.

23. Rocío le escribió una canción a Margarita y Pilar le escribió
un poema a ella.

24. Samuel amenazó a Emanuel con un cuchillo y Erika le
vendó los ojos a él.

25. Sandra llamó a Mónica y Rogelio la citó a ella.

26. Zacarías lastimó seriamente a Fernando y Carolina le hizo
un moretón a él.

27. Agustín codeó a Jaime y William lo empujó a él.

b.3 english experiment 2a

b.3.1 Subject-biased

1. Alexander parodied John, and James chastized him.

2. Bob registered Justin, and Scott asked him for the registra-
tion fee.

3. Andrew fouled Jonah, and Calista ejected him from the
game.

4. Jenna visited Ivy in hospital, and Tyson gave her a package
to pass on.

5. Nicole yelled at Charlotte, and Isaiah pleaded with her to
relax.

6. Alyssa annoyed Julie, and Katherine sat her out.
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7. Colin taught Maxwell bad driving habits, and Ethan got
angry at him.

8. Emily escaped from Justine, and Shane allowed her to stay
in his attic.

9. Brandon cut Kenneth, and Carolina scolded him.

10. Michelle coached Brittney, and Christine paid her.

11. Olivia broke Tamara’s arm, and Eva charged her with as-
sault.

12. Kayla caught Lindsay stealing, and Heather thanked her.

13. Sabrina bullied Veronica, and Jane reported her to the teacher.

14. Sarah gave a cookie to Kate, and Victor appreciated her
kindness

15. Dustin recruited Philip, and Tanner sent him the Vnder’s
fee.

16. Jennifer caught Alexa, and Grace helped her alert the au-
thorities.

b.3.2 Object-biased

1. Lasha described Marika, and Joanna recognized her.

2. Rebecca pointed Carmen out, and Kimberley saw her.

3. Samantha misinformed Marissa, and Laura informed her of
the truth.

4. Jessica burnt Molly, and Christie bandaged her.

5. Rachel wound Kristen up, and Sabrina quieted her down.

6. Becky gave Bethany a warning, and Courtney told her to
act proper.

7. Giselle complained Naomi didn’t work, and Vincent Vred
her.
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8. Calvin upset Lucas, and Ryan calmed him down.

9. Dawson tricked Owen, and Mikayla had to tell him about
the lie.

10. Lauren discovered Marina breaking a chair, and Nowlton
disciplined her.

11. Sydney invited Vivian over for dinner, and Evan gave her
the address.

12. Alexandra woke Molly up, and Zoe had to put her back to
bed.

b.4 spanish experiment 2b

b.4.1 Subject-biased

1. Amanda le escribió a Elisa y Esteban la compensó a ella.

2. Andrés fauleó a Rubén y Carolina lo expulsó del juego a él.

3. Beto provocó a Daniel y Adela lo ridiculizó a él.

4. Carlos le enseñó a Martín malos hábitos de manejo y Ernesto
le gritó a él.

5. Cassandra le enseño inglés a Katia y Enrique le dio las gra-
cias a ella.

6. Darío contrató a Pedro y Tomás le mandó la cuenta de hon-
orarios a el.

7. David ayudó a Oscar a mudarse de casa y Leo pensó que era
una persona servicial a él.

8. Eduardo acusó a Norberto de malversación y Verónica le
exigió a él las razones por las cuales realizaba la acusación.

9. Jenny visitó a Irina en el hospital y Cuauhtémoc le dio un
paquete para que se lo entregará a ella.

10. Karina atrapó a Hilda robando y Leonora le dio las gracias
a ella.
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11. Michelle entrenó a Bertha y Ana María le pagó a ella.

12. Miguel se burló despiadamente de Fabian y Victoria lo acusó
a él.

13. Nicole le gritó a Beatriz y Lorena le pidió que se calmara a
ella.

14. Olivia le rompió el brazo a Tamara y Eva la acusó de agre-
sión a ella.

15. Sabrina molestó a Veronica y Juana la reportó con la maes-
tra a ella.

16. Sara le dio una galleta a Karen y Victor le dijo que era muy
amable a ella.

b.4.2 Object-biased

1. Alejandra despertó a Martha y Xiomara la tuvo que dormir
de nuevo a ella.

2. Brandon cortó a Renato y Carolina lo vendó a él.

3. Calvin molestó a Lucas y Manolo lo calmó a él.

4. Darío engañó a Paco y Miguel le confesó la mentira a él.

5. Gisela se quejó de que Noemi no trabajaba y Vicente la cor-
rió a ella.

6. Jessica quemó a Andrea y Leti la vendó a ella.

7. Josefa atrapó a Alba y Fátima la ayudó a escapar a ella.

8. Larisa describió a Marisela y Joana la reconoció a ella.

9. Laura descubrió a Marina rompiendo una silla y Tito la
castigó a ella.

10. Natalia señaló a Carmén y Rosalva la vió a ella.

11. Raquel hirió a Crisitina y Sabine la acalló a ella.

12. Roberto registró a José y Gustavo le enseño a él.
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13. Samanta mal informó a Maritza y Edith le informó la ver-
dad a ella.

14. Sandra invitó a comer a Viridiana y Lydia le dio la dirección
a ella.



C
A P P E N D I X : C H A P T E R 4 S T I M U L I

c.1 description of stimuli

For clarity of presentation and reasons of space the plausi-
ble and implausible version of the introduction are presented
together, the plausible version is always Vrst in one font and the
implausible always second, after the slash (/) in another font.
Following this, we present the acknowledgment (mhm or oh),
and Vnally the critical sentence. A: indicates one speaker and B:
another.

c.2 stimuli

1. A: Ferdinand was een politicus die helemaal niet kon debatteren
en Annelie kon hem goed nadoen. / Ferdinand was een populaire
politicus die erg overtuigend kon debatteren en Annelie was zijn
grootste fan. B: Mhm. A: Annelie bespotte hem.

2. A: Bas gooide met verfbommetjes toen de studenten aan het demon-
streren waren. / Bas stond op een afstandje toe te kijken toen
de studenten aan het demonstreren waren. B: Oh. A: De agent
overmeesterde hem.

3. A: Anke had echt de grootste tas van alle feestgangers en moest
voor de ingang van de discotheek wachten. / Anke was als hoofda-
gent verantwoordelijk voor de feestgangers die voor de ingang
van de discotheek wachten. B: Mhm. A: De beveiliger con-
troleerde haar.
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4. A: André was een super getalenteerde jongleur in het kindercircus
en wilde graag voor het grote publiek optreden. / André was een
bijzonder saaie jongleur in het kindercircus en wilde met zijn
suUe act publiek trekken. B: Oh. A: De circusdirecteur Vlmde
hem.

5. A: SoVe deed steeds haar best bij het voorbereiden van de toets
maar was de enige die in de les nooit vragen stelde. / SoVe haalde
het slechtste cijfer voor de toets en was altijd de enige die in de
les geen enkele vraag stelde. B: Mhm. A: De docent onderschatte
haar.

6. A: Mieke is de beste leerling van de klas maar maakte een piep-
klein foutje in het dictee. / Mieke is de beste leerling van de klas
en had geen enkele fout in haar opstel gemaakt. B: Oh. A: De
meester verbeterde haar.

7. A: Bram droeg tijdens de voorlichtingsdag van de kunstacademie
een fantasieloze outVt. / Bram droeg tijdens de voorlichtingsdag
van de kunstacademie een prachtig outVt. B: Mhm. A: De on-
twerper prees hem.

8. A: De degelijke Betty werkte als Vscaal agent aan de fraudezaak
van de gepensioneerde miljonair Diederick. / De degelijke Betty
werkte als secretaresse in de zaak van de gepensioneerdemiljon-
air Diederick. B: Oh. A: Diederick huwde haar.

9. A: Toen Gerard’s verloofde Christien aan de drank raakte, emi-
greerde hij en stichtte een nieuw gezin. / Christien was Gerards
meest geliefde dochter toen hij emigreerde en een nieuw gezin
stichtte. B: Mhm. A: Gerard verzweeg haar.

10. A: De agent was heel vervelend geweest en had Hilbert - die een
slagroomtaart bij zich had - niet doorgelaten. / De agent zag er
keurig uit en was zo aardig geweest Hilbert - die oranjetom-
poucen bij zich had - gewoon door te laten. B: Oh. A: Hilbert
besmeurde hem.
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11. A: Bastiaan was volstrekt geloofwaardig toen hij de goedgelovige
Ida vertelde dat hij een boodschap van God had gekregen. / Basti-
aan was niet erg overtuigend toen hij de sceptische Ida vertelde
dat hij een boodschap van God had gekregen. B: Mhm. A: Ida
vereerde hem.

12. A: Ruben was een vervelende werknemer van Ilse die aan alle
vrouwen van het bedrijf schunnige brieven schreef. / Ruben was
een aardige werknemer van wie Ilse volgens haar verhalen goede
rapporten kreeg. B: Oh. A: Ilse ontsloeg hem.

13. A: Rens hoorde bij een groepje pestkoppen waar iedereen wel een
beetje een hekel aan had en daar liep Iris recht op af. / Rens
hoorde bij een groepje stoere jongens waar iedereen wel een
beetje verliefd op was en daar liep Iris recht op af. B: Mhm. A:
Iris omarmde hem.

14. A: Diane was de vechtpartij begonnen en het kon Jim niets schelen
of er rake klappen vielen. / Diane was de vechtpartij begonnen
maar toch probeerde Jim te voorkomen dat er rake klappen vie-
len. B: Oh. A: Jim beschermde haar.

15. A: Ricky was de enige leerling die Engels niet als moedertaal had.
Juf Jelly daarentegen was in London geboren. / Ricky was de
enige leerling die Engels als moedertaal had. Juf Jelly daarente-
gen had pas een maand Engelse les. B: Mhm. A: Jelly corrigeerde
hem.

16. A: Die lieve Jelmer was met Judith’s Vets door het glas gereden en
bood aan om de band te plakken. / Die nare Jelmer had met opzet
Judith’s Vets gemold en moest voor straf de band van haar Vets
plakken. B: Oh. A: Judith hielp hem.

17. A: Thera, het allerleukste meisje van de klas, was goed te zien toen
Karin op de mensenmenigte toestapte. / Thera, het onvriendelijk-
ste meisje van de klas, stond heel ver weg, en Karin had geen
zin om sociaal te doen. B: Mhm. A: Karin groette haar.
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18. A: Amy was wel de ergste van de meiden die Kevin tot het uiterste
dreven. / Amy was wel de leukste van de meiden die hevig op
Kevin verliefd waren. B: Oh. A: Kevin sloeg haar.

19. A: Mike was net zo dol op zijn kat als alle anderen en huilde bij
Kim toen het beestje stierf. / Mike was helemaal niet zo dol op
Kims kat als alle anderen en negeerde Kim toen het beestje
stierf. B: Mhm. A: Kim condoleerde hem.

20. A: De oom van Kira houdt erg van Wauwe 1-aprilgrappen en krijgt
dan vaak de slappe lach. / De oom van Kira heeft een soort zesde
zintuig voor Wauwe 1-aprilgrappen en is er nog nooit ingetrapt.
B: Oh. A: Kira fopte hem.

21. A: Daan was directeur van een kerncentrale en kwam in het winkel-
centrum Leanne tegen die een topspion was van een buitenlandse
inlichtingendienst. / Daan was al jaren dakloos en kwam in het
winkelcentrum Leanne tegen die bij de huisartsenpost werkte.
B: Mhm. A: Leanne bespioneerde hem.

22. A: Aan tafel kon Els maar niet stoppen met praten over de afgang
van Maarten / Aan tafel vertelde Els honderduit over het succes
van Maarten. B: Oh. A: Maarten schopte haar.

23. A: Frans had tijdens de workshop veel kritiek op Marieke waardoor
ze onverwacht agressief werd. / Frans gaf tijdens de workshop
complimentjes aan Marieke waar ze zichtbaar van genoot. B:
Mhm. A: Marieke sloeg hem.

24. A: In de supermarkt was Thomas de enige collega met wie Melissa
uren kon spreken over de klanten aan de kassa. / In de super-
markt was Thomas de enige collega van Melissa die haar kon
verbijsteren door uren te praten over quantum mechanica. B:
Oh. A: Melissa begreep hem.

25. A: Ahmed sprak Nederlands toen hij met de Nederlandse Merel
zijn ouders in de Bijlmer bezocht. / Ahmed sprak een onbek-
end dialect toen hij met de Nederlandse Merel zijn ouders in
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Marokko bezocht. B: Mhm. A: Merel verstond hem.

26. A: Lindsey had het slankste postuur van alle deelnemers en ju-
rylid Mik moest beslissen wie Miss Holland werd. / Lindsey had
het lelijkste gezicht van alle deelnemers en jurylid Mik moest
beslissen wie Miss Holland werd. B: Oh. A: Mik verkoos haar.

27. A: Wanneer Neeltje haar drugs niet meer kon betalen, ging ze vaak
even bij haar vader logeren / Als Neeltje in de problemen zat,
werd ze altijd door haar vader geholpen. B: Mhm. A: Neeltje
beroofde hem.

28. A: Rebecca was behoorlijk gewelddadig en daardoor besloot Nick
om niet te gaan samenwonen. / Rebecca was de liefde van zijn
leven en daardoor besloot Nick om te gaan samenwonen. B: Oh.
A: Nick verliet haar.

29. A: Jansje woonde in een studenten Wat toen ze een hartaanval
kreeg en noodarts Piet wist dat jongeren vaak veel baat bij reani-
matie hebben. / Jansje woonde in een bejaardenWat toen ze een
hartaanval kreeg en noodarts Piet wist dat ze niet bijgebracht
wilde worden. B: Mhm. A: Piet reanimeerde haar.

30. A: Sander had in de strijd een mes bemachtigd en liep dreigend
naar Rianne die een jachtgeweer had. / Sander had in de strijd
een vuurwapen bemachtigd en verdedigde Rianne die alleen
een broodmes had. B: Oh. A: Rianne vermoordde hem.

31. A: Richards moeder was een uitzonderlijk liefdevolle opvoeder ge-
weest. / Richards moeder was geen liefdevolle opvoeder en ook
geen goed voorbeeld voor haar zoon geweest. B: Mhm. A:
Richard vereerde haar.

32. A: Miranda draagt veel meer bij dan de andere secretaresses en
Roland vindt haar een erg competente collega. / Miranda draagt
veel minder bij dan de andere secretaresses en Roland vindt
haar een erg incompetente collega. B: Oh. A: Roland loofde haar.
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33. A: Marja had zich als enige van de kandidaten asociaal gedra-
gen toen ze voor het TV programma uitging met Ruud. / Marja
had het als enige van de kandidaten heel gezellig gehad toen ze
voor het TV programma uitging met Ruud. B: Mhm. A: Ruud
negeerde haar.

34. A: Boudewijn was in alle opzichten een slechte match voor Selina
zeker vergeleken met haar vorige partners. / Boudewijn was in
alle opzichten een goede match voor Selina, zeker vergeleken
met haar vorige partners. B: Oh. A: Selina dumpte hem.

35. A: Ina blijft ’s avonds erg vaak bij Sjors eten en Sjors dekte de
tafel voor te weinig personen. / Ina blijft ’s avonds bijna nooit bij
Sjors eten en was voor Sjors in het volkstuintje aan het werken.
B: Mhm. A: Sjors vergat haar.

36. A: Anneke was de beste spion van de AIVD en maakte misbruik
van haar man Stijn totdat het fout ging. / Anneke was de beste
spion van de AIVD en ze had haar opleiding te danken aan haar
man Stijn. B: Oh. A: Stijn verried haar.

37. A: Kees is de grootste kwajongen van het dorp en jatte bij de bakker
laatst een appelWap. / Kees is de braafste jongen van het dorp en
hij keek bij de bakker verlekkerd naar een appelWap. B: Mhm.
A: De bakker achtervolgde hem.

38. A: Boris was de enige verdachte die tijdens het verhoor veel onbek-
ende details over het delict kon beschrijven. / Boris was de enige
verdachte die tijdens het verhoor geen details over het delict
kon beschrijven. B: Oh. A: De agent arresteerde hem.

39. A: Lucas was echt onzichtbaar voor de overige verkeersdeelnemers
toen hij zonder achterlicht naar huis Vetste. / Lucas was goed
zichtbaar voor de overige verkeersdeelnemers toen hij met voor
en achterlicht naar huis Vetste. B: Mhm. A: De agent beboette
hem.

40. A: Tim vroeg op de speelplaats aan Lieke of hij nu eindelijk de step
mocht hebben. / Tim zei op de speelplaats tegen Lieke dat zij nu
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de step mocht hebben. B: Oh. A: Lieke beet hem.

41. A: De piepjonge Fiona was veruit de mooiste deelneemster aan de
modellenwedstrijd. / De hoogbejaarde Fiona had kennissen die
meededen aan de modellenwedstrijd. B: Mhm. A: Het jurylid
bekeek haar.

42. A: Pim rende tijdens de voetbalwedstrijd buitengewoon ongemo-
tiveerd achter de bal aan. / Pim rende tijdens de voetbalwed-
strijd heel gemotiveerd achter de bal aan. B: Oh. A: De coach
bekritiseerde hem.

43. A: Karlijn werkte veel harder dan haar collega’s om het project
op tijd af te krijgen. / Karlijn werkte veel minder hard dan haar
collega’s om het project op tijd af te krijgen. B: Mhm. A: De
werkgever beloonde haar.

44. A: Jordy was duidelijk de meest competente sollicitant en Stella
had dat haarVjn door. / Jordy was duidelijk de minst compe-
tente sollicitant en Stella had dat haarVjn door. B: Oh. A: Stella
benoemde hem.

45. A: Marlies was de slordigste kamerbewoonster en hield zich nooit
aan het schoonmaakrooster dat Jaap had opgesteld. / Marlies
was de netste kamerbewoonster en hield zich aan het schoon-
maakrooster dat Jaap had opgesteld. B: Mhm. A: Jaap berispte
haar.

46. A: Renske bleef altijd met de andere leerlingen kletsen, ook al wilde
leraar Karsten met de les beginnen. / Renske stopte net als de an-
dere leerlingen altijd meteen met kletsen, als leraar Karsten met
de les wilde beginnen. B: Oh. A: Karsten berispte haar.

47. A: Julia was eerder door haar ex-man Erik beschreven als een
uitermate onbetrouwbaar iemand. / Julia was eerder door haar
ex-man Erik beschreven als een uitermate betrouwbaar iemand.
B: Mhm. A: Erik beschuldigde haar.
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48. A: Gerben was helemaal niet bang om ziek te worden terwijl zijn
collega’s bij de verkouden Tineke uit de buurt bleven. / Gerben
was erg bang om ziek te worden en bleef net als zijn collega’s
bij de verkouden Tineke uit de buurt. B: Oh. A: Tineke besmette
hem.

49. A: Lise komt erg vaak te laat op school en vanochtend kwam ze
een kwartier na de bel de school binnen. / Lise komt bijna nooit
te laat op school en vanochtend kwam ze nog geen minuutje na
de bel de school binnen. B: Mhm. A: De conciërge bestrafte haar.

50. A: Pieter had jaren bij de plantsoenendienst gewerkt en wist niet
hoe hij Maria voor de gek kon houden zonder gezien te worden. /
Pieter had jaren bij de recherche gewerkt en wist dus hoe hij
Maria voor de gek kon houden zonder gezien te worden. B: Oh.
A: Maria betrapte hem.

51. A: De gevangen tijger liep grommend in de kooi heen en weer toen
Robin het kamp van de stropers ontdekte. / De gevaarlijke tijger
liep grommend in de kooi heen en weer toen Robin de dieren-
tuin bezocht. B: Mhm. A: Robin bevrijdde haar.

52. A: Barry lag al een hele tijd in het ziekenhuis nadat hij Peter die
met een mes werd bedreigd had gered. / Barry zat al een hele tijd
in de gevangenis omdat hij Peter onder bedreiging van een mes
had beroofd. B: Oh. A: Peter bezocht hem.

53. A: Rudy gebruikte voor zijn dissertatie alleen betrouwbare gegevens
en Charlotte had hem daar al vaker voor geprezen. / Rudy ge-
bruikte voor zijn dissertatie zelfverzonnen gegevens en Char-
lotte had hem daar al vaker op betrapt. B: Mhm. A: Charlotte
citeerde hem.

54. A: Nelly werd heel snel moe en kon de wandelgroep van haar
vriend Kees niet meer bijhouden. / Nelly werd helemaal niet snel
moe en kon de wandelgroep van haar vriend Kees gemakkelijk
bijhouden. B: Oh. A: Kees droeg haar.
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55. A: Maartje was extreem ongeduldig toen ze voor de achtbaan in
de rij stond en probeerde zich voor Christa te dringen. / Maartje
was helemaal niet ongeduldig toen ze voor de achtbaan in de
rij stond en wachtte met Christa op haar beurt. B: Mhm. A:
Christa duwde haar.

56. A: Anita zag dat haar man Mark na het feest meteen naar bed
ging en zich niet om de troep bekommerde. / Anita zag dat haar
man Mark na het feest de troep aan het opruimen was. B: Oh.
A: Mark ergerde haar.

57. A: Nadia kreeg net als haar buren de postcodeprijs uit handen
van Jolanda. / Nadia kreeg in tegenstelling tot haar buren geen
postcodeprijs uitgereikt door Jolanda. B: Mhm. A: Jolanda fe-
liciteerde haar.

58. A: Anne speelde vreselijk goed en won de Vnale van de schaakwed-
strijd. / Anne speelde vreselijk slecht en verloor de Vnale van de
schaakwedstrijd. B: Oh. A: De juf feliciteerde haar.

59. A: Van zijn vrienden was Freek de enige met zo’n stoer alternatief
kapsel dat voorbijgangers hem altijd nakeken. / Van zijn vrienden
was Freek de enige met zo’n saai kapsel dat voorbijgangers hem
nooit opmerkten. B: Mhm. A: De trendscout fotografeerde hem.

60. A: Liesbeth wist dat Jonathan - net als de rest van zijn familie
- verschrikkelijk eerlijk was. Jonathan zei dat hij het niet had
gedaan. / Liesbeth wist dat Jonathan - net als de rest van zijn
familie - een verschrikkelijk liegbeest was. Jonathan zei dat hij
het niet had gedaan. B: Oh. A: Liesbeth geloofde hem.

61. A: Chantal was ’s werelds gemeenste ex-vriendin en verspreidde
allerlei roddels over Sander. / Chantal was ’s werelds liefste
ex-vriendin en ontkende alle roddels over Sander. B: Mhm. A:
Sander haatte haar.

62. A: Henk leek nog volkomen op zijn vroegere zelf en zijn schooljuf
Hennie liep hem stralend tegemoet op de reunie. / Henk leek in ni-
ets op zijn vroegere zelf en zijn schooljuf Hennie liep hem straal
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voorbij op de reunie. B: Oh. A: Hennie herkende hem.

63. A: Lisette hield zich nooit in met gitaar spelen omdat ze dacht dat
buurman Ramon zo goed als doof was. / Lisette hield zich altijd
in met gitaar spelen ook al wist ze dat buurman Ramon zo goed
als doof was. B: Mhm. A: Ramon hoorde haar.

64. A: Dennis maakte sinds zijn relatie met Lindsey creatievere schilder-
ijen dan zijn collega’s. / Dennis maakte sinds zijn relatie met
Lindsey eentonigere schilderijen dan zijn collega’s. B: Oh. A:
Lindsey inspireerde hem.

65. A: Nienke was de hele ochtend vervelend geweest op de crêche, en
had haar koekje niet met Nico gedeeld. / Nienke was de hele ocht-
end braaf geweest op de crêche, en had haar koekje met Nico
gedeeld. B: Mhm. A: Nico kneep haar.

66. A: Sandra was erg sportief toen Tom tijdens de gymles spelers voor
het korfbalteam zocht. / Sandra kon geen bal vangen toen Tom
tijdens de gymles spelers voor het korfbalteam zocht. B: Oh. A:
Tom koos haar.

67. A: Chris tekende van alle straatartiesten het best gelijkende portret
van Elly. / Chris tekende van alle straatartiesten het minst geli-
jkende portret van Elly. B: Mhm. A: Elly loofde hem.

68. A: Berry ging met wat studiegenoten in het buitenland studeren en
was volgens Lynn erg knap en charmant. / Berry ging met wat
studiegenoten in het buitenland studeren en was volgens Lynn
erg vervelend en opdringerig. B: Oh. A: Lynn miste hem.

69. A: Jos bedacht de meest geniale uitvinding en vroeg Sanne om
sponsorgeld voor de uitvoering ervan. / Jos bedacht de meest
nutteloze uitvinding en vroeg Sanne om sponsorgeld voor de
uitvoering ervan. B: Mhm. A: Sanne ondersteunde hem.

70. A: Katja was overduidelijk betrokken bij de zaak waar Koen on-
derzoek naar deed. / Katja was overduidelijk niet betrokken bij
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de zaak waar Koen onderzoek naar deed. B: Oh. A: Koen on-
dervroeg haar.

71. A: Klaas brak zijn been toen hij met zijn raceVets tegen een gepar-
keerde vrachtwagen reed. / Klaas had geen schram toen hij met
zijn vrachtwagen tegen een geparkeerde Vets reed. B: Mhm. A:
De arts onderzocht hem.

72. A: Britt heeft als enige van de kinderen een homohuwelijk gesloten,
ook al was vader Jan het daar totaal niet mee eens. / Britt heeft
als enige van de kinderen een gewoon huwelijk gesloten, ook al
had vader Jan dat helemaal niet meer verwacht. B: Oh. A: Jan
ontierf haar.

73. A: Toen de enigszins labiele Roland vertelde dat hij van alle sollici-
tanten het hoogste was geeïndigd, was Ingrid zeer bezorgd. / Toen
een stralende Roland vertelde dat hij van alle sollicitanten het
hoogste was geeïndigd, was Ingrid zeer verheugd. B: Mhm. A:
Ingrid ontmoedigde hem.

74. A: Marianne was erg emotioneel toen Rogier in het overvolle restau-
rant voor haar neerknielde. / Marianne was erg boos toen Rogier
in het overvolle restaurant haar plaats niet bezet wilde houden.
B: Oh. A: Rogier ontroerde haar.

75. A: Martine werkt van al haar collega’s het minst eXcient, dus
haar baas Bart was zeer ontevreden. / Martine werkt van al haar
collega’s het meest eXcient, dus haar baas Bart was dik tevre-
den. B: Mhm. A: Bart ontsloeg haar.

76. A: Frederik was ondanks de crisis de beste zakenman van het jaar,
dus crimineel Klaas verwachtte veel losgeld voor hem te kunnen
eisen. / Frederik was net als veel ondernemers door de crisis
failliet gegaan, dus crimineel Klaas verwachtte geen geld meer
voor hem te kunnen eisen. B: Oh. A: Klaas ontvoerde hem.

77. A: Uit de onderzoeken van plastisch chirurg Guido was gebleken
dat met name Stefanie nog een operatie nodig had. / Uit de onder-
zoeken van plastisch chirurg Guido was gebleken dat met name
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Stefanie nog een operatie niet zou overleven. B: Mhm. A: Guido
opereerde haar.

78. A: Sabine was niet zo heel erg slim, haalde de meeste onvoldoendes,
maar werd toch voorwaardelijk tot de studie toegelaten. / Sabine
was niet zo heel erg slim, haalde de meeste onvoldoendes, en
werd uiteindelijk toch niet tot de studie toegelaten. B: Oh. A:
De studieadviseur overschatte haar.

79. A: Juf Inge heeft volgens mij de zachtste stem van iedereen die ik
ken, en ze is heel verlegen. / Juf Inge heeft volgens mij de hardste
stem van iedereen die ik ken, en ze praat voortdurend. B: Mhm.
A: De voorleesmoeder overstemde haar.

80. A: Arnold was de kleinste van de klas, terwijl Janine juist groot
voor haar leeftijd is. / Arnold was de sterkste van de klas, terwijl
Janine juist een erg tenger meisje is. B: Oh. A: Janine pestte hem.

81. A: Willemijn was een verlegen meisje dat was blijven zitten en
iedereen keek neer op haar, ook Jord. / Willemijn was een wilde
meid die was blijven zitten en iedereen was bang voor haar, ook
Jord. B: Mhm. A: Jord plaagde haar.

82. A: Wendy is erg goed in pottenbakken en haar man David was
erg onder de indruk, zo zei hij tegen zijn vrienden. / Wendy is
erg slecht in pottenbakken en haar man David schaamde zich
dood, zo zei hij tegen zijn vrienden. B: Oh. A: David prees haar.

83. A: Patrick was de beroerdste zwemmer van al zijn vrienden en
strandwacht Lara zag hoe hij gillend en schreeuwend in zee lag. /
Patrick was de beste zwemmer van al zijn vrienden en strand-
wacht Lara zag hoe hij soepel en gespierd de zee in ging. B:
Mhm. A: Lara redde hem.

84. A: Kapitein Rik van de verzetsgroep Noord redde veel levens door
zijn moedige gedrag tijdens de oorlog. / Kapitein Rik van de
verzetsgroep Noord bracht veel levens in gevaar door zijn over-
moedige gedrag tijdens de oorlog. B: Oh. A: De Koningin rid-
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derde hem.

85. A: Jolien had deze keer maar weer eens parfum opgedaan, hoewel
ze wist dat Emiel daar een hekel aan had. / Jolien had deze keer
maar eens geen parfum opgedaan, omdat ze wist dat Emiel daar
een hekel aan had. B: Mhm. A: Emiel rook haar.

86. A: Leon kon heel goed stilzitten en was het perfecte model voor Ros-
alie en haar schildervrienden. / Leon kon helemaal niet stilzitten
en was dus geen optie om model te zijn voor Rosalie en haar
schildervrienden. B: Oh. A: Rosalie schilderde hem.

87. A: Lieneke was volgens Simon heel erg irritant toen ze tijdens het
familiediner niet ophield over opa te praten. / Lieneke was vol-
gens Simon heel erg begrijpend toen hij tijdens het familiediner
niet ophield over opa te praten. B: Mhm. A: Simon schopte haar.

88. A: Max en zijn familie waren allergisch voor katten en Sylvia
wou de garage daarom niet als asiel, maar als schoonheidssalon
inrichten. / Max en zijn familie waren allergisch voor katten
en Sylvia wou de garage desondanks niet als schoonheidssalon,
maar als asiel inrichten. B: Oh. A: Max steunde haar.

89. A: Hans kan heel blij worden als je hem uit zijn dagelijkse werkza-
amheden haalt, en dat is iets wat Eline heel goed begrijpt. / Hans
kan heel boos worden als je hem uit zijn dagelijkse werkza-
amheden haalt, en dat is iets wat Eline heel goed begrijpt. B:
Mhm. A: Eline stoorde hem.

90. A: Lisa had alle foto’s geruïneerd om het Vincent en zijn collega’s
moeilijk te maken. / Lisa had alle foto’s gerubriceerd om het Vin-
cent en zijn collega’s gemakkelijk te maken. B: Oh. A: Vincent
strafte haar.

91. A: Geert is de allerbeste monteur en zijn baas Theo kreeg een be-
langrijke klus van een miljoenenbedrijf. / Geert is de slechtste
monteur en zijn baas Theo kreeg een belangrijke klus van een
miljoenenbedrijf. B: Mhm. A: Theo stuurde hem.
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92. A: Harm begrijpt instructies veel sneller dan andere studenten en
Elise had alleen slimme proefpersonen nodig. / Harm begrijpt in-
structies veel trager dan andere studenten en Elise had alleen
slimme proefpersonen nodig. B: Oh. A: Elise testte hem.

93. A: Nina kon niet echt snel rennen en was bij tikkertje zelfs de klos
bij Sam die op krukken loopt. / Nina kon heel snel rennen en was
bij tikkertje geen partij voor Sam die op krukken loopt. B: Mhm.
A: Sam tikte haar.

94. A: Karels tante werd net als de andere familieleden erg emotioneel
tijdens de begrafenis. / Karels tante toonde zich als enige van de
familieleden zelfs enigszins vrolijk tijdens de begrafenis. B: Oh.
A: Karel troostte haar.

95. A: Malou zorgde, in tegenstelling tot haar broers, helemaal niet
voor haar bejaarde ouders en Michiel vond dat belachelijk. / Malou
zorgde, net als haar broers, elke dag voor haar bejaarde ouders
en Michiel vond dat fantastisch. B: Mhm. A: Michiel verachtte
haar.

96. A: Na het feestje bij Daniël - eigenlijk geen echte vriend van Leonie
- was ze haar merkhorloge kwijt. / Na het feestje bij Daniël - de
oprechtste vriend van Leonie - was ze haar merkhorloge kwijt.
B: Oh. A: Leonie verdacht hem.

97. A: Jenny kwam altijd het meest voor Florian op en de hele klas
moest met de directeur over het pesten praten. / Jenny pestte Flo-
rian altijd heel erg en de hele klas moest met de directeur over
het pesten praten. B: Mhm. A: Florian verdedigde haar.

98. A: Karina was vreselijk pijngevoelig en vroeg of de tandarts haar
zere kies weg kon halen. / Karina was altijd heel stoer bij de tan-
darts en vroeg of hij snel wat tandsteen weg kon halen. B: Oh.
A: De tandarts verdoofde haar.

99. A: Koen was een bijzonder gespierde sportschoolfanaat en Cindy
vond sterke jongens aantrekkelijk. / Koen was een magere jon-
gen met een bril en Cindy vond juist sterke en stoere jongens
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aantrekkelijk. B: Mhm. A: Cindy verleidde hem.

100. A: Arjan was de klunzigste monteur van de machinefabriek en
Arie, zijn chef, was een ongevoelige tiran. / Arjan was de meest
ervaren monteur van de machinefabriek en Arie, zijn chef, was
een meevoelende coach. B: Oh. A: Arie vernederde hem.

101. A: Marjan verwachtte helemaal geen bezoek, maar Luuk had ieder-
een uitgenodigd voor het feest. / Marjan verwachtte een huis vol
bezoek, en Luuk had inderdaad iedereen uitgenodigd voor het
feest. B: Mhm. A: Luuk verraste haar.

102. A: Willianne bezat alle kwaliteiten die Paul graag in vrouwen ziet.
/ Willianne bezat geen van de kwaliteiten die Paul graag in
vrouwen ziet. B: Oh. A: Paul versierde haar.

103. A: Johan gooide de laagste score van de mannen en gaf toen de
beurt aan Sylvia die tot dan elke week wel had gedart. / Johan
gooide de hoogste score van de mannen en gaf toen de beurt
aan Sylvia die nog nooit had gedart. B: Mhm. A: Sylvia versloeg
hem.

104. A: Magische Marco was de slechtste tovenaar aller tijden en vluchtte
voor zijn vijanden bij heks Johanna. / Magische Marco was de
machtigste tovenaar aller tijden en zocht naar zijn vijanden bij
heks Johanna. B: Oh. A: Johanna verstopte hem.

105. A: Christiaan bezwoer dat hij het nooit meer zou doen, en Carola
was nog nooit door Christiaan bedrogen. / Christiaan bezwoer
dat hij het nooit meer zou doen, maar Carola was al drie keer
eerder door Christiaan bedrogen. B: Mhm. A: Carola vertrouwde
hem.

106. A: Gisteren had Harry met zijn vrienden veel lol gemaakt op het
feestje bij Marloes. / Gisteren had Harry met zijn vrienden veel
kapot gemaakt op het feestje bij Marloes. B: Oh. A: Marloes
verwelkomde hem.
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107. A: Annie was de favoriete kleindochter van opa Gerrit. / Annie
was de minst favoriete zus van opa Gerrit. B: Mhm. A: Gerrit
verwende haar.

108. A: Anton was chronisch ziek en Antje besloot om haar baan op te
zeggen en voortaan thuis te blijven. / Anton kwam van vakantie
terug en zag dat Antje en de kinderen zwaar verkouden waren.
B: Oh. A: Antje verzorgde hem.

109. A: Peuter Jeroen had vergeleken met de anderen bijna niets gegeten
toen hunmoeder Janneke met een voedzame stamppot binnenkwam.
/ Peuter Jeroen had demeeste pannenkoeken gegeten van iedereen
toen hun moeder Janneke met een voedzame stamppot bin-
nenkwam. B: Mhm. A: Janneke voedde hem.

110. A: Op het juniorenzeilkamp wilde Kirsten als enige van haar team-
genootjes tijdens het noodweer zeilen. / Op het juniorenzeilkamp
wilde Kirsten als enige van haar teamgenootjes niet tijdens het
noodweer zeilen. B: Oh. A: De coach waarschuwde haar.

111. A: Nicole wilde alles van religie weten en had een overduideli-
jke voorkeur voor godsdienstles. / Nicole moest niets van religie
weten en had een overduidelijke hekel aan godsdienstles. B:
Mhm. A: De priester zegende haar.

112. A: Anders dan haar oudere zussen was Ymke die avond niet op tijd
thuis en hun vader Wouter was bezorgd. / Net als haar oudere
zussen was Ymke die avond op tijd thuis en hun vader Wouter
was gerust. B: Oh. A: Wouter zocht haar.

113. A: Dana haalde iedereen verkeerd in, en reed in een wak bij de
wedstrijd op natuurijs. / Dana haalde iedereen in, en reed een
persoonlijk record op natuurijs. B: Mhm. A: De trainer bekri-
tiseerde haar.

114. A: Bertus bleek voor de subsidie in aanmerking te komen, en kwam
bij Irene om het te vieren / Bertus bleek niet voor de subsidie in
aanmerking te komen, en kwam bij Irene om te mopperen B:
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Oh. A: Irene feliciteerde hem.

115. A: Heike was de enige die geen hulp aanbood toen Dirk in de prob-
lemen kwam. / Heike was de enige die zijn hulp aanbood toen
Dirk in de problemen kwam. B: Mhm. A: Dirk haatte haar.

116. A: Mick doet veel meer dan de andere vakkenvullers en Bert vindt
hem een waardevolle collega. / Mick doet veel minder dan de an-
dere vakkenvullers en Bert vindt hem een waardeloze collega.
B: Oh. A: Bert loofde hem.

117. A: Gijsbert had de hele week de minste omzet gehaald en Anja,
zijn groepsleider, was daar niet blij mee. / Gijsbert had de hele
week de meeste omzet gehaald en Anja, zijn groepsleider, was
daar erg blij mee. B: Mhm. A: Anja ontsloeg hem.

118. A: Ronald hield ervan om in opvallende kleren rond te lopen, met
grote kragen en wijde pijpen, net als Henrike. / Ronald hield er-
van om in opvallende kleren rond te lopen, met grote kragen en
wijde pijpen, zeer tegen de zin van Henrike. B: Oh. A: Henrike
prees hem.

119. A: Betsie was de slordigste typiste van het hele kantoor en Jakob,
de directeur, was bijzonder boos. / Betsie was de beste typiste
van het hele kantoor en Jakob, de directeur, was bijzonder trots.
B: Mhm. A: Jakob vernederde haar.

120. A: Adam was de enige broer van Bregje met wie ze nog steeds een
goede band had. / Adam was de enige broer van Bregje met wie
ze nog steeds ruzie had. B: Oh. A: Bregje verwende hem.





S U M M A R Y

This thesis looked at anaphora resolution, concentrating in
particular on the inWuence of markedness of anaphoric expres-
sions (in terms of prosodic and/or morphological realization)
and plausibility of the antecedents (based on world knowledge).
One of the key issues in this type of investigation is how multi-
ple sources of information are combined by the language proces-
sor. This was addressed by using a diverse set of psycholinguis-
tic response measures (self-paced reading, antecedent selection
and ERP (Event-Related brain Potentials) registration).

In Chapter 2, the results from the self-paced reading exper-
iments suggested that in the comprehension of pronouns all
sources of information are used in parallel, since the constraint-
based model best described processing in the cases where par-
ticipants made an eUort to interpret the stories as soon as pos-
sible. SpeciVcally, there was evidence of ambiguous items tak-
ing longer than unambiguous ones at the pronoun in the An-
tecedent Selection and the Plausibility Rating condition. There
was no diUerence between ambiguous and unambiguous pro-
nouns in the task condition that required no disambiguation.
These results combined suggest that the constraint-based model
should be modiVed in such a way that it can incorporate some
kind of “task-engagement” parameter.

In Chapter 3, we looked at what information is used in oU-line
referent choice. There was evidence of a complex interaction be-
tween world knowledge, markedness, order of mention and syn-
tax when selecting an antecedent, in an antecedent choice task.
Markedness and world knowledge were shown to outweigh syn-
tactic and order-of-mention cues. World knowledge was capa-
ble of dictating the referent to a strong degree. The results were
diUerent when pronouns were equiplausible, however. When
there was no (world knowledge) bias towards either of two pos-
sible referents, marked delivery of the pronoun, either by ac-
centuation or by adding morphological complexity, was able to
switch the referent. When there was a strong bias toward one
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antecedent, however, a marked pronoun reduced the preference
for that antecedent, but did not switch it.

Chapter 4 examined the neural processes underlying the in-
teraction of markedness and world knowledge in pronoun com-
prehension. Sentences where the only accessible referent for
the pronoun was implausible and unaccented produced an early
P600 eUect, and not N400 associated with diXculty in compre-
hension. Accenting the pronoun produced an eUect that could
be interpreted as an Nref associated with increased eUort ap-
plied to Vnding a plausible referent. Alternatively, it is also pos-
sible to interpret this eUect as a reduced P600, perhaps indicat-
ing that interpretation did become easier by having an accent
on the pronoun.

This research provides psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic
evidence for the role of world knowledge and accentuation in
pronoun processing, while also contributing to the ongoing dis-
cussion of the interpretation of ERP eUects like the P600 and
Nref.



S A M E N VAT T I N G

Dit proefschrift rapporteert onderzoek naar het verwerken
van anaforen, en concentreert zich met name op de invloed van
gemarkeerdheid van de anaforische uitdrukking (in termen van
prosodische en/of morfologische kenmerken) en plausibiliteit
(gebaseerd op kennis van de wereld). Een van de belangrijk-
ste vragen in dit soort onderzoek is hoe de menselijke taalverw-
erker verschillende bronnen van informatie combineert bij het
begrijpen van taal. Dit is onderzocht met behulp van uiteen-
lopende psycholinguistische methoden en paradigma’s, zoals
leestijdregistratie, oU-line keuze taken, en ERP registratie (Event
Related brain Potentials).

De resultaten van de leestijdexperimenten (zie Hoofdstuk 2)
toonden aan dat bij het begrijpen van persoonlijke voornaam-
woorden alle informatiebronnen in parallel gebruikt worden. In
ieder geval was het zo dat er eUecten van competitie waren (am-
bigue voornaamwoorden nemen meer tijd dan niet ambigue)
wanneer de proefpersonen tot taak hadden de referent voor het
voornaamwoord te rapporteren, of wanneer een plausibiliteitso-
ordeel werd gevraagd; er was geen evidentie voor een competitie-
eUect in de taakconditie waarin proefpersonen alleen maar hoef-
den te lezen. Samengenomen laten deze resultaten zien dat het
Constraint-based Model, dat parallelle verwerking voorstaat, aan-
gepast moet worden om ook aspecten van de speciVeke taak die
de lezer heeft te modelleren.

In Hoofdstuk 3 heb ik gekeken naar welke informatie gebruikt
wordt bij de (oU-line) keuze tussen twee mogelijke referenten
van een ambigu voornaamwoord. Er was sprake van een com-
plexe interactie tussen wereldkennis, gemarkeerdheid, ‘order-
of-mention’ en syntaxis bij het kiezen van een referent. Gemar-
keerdheid en wereldkennis wogen duidelijk zwaarder dan ‘order-
of-mention’ of syntactische informatie. Wereldkennis was een
uitermate sterke bepalende factor bij de keuze voor de ene of
de andere referent. In de conditie waar er op basis van wereld-
kennis geen keuze gemaakt kon worden (d.w.z., waar beide ref-
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erenten even plausibel waren) werd de keuze voor de referent
gemaakt op basis van de gemarkeerdheid van de anaforische uit-
drukking. Zowel het accentueren, als het toevoegen van mor-
fologische complexiteit had tot gevolg dat de keuze voor de
referent volledig omdraaide. Wanneer een van de referenten
wel duidelijk meer plausibel was, werd de voorkeur door het
markeren van het voornaamwoord wel aanzienlijk minder sterk,
maar de voorkeur draaide niet om.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het onderzoek naar de neurale pro-
cessen die aan het begrijpen van voornaamwoorden ten grond-
slag liggen. In het experiment werd met name gekeken naar
de interactie tussen gemarkeerdheid en wereldkennis bij het
begrijpen van voornaamwoorden. Implausibele zinnen waar
het voornaamwoord niet geaccentueerd was lieten een vroege
‘P600’ zien (vergeleken met plausibele controle zinnen). Een
P600 is een positieve verschuiving in het ERP signaal die vroeger
geinterpreteerd werd als een teken van syntactische verwerk-
ingsprocessen. De laatste tijd wordt de P600 steeds vaker gezien
als een indicatie van problemen met het vormen van de beteke-
nis van een zin. Er werd geen ‘N400’ (negatieve verschuiving
in het ERP signaal) gevonden. Als het voornaamwoord wel geac-
centueerd was, werd er een zogeheten Nref eUect gevonden, een
negativiteit die met name duidelijk aanwezig is op frontale elec-
trodes. Deze Nref wordt doorgaans verbonden aan de moeite die
het kost om bij een voornaamwoord de juiste referent te vinden.
Het is echter ook mogelijk dit eUect niet als een verhoogde neg-
ativiteit (Nref) te zien, maar als een verlaagde positiviteit, een
gereduceerde P600. Misschien is de interpretatiemoeilijkheid
verminderd doordat het voornaamwoord met de vreemde refer-
ent een accent heeft gekregen.

Dit onderzoek levert psycholinguïstische en neurolinguïstis-
che evidentie voor de rol van wereldkennis en accentuering bij
de verwerking van voornaamwoorden en draagt daarnaast bij
aan de lopende discussie over de interpretatie van ERP eUecten
als de P600 en Nref.



R E S U M E N

Esta tesis examina la resolución de la anáfora, concentrán-
dose particularmente en la inWuencia de la forma marcada de las
expresiones anafóricas (en términos de la forma prosódica y/o
morfológica) y la verosimilitud de los antecedentes (basada en el
conocimiento del mundo). Uno de los aspectos fundamentales
de este tipo de investigación es cómo las múltiples fuentes de in-
formación se combinan en el procesamiento del lenguaje. Esto
se investigó utilizando un amplio conjunto de instrumentos de
medidas psicolingüísticas de respuesta (lectura autodirigida, se-
lección de antecendentes y registro de ERP (Potenciales de Even-
tos Relacionados)).

En el capítulo 2, los resultados de los experimentos de lectura
autodirigida sugieren que en la compresión de pronombres, to-
das las fuentes de información se utilizan en paralelo, ya que
el modelo basado en restricción (el modelo Constraint-Based)
describe mejor el procesamiento en los casos en los que los par-
ticipantes hacen un esfuerzo para interpretar las historias tan
pronto como sea posible. EspecíVcamente, hubo evidencia que
en la Selección de Antecedentes y el Grado de ClasiVcación de
Verosimilitud en los pronombres los ítems ambiguos tomaron
más tiempo que los ítems no ambiguos. En las tareas de condi-
ción que no requerían desambiguación no hubo diferencia entre
pronombres ambiguos y no ambiguos. Estos resultados com-
binados sugieren que el modelo basado en restricción debe ser
modiVcado de una manera que permita incorporar algún tipo de
parámetro de “integración de tareas”.

En el capítulo 3, observamos qué información es utilizada en
la selección de referentes fuera de línea. Hubo evidencia de
una interacción compleja entre conocimiento del mundo, mar-
cación, orden de mención y sintaxis al momento de seleccionar
un antecedente, en un instrumento de selección del antecedente.
Se demostró que la marcación y el conocimiento del mundo tu-
vieron más inWuencia que la entrada sintáctica y el orden de
mención. El conocimiento del mundo determinó en gran me-
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dida el referente. Sin embargo, los resultados fueron diferentes
cuando los referentes eran igualmente verosímiles. Cuando no
había preferencia (del conocimiento del mundo) hacia ninguno
de los dos posibles referentes, la marcación deliberada del pronom-
bre, (ya sea por acentuación o por la complejidad morfológica),
fue suVciente para cambiar el referente. Sin embargo, cuando
había una preferencia, un pronombre marcado redujo la prefer-
encia por ese antecedente, pero no lo cambió.

En el capítulo 4, examinamos el proceso neurológico suby-
acente a la interacción de la marcación y el conocimiento del
mundo para la comprensión de pronombres. Los enunciados
donde el único referente accesible para el pronombre era in-
verosímil y no acentuado crearon un efecto P600 temprano, y
no un efecto N400 asociado con diVcultad de comprensión. Acen-
tuar el pronombre originó un efecto que podría ser interpretado
como un Nref asociado a un incremento en el esfuerzo aplicado
a encontrar un referente verosímil. De manera alternativa, tam-
bién es posible interpretar este efecto como un reducido P600,
indicando tal vez que la interpretación efectivamente se volvió
más fácil al tener un acento en el pronombre.

Esta investigación provee evidencia psicolingüística y neu-
rolingüística del rol que el conocimiento del mundo y la acen-
tuación tiene en la comprensión de los pronombres, y contribuye
también a la discusión actual de la interpretación de efectos ERP

como el P600 y el Nref.
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